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Fifty Years
Fifty years may have stolen the passion of our youth
But time alone won’t dampen the memories of our group.
Old friends and mateship can make our day brighter
And all of life’s burdens will seem so much lighter.
No trial or tribulation is beyond what we bear
When we share thoughts together with the ones of us who care.
We ask for no credentials; We accept we all have flaws
With that kind of understanding that comes with just because.
The times we spend together is given to God alone.
But our units Vietnam history is written, stored and known.
So we find ourselves together once more, returned to a place we’ve been once before
So take the good memories to where you reside and gain pride in knowing there’s no
need to hide.
(Lawrie O’Neill – 2016)

Back Row: Tony Page, John Symons & Bill Dobson
Front Row: Neville Shaw & Mick Grosse
Together Again
Nui Dat 1969 – Hobart 2006
(Photo Mick Grosse & John Heinze)
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INTRODUCTION

2016

Represents the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Ordnance Field Park (OFP) deploying to
Vietnam as part of the 1st Australian Task Force. A Detachment from the 1st Ordnance
Field Park, located at Moorebank in Sydney was chosen to be the Royal Australian
Army Ordnance Corps (RAAOC) presence at the Task Force Base at Nui Dat in Phuoc Thuy Province.
The Ordnance Field Park went on to support the Units of the 1st Australian Task Force from 1966 until the
withdrawal of the Task Force from Vietnam in 1972.
The purpose of this publication is to provide an overview of the OFP during its service in Vietnam, from 1966
until 1972, and to also provide some insight into the comradery that developed in the fifty years since Vietnam.
On returning to Australia from Vietnam the National Servicemen returned to their civilian careers and the
Regular Army soldiers returned to continue serving in the Army in Australia.
Some National Servicemen decided that there might be a career in the Army and signed on to become Regular
Army members. Some Regular Army members completed their initial three or six year obligation and then
sought employment in a civilian occupation.
The great majority of the guys who returned from Vietnam tried to get on with their lives as best they could.
Vietnam had turned out to be a subject best forgotten by the Australian population and there was no glory in
being recognized as a “Vietnam Veteran”.
And that’s how it remained until the ‘’Welcome Home Parade’’ was organized in Sydney on 3 October 1987.
Other Welcome Home Parades were subsequently held in the different states some time afterwards. The fact
that it took fifteen years after the final withdrawal of Australian Forces from Vietnam to welcome home our
Veterans speaks clearly of the attitude of the Australian population towards the Vietnam conflict.
The Welcome Home Parade in Sydney was the catalyst for a small group of OFP veterans to gather for the first
time in many years and renew friendships formed in Vietnam.
In 1998 an OFP Reunion was organized in Melbourne, at the Rising Sun Hotel, South Melbourne, for a few of
the originals from 1 OFP February 1968. This was the trigger to expanding the notion that there should be a
reunion of ALL the guys who had served with the OFP in Vietnam.
As they say, “The rest is history!!”
This publication, “Ordnance Field Park – Vietnam & Beyond”, will endeavor to capture both our service in
Vietnam and where that service has led us in the years since.
“Murphy’s Law” applies and we apologize for any errors or omissions that may occur.
We hope you enjoy the journey.

Tony Flanagan & Bob Nash
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OFP IN VIETNAM 1966–72
Overview (May 1966 to February 1972)
The first Ordnance Field Parks were established during the Second World War. They served with
distinction in the Middle East, in Syria and at the siege of Tobruk, and later on in the New Guinea campaign.
From 1955 to 1966, RAAOC was represented by a small group of personnel posted to the 28th Commonwealth
Infantry Brigade Ordnance Field Park (28 OFP) during the Malayan Emergency.
Phase one of the Vietnam conflict saw the deployment of RAAOC personnel in the war as part of 1 st
Australian Logistic Support Company (1 ALSC) with 1st Battalion Royal Australian Regiment (1 RAR) in Bien Hoa
in May 1965. In 1966 the Australian commitment was expanded to an independent task force which included
two infantry battalions (5 RAR & 6 RAR), an artillery regiment, a cavalry squadron and other supporting arms
and services. The Order of Battle (ORBAT) for Vietnam was announced in March 1966 and included a
detachment from the 1st Ordnance Field Park (1 OFP), stationed at Moorebank in Sydney, to be named the
1st Ordnance Field Park (Detachment). The detachment and the 1st Composite Ordnance Company (1 COC)
were the only independent RAAOC units listed on the original ORBAT for Vietnam.
The detachment was required for service in Vietnam in support of the 1st Australian Task Force (1 ATF)
based at Nui Dat, and was to become integrated into the Task Force Administrative Area (TFAA), and later on,
in late 1967, into the redesignated Task Force Maintenance Area (TFMA) in Vietnam. The task of units within
the TFAA / TFMA was “to provide immediate logistic support to the 1st Australian Task Force”. The following
were the units that made up the TFAA / TFMA; HQ 26 Company Royal Australian Army Service Corps (RAASC),
85 Transport Platoon RAASC, Detachment 52 Supply Platoon RAASC, Detachment 25 Supply Platoon RAASC,
Detachment 8 Petroleum Platoon RAASC, Detachment 176 Air Dispatch Company RAASC, Detachment 1
Divisional Stores & Transport Workshop, Ordnance Field Park RAAOC, Detachment 1 Communication Zone
Postal Unit, Detachment 11 Movement Control Group Royal Australian Engineers (RAE), Detachment
Australian Forces Vietnam Cash Office and Detachment 2 Australian Force Canteen Unit.
As part of the Task Force Maintenance Area (TFMA) the Ordnance Field Park’s responsibilities
included:

The maintenance of a reserve of controlled stores on behalf of the Task Force Commander.

The receipt in bulk and distribution in unit lots, of stores and equipment which had been requested by
1 ATF units, and procured from a variety of sources.

The provision of troops for the defense of the Task Force area. These defensive responsibilities include
the participation in the patrolling program, in and around the Task Force Base, including the TAOR Patrolling
program and the ATF Ready Reaction Force.
The detachment’s scaling of stores were deliberately reduced to cater for the maintenance of
Landrovers, the fleet of International trucks, the 7.62mm range of weapons and the Owen Gun as well as its
normal scaling of stores. The original maintenance plan (later criticized by the Director of Ordnance Services)
envisaged that all of the logistic support for the Australian forces would be provided by the US Army logistic
system in Vietnam.
The original Ordnance Field Park detachment consisted of fourteen personnel (one Officer and
thirteen Other Ranks) to service the needs of two infantry battalions (5 RAR and 6 RAR) plus the supporting
arms and service elements. The absurdity of the situation could be best demonstrated by considering that the
staffing level of the 101st Field Workshop Stores Section, also committed to service in Vietnam was one Officer
and sixteen Other Ranks. The strength of the full Ordnance Field Park at home, carrying out similar work to
that of the detachment, was three Officers and forty seven Other Ranks. The fourteen personnel selected for
active service with the detachment were the cream of Ordnance soldiers at that time.
The advance party of the detachment, along with the Task Force’s scaling of stores sailed aboard HMAS
“Sydney”. Ten days later, on 4 May 1966, the main body of the detachment departed RAAF Base Richmond
on a B707 Qantas charter flight to Vung Tau (via Townsville, Manila and Saigon). On arrival in Vietnam the
detachment's main body linked up with the advance party on the "Back Beach" at Vung Tau. The detachment
was accommodated in the 1st Australian Logistic Support Group (1ALSG) area where they spent about a month
refurbishing and reconditioning stores whilst the 1st Australian Task Force (1 ATF) position at Nui Dat was
being secured.
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1966 / 67 – 1 Ordnance Field Park (Det)

(Photo – Graham Alexander)

On 5th June 1966 the 1st Ordnance Field Park (Detachment) consisting of fourteen personnel under
the command of Lieutenant Norm Clarke deployed forward to the Task Force Administrative Area at Nui Dat.
Upon arrival at Nui Dat the detachment was allocated an area which was part of the 1 st Australian
Reinforcement Unit's (1 ARU) perimeter and worked quickly to establish its position on a Hill called "Nui Dat
2". The hill was located next to “Nui Dat 1” which was so named because it was the highest and most
prominent feature at the Task Force Base. Nui Dat 1 was occupied by a Special Air Service (SAS) Squadron and
was commonly referred to as SAS Hill.
It was a time for uncertainty and intense sustained activity as 1 ATF developed its base and began
operations throughout the province to dominate its area of operation and deny freedom of movement to the
North Vietnamese Army (NVA) and Viet Cong (VC) as part of phase two of the Vietnam conflict.
The allocated OFP position on Nui Dat 2 Hill was amidst fairly dense vegetation comprising mainly low
scrub and a few tall trees with rubber plantations in the surrounding area occupied by other 1 ATF units. A
rudimentary road system was developed by Royal Australian Engineers (RAE) amongst these plantations to
serve the considerable vehicle activity within the base. These routes were unsealed but some were covered
with loose blue metal surfacing to provide hard standing and relief from the heavy red dust that rose from the
red clay in summer months and the sticky red mud that accumulated during the wet season. The main supply
route to Nui Dat was from Baria which, although described as a Class ‘A’ all weather’ road on military maps
was in extremely poor condition for most of the time and deteriorated markedly during the wet months.
Local road conditions were aggravated by the ‘right hand drive' rule which applied to the Vietnamese
road system. It was not unusual to see traffic congestion on this busy main supply route where military
vehicles would be occupying the left and right lanes, whilst a multitude of Lambrettas, motor cycles, bicycles,
and oxen-drawn carts driven by the locals were using the centre lane, or wherever else they could fit, by
weaving in and out of the military traffic. Enemy actions of demolishing major bridges along Route 2 in earlier
attacks (1965/66) seriously impaired the traffic flow and all traffic had to negotiate a makeshift narrow
replacement spans over rivers.
Throughout the deployment of 1 ATF, helicopter resupply enabled urgent logistic supply activity to be
maintained when road convoys were interrupted due to congestion or enemy action. The Ordnance Field Park
Detachment quickly established its position on the hill in the Task Force Administrative Area (TFAA) and began
providing limited direct support to the Task Force almost immediately. Included in this were issues of fast
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moving items from the stock holding of the Task Force Commander's operational reserve of weapons (e.g.
flame throwers) and controlled equipment, providing a distribution centre for ordnance items issued from 1
ALSG and Australia and assisting in water distribution in the Task Force Base.
A laundry service was established at Baria, the provincial capital, by the Detachment in late 1967 after
camp beds and linen were supplied. This service handled the laundering of two sets of jungle greens per
soldier per week and bed linen. Laundry was done under local arrangements by towns' people. A problem
arose when the laundry contractor in Baria started to use fish oil based soap on the Australian laundry which
had the effect of attracting many thousands of flies with black back (flies) a common complaint. As a result
the Deputy Assistant Director of Ordnance Services, Australian Forces Vietnam (DADOS AFV) had to arrange
the supply of soap powder from Australia and strictly supervise its use; otherwise the contractor would sell
the soap on the local black market.
It soon became obvious, even to the Task Force Headquarters that the site allocated for the 1st
Ordnance Field Park (Detachment) was unsuitable to accommodate its wide range of activities. Furthermore
logistic activities were being observed by the Viet Cong. This added dimension was graphically illustrated
when the first Viet Cong mortar attack on the Task Force Base occurred on the night of 17th August 1966. The
mortar strikes landed in the detachment's position while other rounds landed in adjacent areas occupied by
the 1st Australian Reinforcement Unit and the Postal Unit. Luckily no OFP personnel were injured although
the detachment's bulk stocks did not fare so well and considerable damage was suffered. Detailed stock
escaped unscathed from mortar shrapnel due to the 'bin pack" storage system being used by the detachment.
Due to the tears in the canvas caused by shrapnel, the storage tents provided limited storage from the rains
until such accommodation was gradually replaced. This mortar attack occurred in Nui Dat in the early morning
on the day before the battle now known as “The Battle of Long Tan". Apart from the shelling of the ordnance
element of the 1st Australian Logistic Support Company at Bien Hoa in 1965, this was the first time since the
Second World War that an independent RAAOC unit had been subjected to direct enemy fire.
As a result of the mortar attack, negotiations for a new area for 1OFP (Det) were given added impetus
when the Australian Government, as part of the buildup of the 1st Australian Task Force, announced an
increase in the Task Force to a three battalion force. The announcement in turn came with the decision to
return the 1st Ordnance Field Park (Detachment) to Australia after its twelve month tour in Vietnam. The 1st
Ordnance Field Park (Detachment) was to be replaced by a detachment from 6th Ordnance Field Park stationed
at Gaythorne in Brisbane.

1967 – New Store Sheds and Control Office / HQ Building (Photo – Ted Sellens)
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A new location for the 1OFP (Det) and the replacing 6OFP (Det) was of primary concern and a new
area was quickly located at the eastern end of Luscombe Airfield, in an area adjacent to the 6th Battalion Royal
Australian Regiment. Development of the new area proceeded quickly enough to allow the 6th Ordnance Field
Park (Detachment) to occupy the new facilities on their arrival in Nui Dat from Australia in late April 1967.
The new facility initially comprised a number of simple concrete-floored. galvanized iron, open ended
shelters for storage with hard standing (a luxury in those days) to enable offloading of vehicles from daily
stores convoy from 1 ALSG in Vung Tau. The headquarters building was a prefabricated Lysaght hut; however
living quarters were to remain in the ubiquitous 16x16 foot sandbagged tents, with messing facilities being
provided by 6th Battalion Royal Australian Regiment. The detachment's new location and accommodation was
a substantial change and a far cry from its old position on the "hill".
The 1OFP (Det) ceased its operations in Vietnam on 5th May 1967 and returned to Australia on 7th May
1967. Upon the arrival of the 1OFP (Det) in Australia on 8th May 1967 its personnel were either posted to
other ordnance units in Australia or absorbed in to the Ordnance Field Park at Holsworthy, New South Wales.
The 6OFP (Det) continued to support the 1st Australian Task Force in Vietnam from its new base at the eastern
end of Luscombe Airfield adjacent to 6 RAR.
By mid-1967 the decision was made that most support units would replace personnel on a man for
man basis, rather than a unit by unit basis, as had been the case in the past. This resulted in the
commencement of the rotation of some members of the 6th Ordnance Field Park (Detachment) in late August
1967. There is some argument that the unit replacement system was preferable to the replacement on an
individual basis. Better team work and a sense of belonging amongst the troops were more evident in the
units that were replaced on a unit basis (e.g. Infantry Battalions). Troops who arrived under the man for man
replacement basis (short timers) struggled for some time until they were accepted by those who had been
with the unit for a longer period. In many cases, Vietnam Veterans, to this day, are still struggling with
psychological problems associated with this type of posting.
2Lt Alan Davis (Unit 2IC in 1969) recalls that because the OFP was reinforced on an individual basis
rather than as a unit, it suffered from the wide divergence of knowledge, from the new ‘Reo’s,’ to those who
were on their run down. Looking back, he now realizes that this caused a lot of difficulties, not the least being
that a level of theatre knowledge was assumed without giving the new boys any structured training. As part
of the buildup of the 1st Australian Task Force to a three battalion force, it was announced that the
Detachment of the 6th Ordnance Field Park would be raised to the status of a full strength Ordnance Field Park.
As part of this reorganization the detachment of 6OFP was redesignated as the 1st Ordnance Field Park on 1
February 1968, the name the unit kept for the remainder of the Vietnam Conflict.
The 1OFP operational strength in Vietnam was two Officers and forty-two Other Ranks. The unit's
organization consisted of a Headquarters element, a Provision / Control Section, Internal Audit Section,
Headquarters Section, Bath Section and a Stores Platoon. A Supply / Control Group and Documentation Group
were also included. The 1OFP continued to support the 1st Australian Task Force and offered a full range of
Field Park services, including service demands, US supply and self-service. All bulk supplies of ordnance stores
and equipment were shipped from Australia to 1 Composite Ordnance Company, Vung Tau (the unit title was
later changed to 2 Composite Ordnance Depot in May 1966). Resupply problems were experienced in Vietnam
in later years (1968-1970) when ordnance stores and other defense supplies were delayed on the wharves in
Sydney as a direct result of dock strikes. This affected not only operational activities, but also interfered with
the troops' comfort and recreation in that commodities, such as beer, were not arriving in theatre.
Fortunately the majority of rations consumed in Vietnam were sourced from the US supply system.
Additionally, ample stocks of American beer could be obtained, albeit the Yankee brew was not like the real
thing. In a bid to reduce the amount (the sheer bulk) of stores required to be shipped from Australia on the
"Jeparit", the local purchase staff at DADOS AFV in Saigon set to work procuring commercially available items.
Items procured by DADOS AFV staff included furniture, industrial gases, construction materials, stationery,
steel piping and kitchen utensils with more than A$1 million being expended annually on these commodities.
By now the ordnance resupply system to 1 ATF was based on the OFP at Nui Dat providing direct or
second line support, with 2 Composite Ordnance Depot, Vung Tau, providing general or third line support.
There were three categories of demands - viz - Routine, Service or Staff demands. A Routine demand was
submitted in the form of an indent on the OFP. If the stores could not be provided from either the OFP at Nui
Dat or 2 COD, or from within US stocks held at Vung Tau, a signal demand would be referred back to AHQ
Melbourne in order to satisfy the requirement. The stores from Australia could then be delivered by RAAF air
or by sea into Vung Tau according to operational priority.
Equipment requested on a routine demand was delivered from 1 ALSG to the OFP for redistribution,
or if required direct to units by second line RAASC transport. Service demands covered the whole range of
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stores and supplies and were solely for use by 1 ATF units in the Nui Dat region. They included those stores
commonly used (i.e. rations, petrol oil & lubricants and ammunition). These service demands were subcategorized into maintenance demands, priority maintenance demands and operational demands. The crucial
point about the types of demands was the timing allowed for their processing. Priority maintenance demands
were requisitions for stores which had to be delivered to the unit within 24 hours of the identified need and
operational demands were urgent requests requiring immediate action and delivery. Obviously the
operational demand took priority over all other transactions and delivery was affected by either scheduled
road convoys, aircraft or if dictated by the staff by alternate special delivery means using either vehicle,
helicopter or watercraft to deliver the operational needs to the first line units. Staff demands on the other
hand were raised by 1 ATF for vital stores such as controlled stores, vehicles and weapons or urgently required
operationally significant items which were to replace equipment lost in battle, or were not on unit
establishments or equipment tables, but were needed by the Australian Task Force actively involved in field
operations.

Self Service Store at Nui Dat (Photo – Garry Downs)
1 ALSG conducted a daily logistic conference at Vung Tau to plan the resupply program for the next
day in order to provide required supplies for 1 ATF. Representatives from the support group elements
attended these conferences which considered the details of current demands and determined unit and load
priorities. Transport was also scheduled and the back loading of stores and salvage was also arranged. An
intelligence officer was normally present at the conference to brief the representatives in attendance on
current enemy activity, road closures, road conditions and any road detours. Depending on the amount of
such enemy activity, resupply would either be conducted swiftly, without interruption, or could be delayed
for several hours awaiting a change of circumstance in the area.
Phase 5 of Australia's involvement in the Vietnam War, during mid-1969 to August 1971, saw counterguerrilla and pacification operations being conducted concurrently with the aim of upgrading ARVN regional
forces. Operations continued against the ever present enemy and villages were secured by land defoliation
and erection of man proof perimeter fences. Simultaneously, the Australian Task Force carried out an
extensive civic action program designed to improve health, education, living standards, the country's economy
and the morale of the local villagers. Australian Civil Aid Teams, comprising volunteer medical staff, operated
extensively in South Vietnam freely giving their services to improve the life of the less fortunate villagers. It
was hoped these measures would result in an increased resistance by the Vietnamese community to the Viet
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Cong infrastructure, while at the same time providing a more positive and demonstrable means of gaining
acceptance of the presence of the allied forces.
In 1970 the US Government determined that the Vietnamese were quite capable of handling their
own political affairs and should take over complete responsibility for the future conduct of their internal
conflicts. In April 1970, the Australian Government made the decision to withdraw one battalion of its troops
after completion of its current tour of duty and not replace it. Similarly, it was decided in November 1970 that
the Australian troops would follow the American decision to scale down involvement in Vietnam and
commence withdrawal procedures for Australian units as current tours of duty came to an end.
By 1971 distinct progress had been made in Vietnamese communities with allies having improved
roads, irrigation systems, instituted education programs and established medical and dental facilities. By late
March 1971 the withdrawal of the 1st Australian Task Force from Vietnam was well into the planning stage.
In January 1971 the Ordnance Field Park was operating with its full complement of staff and equipment.
Over succeeding months the unit’s role at Nui Dat reduced again to a Detachment as a number of personnel
moved to Vung Tau and became “caretakers” of the stores and equipment that were being relocated as part
of the withdrawal phase. The Detachment at Nui Dat had responsibility for controlled stores, the operation
of the self-service store and the monthly bulk break of clothing and equipment. Subsequently it had
responsibility for the wash point operation which was required to clean tanks and equipment being returned
to Vung Tau and then on to Australia.
When the Task Force moved out of Nui Dat in October 1971, the Detachment ceased operations and
moved to join the remainder of the unit at Vung Tau. At Vung Tau the Detachment continued to provide
Ordnance support to the remaining Australian land forces in Vietnam, thus enabling 2 AOD to close down
operations and withdraw its assets to Australia. 1 OFP Vung Tau conducted a progressive out scaling operation
during the latter part of 1971 whilst still maintaining support in theatre. In the final days of the Vietnam
Conflict the personnel of the 1st Ordnance Field Park worked long and hard hours, but produced credible
results in providing the required ordnance support to the very end. This support contributed to the successful
and orderly withdrawal of the 1st Australian Task Force and its supporting elements from Vietnam by February
1972.

OFP Tent Lines Circa 1970 (Photo – Lou Fatone)
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The Life of an Ordnance Field Park Soldier in Vietnam
Some members of the first RAAOC elements were sent to Vietnam without having undergone any prior
training or acclimatization training in Australia. This matter was later rectified by compulsory attendance of
soldiers destined to Vietnam at field training (Battle Efficiency) courses which were conducted at the Jungle
Training Centre (now known as the Land Warfare Centre) at Canungra. Without this experience provided at
Canungra and without any prior knowledge of the war or country in which they were to serve, the first of the
RAAOC personnel entered Vietnam with considerable trepidation.
Arrival in Vietnam in 1965/66/67 was either by sea on the troopship HMAS ‘Sydney” or by air on RAAF
Hercules C130 aircraft. From 1967 troops were usually flown to Vietnam and returned on QANTAS Boeing 707
charter flights.
An aspect of life in Vietnam was the need to administer anti-malarial tablets daily, since the jungle
environment of Vietnam, with its stagnant pools and intense humidity, encouraged the disease carrying
malarial mosquitoes to flourish. Morning roll-call parades were used to ensure that all soldiers were issued
with their daily ration of Paludrin medication. Observation by NCOs ensured that the tablets were consumed
'on parade'. After a belly full of beer the night before, these gagging pills were bitter to swallow and mighty
hard to keep down.
All OFP soldiers were required to secure their unit’s location by digging trenches, filling sandbags,
building Defense Posts (DP) and establishing stores systems in newly constructed storehouses to replace the
initial stores tents. Weapon pits were also dug next to their tented accommodation, where they would 'stand
to' when required in the event of a possible attack.

May1969- Private Kevin Dwyer (left) from 1 OFP,
on patrol with Private Vivian Rooks from 85 Transport Platoon RAASC.
Both are part of a TFMA patrol providing security to the Task Force Base at Nui Dat
(Photo – Australian War Memorial Canberra)
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Beside their normal duties within the Ordnance Field Park, other tasks were assigned to OFP soldiers
such as assisting in the joint protection of the Task Force Base by manning nightly pickets on the Task Force
Base perimeter wire. As part of the Task Force Maintenance Area (TFMA), soldiers from the OFP were required
to undertake a range of infantry type patrols to allow the infantry to concentrate on external operations
against the enemy. The tasks varied from overnight ambushes, standing patrols, fighting patrols, provision of
protection parties for overnight civil aid projects, defense of Fire Support Bases (FSB), to much longer activities
of up to fourteen days.
2Lt Alan Davis recalls that these patrols took on increased importance since the arms units spent most
of the time deployed outside the province. These patrols were run by the Corporals. Any Officers, Warrant
Officers or Senior NCOs who wanted to go were relegated to riflemen. On one occasion their patrol (with
rifleman 2Lt Davis and radio operator S/Sgt Sid Brent) harbored up in a bamboo thicket overlooking a river.
No sooner had they set themselves up and completed their last light clearing patrol, than an enemy group of
about twenty came along the river bank below their position. This was probably a supply column rather than
a fighting patrol because there were women spaced through the group carrying long poles with lights at the
top to show the way. Before they could react this column disappeared from sight around the next river bend,
but they could still hear their progress as they skirted to the other side of the bamboo thicket where they also
harbored up for the night, some hundred meters from their position.
Alan and Sgt Sid Brent assumed control at this point. Alan reasoned that they had the advantage since
the enemy did not know they were there, but there was little point starting a fire fight until they could see
them. So they radioed Task Force Operations and requested artillery. TF Ops refused on the basis that being
‘Pogos’ the patrol wouldn’t have a clue where they were and TF Ops didn’t want to drop a salvo on them.
Before Alan could argue their radio died so they settled down to anticipate dawn and the probability of a fight.
In the event, the enemy roused before first light and moved off away from the patrol’s position into the bush.
The patrol was unable to react since its way was barred by the bamboo thicket. With dawn they were able to
confirm their position with the map so the artillery would have been justified. Alan recalls that the whole
situation was quite humorous really.
For the new and uninitiated to Nui Dat, it was a common practice for the old hands with whom the
newcomer would be sharing accommodation and duties to advise the new boy of the two social events not to
be missed in the local area. They were known as the Baria or Hoa Long dances and the Dat Do dog races.
These quite fictitious occasions were supposedly held each Saturday afternoon and army transport was even
provided for those who wished to attend. It always caused quite a good deal of merriment back at the lines
when a young, keen soldier on the lookout for adventure in a strange country would return to his tent, dressed
in his finery, after having waited for a lengthy time for transport which never arrived to transport green
Casanovas to venues which didn't exist.
Both Nui Dat and Vung Tau were serviced by Australian Salvation Army and Red Cross staff who were
relentless in providing recreational comfort to all troops. They would visit fire support bases and hand out the
cool drinks, sweets, books and writing materials and visit the hospitals to try and cheer up the patients. Army
chaplains worked side by side with the Salvos, although chaplains generally concentrated their efforts in the
bases, providing Sunday morning church services or accompanying the field troops in case they were needed
to administer church services and last rite functions in the field.
The Task Force at Nui Dat was able to provide some light relief for its operational troops, by
establishing an outdoor concert venue at Luscombe Bowl (better known as the Dust Bowl due to the red clay
dust that covered the area in summer). Here up to 1,000 troops could be entertained depending upon the
operations underway at the time.
Another comfort to the soldier in Vietnam was the arrival of letters and parcels from home, sometimes
from complete strangers who as a result of patriotic radio announcers' pleas suddenly wanted to contribute
to lessening the distance for the troops between Vietnam and Australia. It was not unusual for soldiers to
share their parcels from home with their mates (especially cakes, sweets and books) and this provided some
link to home which otherwise may have been very distant. A link with home of a different nature was the
news of moratoriums being held in Australian cities to demonstrate against Australia's involvement in
Vietnam’s affairs. These moratoria (officially only two were held) did not really register with the Australian
troops in Vietnam as their world seemed so far removed from the scenes back home. The concerns of the
troops lay more with protecting themselves and their mates and in fulfilling the role assigned to them in
Vietnam - the containment of the spread of communism and terror in that region.
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1970 – A Concert Party performing at Luscombe Bowl (Photo – Lou Fatone)
During a 12 months tour of duty in Vietnam, troops were given five days Rest and Convalescent (R and
C) leave in country, and five days Rest and Recreational (R and R) leave which could be taken in either Manila,
Taipei, Hong Kong Singapore or Bangkok. In October 1967, Australia was included on the list of countries for
taking R and R. This option was received favorably, especially amongst the married or engaged troops who
chose to be re-united with their loved ones and dependents in favor of the other oriental destinations. To
make life in Vung Tau a little less foreign, a former French villa was commissioned by the Australian and New
Zealand armies to operate as a recreation centre.
At the R and C Centre the soldiers were provided with fresh food cooked by Australian Army caterers,
a pleasant alternative to the powdered eggs, powdered milk, dehydrated vegetables and monotonous menu
provided under the scales of issue which the US Army operated in the early years of Australian involvement.
The only drawback with Australian troops being rationed under the US system was that repetitive meals
occurred for about a month before the menu was changed - the only consolation with being supplied under
the US ration system was that there was always an abundance of this food and fresh fruit was rarely in short
supply.
Christmas Day in Vietnam was particularly memorable. During a tour of duty (unless shortened) it was
impossible to miss out on at least one Christmas in Vietnam. Christmas Day meant extra rationing as is the
custom for Christmas lunch for the ‘living-in’ soldiers of today. Special ration supplements were sent from
Australia, particularly pork, turkey beef and whole vegetables for roasting for Christmas lunch. The officers of
most units participated in the old tradition of carving and serving the soldier's lunch and refreshment. Money
was even put in the Christmas pudding and of course Australian coins were used for this tradition since the
local currency issued to servicemen was known as Military Payment Certificates (MPC) and was in a paper
form only.
On the topic of money, all soldiers were paid in MPC currency, which although it was intended for use
within military bases only, soon became accepted as legal tender in the towns. Since soldiers had little to
spend their money on, except alcohol, cigarettes (which were extremely cheap) or souvenirs to send home;
most saved a tidy sum of money during their stay.
The Post Exchange (PX) was run in the same style as retail department stores, carrying all lines of goods
such as electrical gear, gifts, cameras, cigarettes and anything that a soldier would want to purchase at duty
free prices.
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Through the PX, and aided by an excellent Army operated postal service, soldiers were able to send
goods back to Australia. Alternatively, they could stock them up and bring them home through Customs.
Favorites amongst the smaller things to be sent home through the mail system were Vietnamese dolls,
cigarettes and bottles of alcohol, although getting the bottles back in one piece and within customs quotas
required a good deal of skill. This was accomplished by using 105mm ammunition cardboard casings since
they made excellent cases for the fine old Chivas Regal. Occasionally goods were not received at their
destination in Australia. The reasons for this lay either with parcels going astray within the Australian postal
service (PMG) or being deemed a 'breakage' by the postal authorities (and no doubt disposed of appropriately).
For those who preferred a few beers after work, when time allowed, it was easy to consume their daily
ration of two cans per person (unless at an official unit function or by unofficially using the two can allowance
from non-drinkers). The allowance system was maintained by unit canteens, which were run by subcommittees "volunteered" by unit officers as official committee members. The officers' and sergeants' messes
were run on more formal lines although they were also subjected to a daily beer ration of two cans per person.
Sometimes when a quiet beer was being enjoyed in the mess a rumbling would start that orders to 'stand to'
were soon to be delivered. This immediately meant beers were quickly downed, rifles were collected from
within arm's reach and all ranks made off for their allocated weapon pit.

The life of an Ordnance Field Park soldier in Vietnam was never dull

Military Payment Certificate - MPC
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1967 –1 OFP (Det) -Going home at last.
L to R – Darryl Shaw, Peter McFarlane, Laurie Burt, John Fraser, Eric Mallett (obscured), David Jamison (OC), Ed Finn,
Frank Aylen, Ted Sellens (partly obscured), Vic Zabenko, Col Griffiths, Arthur Hartwig and Billy Sprudd.
(Photo – Darryl Shaw)

GROUP PHOTO 1969
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OFP IN VIETNAM 1966–72
1st Ordnance Field Park (Det) 1966-67
Unit History
The original 1st Ordnance Field Park (Detachment) consisted of fourteen personnel (one Officer and
thirteen Other Ranks) to service the needs of two infantry battalions (5 RAR and 6 RAR) plus the supporting
arms and service elements. The fourteen personnel selected for active service with the Detachment were the
cream of Ordnance soldiers at that time.
The Detachment was commanded by Lieutenant Norm Clarke and comprised National Servicemen
from the first intake (Privates Frank Aylen, a qualified civilian accountant, as Control Clerk, Laurie Burt, Ted
Finn, Eric (Hec) Mallet and Billy Sprudd as Storemen). The Detachment Company Sergeant Major, Warrant
Officer Class Two Bill Eaglesham, an old timer and Korean veteran provided the steadying hand to maintain
discipline. Australian Regular Army (ARA) members of the Detachment included Sergeants Darryl Shaw and
Max Smith, Corporals Peter McFarlane, Frank Houston, Arthur Hartwig (the Orderly Room Clerk) as well as
Privates John Fraser and John Dyson, together with Corporal "Jock" Clegg (who joined the unit from the
RNZAOC) in the Q Store.
As an example of the esprit de corps amongst the members of the Field Park, John Frazer accepted a
voluntary reduction in rank to Private to accept the only vacancy the Detachment had available, as no other
Corporal vacancies existed. Privates Barry Siddons, a National Serviceman, and Vic Zabenko, ARA, were posted
in as reinforcements after the Detachment had reached Vietnam.
The advance party of the Detachment, along with the Task Force’s scaling of stores left Australia
aboard HMAS Sydney on 21 April 1966. The main body of the Detachment departed RAAF Base Richmond, on
4 May 1966, on a B707 Qantas charter flight to Vung Tau (via Townsville, Manila and Saigon). The last leg of
the journey was regrettably aboard a USAF C123 Provider, which, according to Lieutenant Norm Clarke,
“leaked like a sieve” during a monsoon storm. On arrival in Vietnam the Detachment's main body linked up
with the advance party on the "Back Beach" at Vung Tau. The Detachment was accommodated in the 1st
Australian Logistic Support Group (1ALSG) area where about a month was spent refurbishing and
reconditioning stores whilst the 1st Australian Task Force (1 ATF) position at Nui Dat was being secured.
LT Norm Clarke recalls that on their arrival the weather was damp and Army of the Republic of Vietnam
(ARVN) soldiers were clearing a minefield close by and they were greeted by a number of explosions (of mines)
as a "Welcome here boys".
The Detachment personnel were rationed by 1 Composite Ordnance Company (1 COC), (redesignated
2 COD shortly after arrival in Vietnam) and erected their own tent lines for accommodation and stores. They
were required to dig weapon pits and to "stand to" at dusk. 5 RAR, having also just arrived in country, were
next door and at dusk the Battalion sounded "Retreat". So there they were at "stand to" with the Battalion
observing the "Retreat" protocol, and it was raining cats and dogs as it did most nights whilst "standing to".
Every day since the Detachment arrived ‘in country’ the monsoon visited with clockwork regularity.
With it came gale force winds and rain for about half an hour, usually around 4.00 p.m. They had their tents
(11ft x 22ft) up and their stores located and they thought they were really well organized. After they had been
on the ground in 1 COC area for a few weeks, Lieutenant Clarke was instructed by Task Force HQ to relocate
about 300 meters which put them directly behind the Task Force Commander’s personal sleeping tent.
LT Clarke did an appreciation of the situation and had it all worked out how to move with maximum
protection for stores and equipment. He was then called up to visit Major Bob Phillips DADOS (AFV). Whilst
he was with Major Phillips a monsoon storm arrived and it bucketed down. When he returned to his unit,
after the storm had all blown away, he found that his unit had also been blown away with it.
When he asked his CSM, Bill Eaglesham what the ‘@#%*’ had happened, he was told that the Task
Force Ordnance Officer (TFOO) had "hopped in" and told him to move. LT Clarke recalls that he was somewhat
a “little cross” about the whole incident as tents were wrecked and stores were wet and damaged, simply
because someone else had moved in and got his unit to move without due appreciation of the climatic
conditions. It transpired that there was no urgency in the order to relocate.
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While at Vung Tau the Detachment provided men for morning and evening clearing patrols and other
duties. No one seemed to know whose responsibility it was to provide water for the Bath Section, manned by
Corporal Frank Houston and Private Heck Mallett. LT Clarke arranged for a 1,000 gallon water tank from
Engineer Stores (this time through Staff channels!) and the OFP Detachment took on water delivery to ALSG
and Task Force units in the Vung Tau area, and later on when they moved to Nui Dat. They were in effect the
“Gunga Dihn” for the Task Force.
Whilst waiting at Vung Tau, LT Clarke and the TFOO (Captain Neville Bland) took a flight by US
helicopter to Bien Hoa to visit the 1st Australian Logistic Support Company (1 ALSG) and 1 RAR, prior to their
return to Australia, to discuss their usage rates for vehicle parts and other equipment over the past 12 months.
LT Clarke was asked by Task Force Head Quarters when he intended to move to Nui Dat. TFHQ agreed it made
sense to move when the Task Force units B echelons moved. A group of Task Force Administrative Area (TFAA)
officers, including LT Clarke, had done a reconnaissance of the TFAA location at Nui Dat some couple of weeks
before they commenced to move.
On 5 June 1966, after being located on the sand at Vung Tau for about a month, the Detachment
deployed forward to the Task Force Administrative Area (TFAA) at Nui Dat. The movement of stores and
equipment was by 2 1/2 ton GS Tippers. Upon arrival at Nui Dat the unit was allocated part of the 1st
Australian Reinforcement Unit’s (1 ARU) perimeter and worked quickly to establish its position on a Hill known
as "Nui Dat 2". Another hill, known as “Nui Dat 1”, was the highest and most prominent feature at the Task
Force Base and was occupied by a Company from 5 RAR. An SAS Squadron was later to take over “Nui Dat 1”
and it was then commonly known as SAS Hill after that.
The position allocated to the Detachment on Nui Dat Hill was amongst fairly dense vegetation
comprising low scrub, bamboo clumps and a few tall trees with rubber and banana plantations in the
surrounding area occupied by the 1st Australian Task Force. At first the development and operations of the
Field Park Detachment were hampered by the ground allocated, which as mentioned previously, was
positioned on the second highest feature within the Task Force base, as well as a scarcity of engineer support
to construct hard standing. Engineer support was gained mainly by direct liaison between unit members and
passing bulldozer or grader drivers. The going rate for each job was a carton of Australian beer which was a
considerable supplement to the daily ration of two cans.

One of the weapon pits in the OFP area manned at night by personnel in the unit.
(Photo – Arthur Hartwig)
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Three weapon pits were constructed and manned nightly from the first night. Manning weapon pits
nightly proved quite a burden as the nightly picket roster was shared between only twelve men, while carrying
out its normal supply support functions. Apart from its normal day-to-day ordnance functions and water
delivery, the Detachment was given the task of handling the transit stores for units located in the Nui Dat area.
This added further burden resulting in upwards of twenty cargo trucks a day having to be unloaded by hand
at the Detachment's site. The unit's Massey Ferguson forklift was inoperable in the muddy conditions that
had existed due to the lack of all-weather roads in the early phases of the conflict. On one occasion four
American semi-trailers arrived unannounced at the Detachment's site with the initial supply of beds for the
entire Australian Task Force. With its forklift out of action, and the burly Negro drivers demanding to be out
of this "MF' war zone, the only alternative left for the Detachment was to push the load off the vehicles on to
either side of the road way. The end result was an unholy mess and very dirty beds for the Task Force, which
the units had to collect "as they were".
The Detachment quickly established its position on the hill in the Task Force Administrative Area and
began providing limited direct support to the task force almost immediately. Included in this were issues of
fast moving items from stock holdings of the Task Force commander's operational reserve of weapons (e.g.
flame throwers), controlled equipment and dry cell batteries (which had an indifferent shelf life).
The Detachment also provided a distribution center manned by Private John Fraser (later promoted
to Corporal) for ordnance items issued from 1st Australian Logistic Support Group, at Vung Tau, and Australia.
The Detachment lost all of its Private soldiers during August - October 1966 to assist 1 COC in Vung Tau in
becoming operational. This left two experienced NCOs to the daily work routines of the Detachment.
Unfortunately, on 4 August 1966, the Detachment's Officer Commanding Lieutenant Clarke was
seriously burned in an accident during land clearing activities when they were preparing an area to set up a
Bulk Break facility within the Field Park area. He was injured doing something which officers are not supposed
to do (i.e. Work !!), but there were only four members left at Nui Dat at the time as DADOS ALSG had
confiscated all of his men, but three, to assist in sorting out the mess which was dumped on the poor blokes
at 1 COC, Vung Tau. He was transferred from 1st Australian Task Force base to the US Army 36th Evacuation
Hospital in Vung Tau and was then medivaced to Australia for hospitalization. For a brief period, Sergeant
Darryl Shaw was ‘unofficially’ acting OC of the Detachment from when LT Norm Clarke was injured, until his
replacement took over. The next most senior officer was WO2 Bill Eaglesham, who was down at Vung Tau at
the time.

18 August 1966 - Lt David Jamison and WO2 Bill Eaglesham having a close look at the tail fin of the
mortar bomb which landed in the OFP area (Photo – Darryl Shaw)
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LT Clarke was replaced as Officer Commanding by Lieutenant David Jamison who was transferred from
the 101st Field Workshop Stores Section (RAAOC) by the direction of the first Deputy-Assistant Director of
Ordnance Services Australian Forces Vietnam, Major Bob Phillips.
Shortly after arrival at Nui Dat, Lieutenant Jamison accompanied the Task Force Ordnance Officer
(TFOO), Captain Neville Bland, former Officer Commanding 1st Ordnance Field Park 1965/66, on an inspection
of the laundry contractor's premises (which had been established by Captain Bland and Lieutenant Clarke) at
nearby Baria, the province capital, only to be caught up in a Viet Cong mortar fire and artillery attack on the
town. Such attacks were, fortunately, not a frequent occurrence and the provision of this contractor service
continued with little disruption.
On the night of 17th August 1966 the first Viet Cong mortar attack on the Task Force base occurred.
A mortar bomb landed in the Detachment's position while other rounds landed in adjacent areas occupied by
the 1st Australian Reinforcement Unit and the Postal Unit. Quick action by Sergeant Darryl Shaw and Corporal
Peter McFarlane in getting into their weapons pits ensured there were no OFP casualties, although the
reinforcement and postal units were not so lucky and some of their members were wounded in the attack.
The Detachment's bulk stocks did not fare so well and considerable damage was suffered. Detailed
stock escaped unscathed from mortar shrapnel due to the “bin pack" storage system being used by the
Detachment. Peter McFarlane recalls that luckily most of the blokes were down at Vung Tau selecting Bulk
Break because 1 COC were still sorting out their mess. His accommodation tent was peppered with shrapnel
and a photo of his intended wife-to-be copped some shrapnel in her shoulder. Due to the rips in the canvas
caused by shrapnel, the storage tents provided limited storage from the rains until such accommodation was
gradually replaced. This mortar attack occurred in Nui Dat in the early morning on the day before the battle
now known as “The Battle of Long Tan". This baptism of fire did much for the promotion and practice of unit
defense drills in the 1st Australian Task Force base at Nui Dat.
By October 1966, the 2nd Composite Ordnance Depot (2 COD) (formerly 1st Composite Ordnance
Company) stock levels were such, and the 1st Ordnance Field Park (Detachment) site sufficiently developed,
to enable the normal bulk break system to be operated by the Detachment. Thereafter, the full range of
Ordnance Field Park tasks, including mobile shower facilities, were available to the 1st Australian Task Force.

1966 – OFP Nui Dat - Some of the guys organizing stores in the Bulk Break area.
L to R. – Eric (Hec) Mallett, Ed Finn, Barry Siddons, Peter McFarlane (Photo – Ted Sellens)
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RAAOC Corps Day BBQ 1966
OFP members are Darryl Shaw (2nd from left) and Peter McFarlane (last on right)
(Photo – Darryl Shaw)
However, things did not always go as planned. Sergeant Darryl Shaw recalls that while preparing the
monthly Bulk Break vouchers, in October or November 1966, a demand was raised for ‘Service Flannelette
4x2’. Due to sweaty hands all vouchers were typed. The clerk, who shall remain nameless, instead of typing
2,500 yards added an extra two zeros. Of course the ultra-efficient Sergeant, who will also remain nameless,
signed the voucher for 250,000 yards and it was dispatched to 2 Comp Ord at Vung Tau. Unbeknown to them,
the ‘Unit of Issue’ (UOI) had changed to ‘25 yard rolls’. So the Control at 2 Comp Ord changed the UOI to rolls
but did not alter the quantity. As to be expected, the Comp Ord raised an Operational Demand (OPDEM) on
Australia and still no one had checked the quantity. Next thing they knew, Peter McFarlane and John Fraser
were in the Control tent rather upset that they had a truck load of ‘Service Flannelette 4x2’ on their hands and
wanting to know “what the bloody hell we had done!” So this is the reason why, around November 1966,
every track of every Unit in the Task Force was marked out with ‘Service Flannelette 4x2’. Two very
embarrassed clerks then had to explain why demands for 200 yards, for example, were changed to 2,000 rolls.
Thankfully the RQMS was very understanding.
Apparently some in the Detachment were prone to mutinous acts. John Fraser recalls that a couple
of occasions come to mind. Once was when they were working down at Vung Tau; a bit of Rest &
Convalescence mainly. They were ordered to return to the unit from the beach and didn’t think much of the
idea so they didn’t go. Next thing they know WO2 Bill Eaglesham yells to Sergeant Darryl Shaw – "Charge
them Sergeant!" Darryl informed them accordingly. After they had returned the charges of ‘failing to appear
at a place of parade and disobeying a lawful command’ were remanded to Task Force by Lieutenant Norm
Clarke (OC). At that stage it all exploded! It was mutiny! Darryl Shaw was paraded at Task Force where he
told them he had made a mistake – he hadn’t really ordered them to return to the unit. Darryl’s bum is still
stinging from the kick he got. At least Darryl probably saved them from twenty years in Changi Goal.
Lieutenant Norm Clarke, OC at the time, recalls this incident slightly differently. Charges hadn’t
actually been laid and, after a couple of days, Lieutenant Clarke asked Darryl Shaw to tell him the exact
circumstances of this incident. It transpired that Darryl had requested the boys to return to the unit. He had
not ordered them to return. Norm recalls that after a lecture to the lads he breathed a sigh of relief. The
thought that he had a group of revolutionaries (Oz version) would have been too much!
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The second “mutiny” occurred at Nui Dat. Some of the troops were standing around talking when
Corporal Peter McFarlane gave an order to do something. Apparently it didn’t fit in with the troops ‘schedule’
that day and they all declined to do what was requested by Peter. Several threats of “You’ll be charged” was
followed by “Stuff Ya’s, you’re all on a charge of disobeying a lawful command.” Peter then went up to the
Orderly Room tent to do the paper work. Corporal Arthur Hartwig (The Orderly Room Corporal) reminded him
that that wasn’t exactly the charge – it was Mutiny! Peter returned to the group, called them a pack of
bastards and the troops gave a grin and ‘consented’ to the order. It was a pretty close unit.
Not all the duties undertaken required Ordnance trade training as part of the job. Darryl Shaw recalls
a daily chore which had to be undertaken which wasn’t in his job description. Every morning the ‘shitters’
(toilets made out of 44 gallon drums with a hole cut in the top and three quarters buried – sitting out in the
open); had to be burned out with range fuel and diesel. What a stink!! Timing your toilet visit was a crucial
part of their daily activities.
The annual Corps Day was celebrated with a BBQ in October 1966. WO2 Ted Sellens did all the
organizing with T-bone steaks from Australia (via Qantas) and plenty of beer and ice. All the RAAOC people in
the Task Force at Nui Dat, plus members with the AATV as well as some visitors from Vung Tau attended. What
made the day more enjoyable was that it was the first night off the Detachment had had since arriving at Nui
Dat. Members from 1st Australian Reinforcement Unit manned their gun pits that night so they could all relax
and enjoy themselves.
Christmas 1966 was a memorable occasion for everyone at the OFP. Corporal Peter McFarlane’s small
home town of Cunnamulla, in south western Queensland, sent him over thirty Christmas cakes and along with
dozens more sent to other soldiers from all over Australia ensured that every soldier got a "taste" of Christmas
- although the distribution of cakes was a profound logistics problem. During Christmas Day celebrations held
in the unit's bulk break area three section marquee, two Negro gunners from the nearby gun site were invited
in and were offered a drop of Mr. Penfolds finest Sweet Sherry. The Detachment had acquired some three
cartons from an unnamed source. The gunners reply was that "Back in Arkansas, Sir, wine is a ladies drink".
Two hours later after sipping "wine" served at mail box temperature the gunners had only the whites of their
eyes and the roofs of their mouths showing. Peter says "They didn't know what gender they were"! A good
time was had by all!

Christmas Day 1966. - The Bulk Break tent all set up for the Christmas celebrations
(Photo – Ted Sellens)
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As a result of the mortar attack in August 1966, negotiations for a new area for the Detachment were
given added impetus when the Australian Government, as part of the buildup of the 1st Australian Task Force,
announced an increase of the Task Force to a three battalion force. The announcement in turn came with the
decision to return the Detachment to Australia after its twelve month tour in Vietnam. The 1st Ordnance Field
Park (Detachment) was to be replaced by a Detachment from the 6th Ordnance Field Park stationed at
Gaythorne in Brisbane.
A new location for the 1st Ordnance Field Park (Detachment), and subsequently the 6th Ordnance Field
Park (Detachment), was of primary concern and a new area was quickly located at the eastern end of
Luscombe Airfield in an area adjacent to the 6th Battalion Royal Australian Regiment. Development of the new
area was required to be completed by late April 1967 to allow the 6th Ordnance Field Park (Detachment) to
occupy the new facilities on their arrival in Nui Dat from Australia in May 1967.
The advance party from 6th Ordnance Field Park arrived in Nui Dat in late March 1967 to prepare for
the handover. The 1st Ordnance Field Park (Detachment) ceased its operations in Vietnam on 5th May 1967
and returned to Australia allowing the 6th Ordnance Field Park (Detachment) to commence its operations from
the new location. Upon the arrival of the 1st Ordnance Field Park (Detachment) in Australia its personnel were
either posted to other Ordnance units in Australia or absorbed in to the Ordnance Field Park at Holsworthy,
New South Wales

The OFP at its new location ( May 1966)
This remained the location for the Unit until the withdrawal from Nui Dat in October 1971.
(Photo – Eddie Sellens)
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OFP IN VIETNAM 1966–72
6th Ordnance Field Park (Det) 1967-68
Unit History
In the latter part of 1966 the 6th Ordnance Field Park (6 OFP), stationed at Gaythorne in Brisbane, took
part in a major exercise called ‘Barra Winga’ at the Army’s Shoalwater Bay training ground in Central
Queensland. The exercise was designed as a shake down for all units that were due to replace existing units
in Vietnam whose one year tour of duty was due to end in April / May 1967.
A Detachment from 6 OFP was selected to replace a Detachment of 1 OFP that had been in Vietnam
since April 1966 and were located at the 1st Australian Task Force (1 ATF) base at Nui Dat. On the morning of
21 March 1967 an advance party from 6 OFP, consisting of Australian Regular Army members Warrant Officer
Class 2 Jack McCallum and Sergeant Harry Stephens together with National Service Privates Graham Alexander,
Ian Tasker and Bob Nash, left Sydney on a Qantas Commercial flight bound for Manila in the Philippines. They
were transported from Manila Airport to the American Air Force’s Clark Air Base where they stayed briefly
until they boarded a USAF C130 transport, in the early hours of 22 March, for the flight to Saigon. After being
processed at the Free World Forces Headquarters, they were loaded onto a RAAF Caribou for the final leg to
Nui Dat.
Arriving at Nui Dat late in the afternoon they were eventually picked up and taken to 1 OFP
(Detachment), which was located in its original position near SAS Hill. The three privates were handed brand
new SLR rifles, still wrapped up in plastic and covered in protective grease, a couple of magazines each and a
tin of ammunition. They were advised that if there was a mortar attack that night to jump into the nearest pit
they could find as they wouldn’t have time to dig a hole for themselves in the rocky ground. As a special favor
from the 1 OFP guys, the new arrivals were exempt from doing picket duty on their first night in country, as a
special welcome to the War.
In late March 1967 Private Greg Quinlan (National Service) and in early April 1967, Privates Errol
Marron (ARA), Ian McLean and Corporal Ron Vernieux (both National Servicemen) arrived to bolster the ranks
of the advance party. The Officer Commanding of 6 OFP (Detachment), 2 nd Lieutenant (later Lieutenant) Ken
Hussell arrived on 15 April 1967 to familiarize himself before the balance of the Detachment arrived in
approximately three weeks. The ‘short timers’ soon settled in with the ‘old timers’ who loved to start each
day with a reminder of how many days and a ‘wakey’ they had to go before they would be heading home.
Prior to the arrival of the rest of the Detachment, the new site for the unit at the eastern end of
Luscombe Airfield had to be completed. Store sheds had to be built and accommodation tents erected. As
well as becoming familiar with the routine of the OFP in Vietnam, the new arrivals were also employed as
builder’s labourers assisting the Engineers pour the concrete slabs for the store sheds.
The balance of the Detachment arrived at Nui Dat on the afternoon of 5 May 1967. They had left
Brisbane for Sydney the day before by train, where they stayed overnight. The next morning they caught a
commercial flight from Sydney to Darwin. From there they boarded a RAAF C130 Hercules for the flight to
Saigon and the final leg by RAAF Caribou to Nui Dat.
The balance of 6 OFP (Detachment) to arrive consisted of the following ARA members, Warrant Officer
Class 2 Lawrie O’Neill, Sergeants Mal Gibson and Lew Wiskar, Lance Corporals Des Surtees and Ron (Bluey)
Stoker. The National Servicemen were Privates Tony Anthony, Bob Gray, Les Matthews, Jim McIntosh, Terry
O’Neill, Noel Peut and Jim Robinson.
Three members of 1 OFP (Det) remained to become part of 6 OFP (Det). They were Sergeant Arthur
Dionysius (ARA) and Private Harry Couper (National Service) who arrived in December 1966 and Corporal
Bernie Fuller (National Service) who arrived in early March 1967.
The full complement of 6 OFP (Det) at the beginning of its tour was; 1 Officer, 2 Warrant Officers, 4
Sergeants, 2 Corporals, 2 Lance Corporals and 14 Privates. In all a total of 25 personnel of which 10 were
Australian Regular Army soldiers and 15 were National Servicemen. Several Privates were later to receive
promotions during their time with the unit. With the movement of 6 OFP (Det) to South Vietnam, formal ties
were severed with the parent unit in Enoggera.
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Noel Peut recalls that when they arrived in Nui Dat they were taken to the old 1 OFP (Det) site on SAS
Hill and shown the tent that had been mortared in 1966. If they tried to scare him they succeeded. He also
recalls that on their first night they were required to do picket duty and it was so dark he could not see his
hands in front of his face.
The task of making the unit functional in its new location was the immediate aim of everyone. Tents
had to be sandbagged, machine gun bunkers and weapon pits on the unit’s perimeter had to be completed
and underground bunkers beside each tent had to be dug for protection during any mortar attacks on the
base. All this whilst also providing the day to day operational requirement of and Ordnance Field Park in
supporting the units within the Task Force Base. On a positive note, the new location was a vast improvement
on the original location of the unit near SAS Hill.
The new facilities initially comprised a number of simple concrete-floored galvanized iron, open-ended
shelters for storage with hard standing to enable offloading of vehicles from daily stores convoys from the 1st
Australian Logistic Support Group (1 ALSG) in Vung Tau. The Headquarters / Control Office building was a
prefabricated Lysaght hut. Living quarters were to remain in the ubiquitous 16 x 16 foot sandbagged tents set
amongst rubber trees to provide shade from the heat.
Mess facilities were initially provided by 6 RAR and them 2 RAR when it arrived shortly after. The food
was mainly American rations and if you liked plenty of ham and chocolate milk then you were on a winner.
Unfortunately, ‘etherized’ eggs were not on the list of most popular foods. Two canteens were set up, one for
the ORs and one for the Sergeants / Officers and the lives of the new arrivals began to settle into some sort of
routine.

1967 – OR’s Tent Lines. (Photo – Bob Nash)
The relocation of the OFP also brought about some change in the administration of the Task Force
Administration Area (TFAA). With this move, all supporting sub-units of the TFAA were relocated and grouped
in this new location. As well as being the Officer Commanding of the 6 Ordnance Field Park (Detachment), 2
LT Ken Hussell soon found out that he was given the added responsibility of OC TFAA and promoted in rank to
Lieutenant. Ken recalls that this additional appointment started many months of total frustration. For the
technical operation of the Unit he was responsible to the DAQMG, Major Wells at HQ 1 ATF. For day-to-day
matters he was responsible to Major Constable, OC 161 Recce Flight, for everything except discipline. He
suddenly went from some 25 soldiers to about 180, and the bulk of his TFAA sub-unit commanders were
Captains. This, together with the responsibility of running an Ordnance Field Park Detachment with its dayVIETNAM VETERANS – PROUD TO HAVE SERVED
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to-day problems, was a most trying time for him. Ken maintains that he survived the remainder of 1967 and
into 1968 because he had the total support of all the soldiers within his unit.
It was soon discovered that truck licenses were in short supply. Three of four guys were chosen to get
their truck license. They were required to drive around the base and over SAS Hill and if the hadn’t run over
or into anybody they were given their licence.
As well as the task of securing the units perimeter, the stores and store sheds also had to be
established in the new location. A lot of effort was spent in this regard. The new facilities began to take on a
more personalized touch as signs were put up and the new guys began to settle into their role and add their
own personal touch to their new work environment. The same could also be said about the accommodation
tents. Packing cases were in demand to build tables, chairs, wardrobes and cupboards.
Terry O’Neill soon stood out as the resident ‘builder’ and helped many guys acquire furniture for their
tent. He was also responsible for refurbishing the new canteen. Unfortunately, Terry along with Les Matthews,
was sprung one night by the OC, Ken Hussell (aka ‘The Hustler’), for drinking in the lines. For their punishment
they were required to build a carport, with a movie screen on one side, to house Ken’s new Landrover and to
keep it out of the elements. Terry’s building skills were later used to assist the local Vietnamese build new
homes, after being relocated.

1967 – OC LT. Ken Hussell inspecting his new carport. (Photo – Terry O’Neill)
At the time that 6 Ordnance Field Park (Detachment) took over from 1 Ordnance Field Park
(Detachment) there were only two Infantry Battalions in the Task Force. The third battalion required to
complete the Task Force was not scheduled to arrive until late 1967. This meant that for a majority of the
time before this, both battalions were consistently out of the Task Force Base on operations. As a result of
this members of the OFP were required to man nightly picket positions on the Base’s perimeter wire to cover
those units who were out on operations. In most cases they covered the perimeter positions of the Artillery
Batteries which happened to be out at Fire Support Bases supporting the Battalion operations. Over time this
meant that the Unit supplied pickets to all the Artillery Batteries which included the New Zealander’s 161
Field Battery, the United States’ Battery A, 2nd Howitzer Battalion, 35 Artillery Mobile Howitzers as well as a
Battery from the Royal Australian Artillery’s 1 Field Regiment.
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During the period when 6 OFP (Det) was establishing its new site, the sand bag pit, near the old French
Fort, was a hive of activity and most guys in the unit managed to score a trip to collect sand bags.
Des Surtees, being one of the unit’s regular truck drivers, scored many trips out to the sand pit. He
recalls that the habit of leaving some filled sand bags at the sand pit over night was curtailed because of a
particular incident that he was involved in. He was often the first truck to arrive at the sand pit, and on one
particular occasion he was about to pick up some of the bags. Just as he was about to do this, one of the local
Vietnamese kids, who were regulars at the pit and sold Coca Cola, said to Des “Don’t touch!” With that, the
kid threw a burning match or cigarette onto the tops of the bags and all the tops were blown off. After that
incident, no more sand bags were left uncollected overnight.
Des also recalled another incident at the sand pit where he pulled a burning rag out of the petrol tank
of an American truck parked next to him. It appears that the American had been giving the locals a hard time
and they were trying to get even.

1967 – Vietnamese workers filling sandbags for the Task Force Base at Nui Dat (Photo – Ian McLean)

All the hard work in establishing the Unit was rewarded with a day trip to Vung Tau one Sunday a
couple of months after the Unit arrived. At that stage, the Australian Forces did not have their own
entertainment facilities in Vung Tau (the Peter Badcoe Club did not open until late 1967) so everyone headed
for the American Forces Beachcomber Bar on the Back Beach. A good time was had by all but unfortunately
the dancing girls came on just as the guys were required to return to Nui Dat. Whilst the urge to stay was
strong, the thought of being caught on the road back to Nui Dat after dark soon overrode these urges.
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1967 – Enjoying a day at the Beachcomber Bar, Vung Tau
L to R: Jim Robinson, (Unknown), Jim McIntosh, Graham Alexander, Bob Nash,
Ian Tasker & Noel Peut. (Photo – Bob Nash)

1967 – Part of the “shotgun’ team protecting a Civil Affairs party building a new school in the Provincial
capital of Baria. L to R. – Jim Robinson, Jim McIntosh and Bernie Fuller
(Photo – Bob Nash)
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Support was also provided to the Task Force by providing ‘shotgun’ teams to protect Civil Affairs
personnel working in the villages. Because of the work they were doing for the local Vietnamese people,
members of the Australian Civil Affairs Unit had a bounty placed on their head by the VC. The opportunity to
go out with the Civil Affairs Teams had a dual purpose. It enabled Unit members to get away from the day-today routine for a while, as well as giving them the opportunity to mix with the local people. The kids in
particular looked forward to having fun with the ‘Uc Dai Loi’ (Vietnamese slang for Australian).
Not long into their tour Unit members soon discovered what the monsoon season was all about. The
tent lines in the Unit were located in an old rubber plantation which had not been worked for some time. The
trees had not been tapped and some were getting old and rotten. Whilst the idea of having the tents in the
shade of rubber trees was a good idea at the time, once the monsoons arrived, the strong winds associated
with the monsoon storms soon started to play havoc with the rubber trees. There were quite a few near
misses with rubber trees being blown over and just missing the tents. The guys in “The House of the Rising
Sun” tent, Graham Alexander, Bob Nash, Ian Tasker and Greg Quinlan had been keeping a very close eye on
one rubber tree at the back of their tent. This tree had survived a few storms until one night it decided that
enough was enough and crashed straight through the middle of the tent. Fortunately the sand bag walls of
the tent took most of the force of the tree, but Graham Alexander decided to hit the deck and copped a hit on
his shoulder from a branch. The tent itself also managed to cushion the blow and he escaped without any
major injury. Needless to say, many nervous nights were spent in the tents until the dry season arrived.

1967 – Outside their tent the morning after it was flattened by a rubber tree.
L to R – Bob Nash, Graham Alexander and Greg Quinlan. Missing in action is Ian Tasker.
(Photo – Graham Alexander)
In September 1967 Unit members were involved in Operation “Ainslie”, which was conducted by 7
RAR in the Slope 30 area in Phuoc Tuy Province near Duc Than. The task of this operation was to clear the
area and relocate all civilians to a secured area, just north of the Task Force Base, called “Hamlet 3” or Ap Suoi
Nghe as it was later called. Initially members were involved in a road convoy to take equipment to a site which
was established as a Fire Support Base prior to the operation commencing. Once the operation commenced,
unit members were then involved in the actual relocation of the villagers, all their personal effects and
livestock to the new secured village.
Terry O’Neill was riding shotgun on one of the trucks loaded up with a family and all their earthly
possessions when the truck had an accident and rolled over. Terry remembers that an old guy on the truck
sustained a serious injury to his head and had to be evacuated to hospital by chopper. Lawrie O’Neill recalls
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that the displaced villagers were none too happy to see their homes destroyed and were not looking forward
to re-establishing themselves in a new village away from their gardens and food supplies. Although it was not
a pleasant experience for those involved in this operation, unit members did try to do their best for the
villagers by assisting them afterwards with the building of their new homes, basic though they might have
been, at Ap Suoi Nghe.

Sept 1967 – Operation “Ainslie” relocating villagers from Slop 30.
Lawrie O’Neill with one of the Vietnamese children being relocated.
(Photo – Lawrie O’Neill)
By mid-1967 the decision was made that most support units would replace personnel on a man for
man basis, rather than a unit by unit basis as had been the case in the past. This resulted in the
commencement of the rotation of some members of the 6th Ordnance Field Park (Detachment) in late August
1967. Jim McIntosh, a third intake National Serviceman, was disappointed that he was selected in the first
group to return to Australia, as he had requested to be allowed to serve out his time until Christmas 1967.
Around this time a young ARA Corporal, Tony Flanagan, arrived to take over from the Orderly Room Corporal,
Bernie Fuller, a National Serviceman, who was part of the first rotation group.
By November 1967 concerns were raised that the bulk storage sheds were inadequate. There was
insufficient width to allow freedom of movement for the forklift which had increased workload due to double
handling of pallets. Discussions with the DAQMG, 1 ATF, suggested that stores holding areas be increased
with future changes to the force. No indication of when this will happen was given.
The Bath Unit was finally deployed forward in November 1967 to the Fire Support Base supporting 7
RAR on Operation “Santa Fe”, a search and destroy mission in the May Tao Mountains. The Unit remained at
the FSB for the duration of the operation and approximately 1500 men used the facility. Where possible,
personnel were rotated to gain experience in the operation of the Bath equipment. Lee Davidson recalls that
one of his most memorable moments was when he, Bluey Stoker and Ken Rice were leaving Nui Dat for the
first operation utilizing the mobile bath facility. They helped load all the equipment onto an Iroquois chopper
and couldn’t fit a new 2.5 KVA generator inside, so the Sergeant loadmaster slung it from the belly hook under
the chopper. When they were about 200 feet up a red light came on in the roof above them. As it flashed,
the co-pilot said “We’re gonna lose it!” They looked out at the sling spinning down with the new generator
and it landed in a clearing with a great puff of dust. They kept going, as it was the spare. The old one did a
good job anyway.
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December 1967 was a busy month with stores arriving for 3 RAR, the extra Battalion for the Task Force
announced earlier in the year, and the Centurion Tank unit, C Squadron 1 Armed Regiment. New members
for the OFP build up to a full unit also started to arrive; among them was Captain Mike Clark, the new OC who
arrived on 11 December 1967 along with about half a dozen other members.
After the completion of the December Bulk Break, the Stores Distribution section moved to the two
Bulk Break sheds to allow for the setting up of a Self Service Store, in the vacated Stores Distribution shed.
Head Quarters for the Ordnance Field Park was moved into the end of the Control Office building and the old
HQ building was handed over to the Cash Office.
On 22 December 1967 the Task Force Administration Area (TFAA) officially became the Task Force
Maintenance Area (TFMA) with the overall command going to the OC Head Quarters 26 Company RAASC. The
day-to-day control of the OFP was still maintained by the Unit Officer Commanding.
Christmas Day 1967 was celebrated by the Unit members at the mess they shared with 2 RAR and
were waited on by the Officers and Senior NCOs. The handover / takeover of the Unit’s stock between
Lieutenant Ken Hussell and Captain Mike Clark took place on 27 December 1967.
During January 1968 there were a number of arrivals and departures as the Detachment slowly began
to build up its numbers to a full Field Park. The last group of replacements arrived in Vung Tau on HMAS
‘Sydney’ in late January 1968, just as the TET Offensive started. On 31 January 1968 approval was given by
Brigadier E J H Howard, DSD Army Headquarters, Canberra, to the redesignation of the Vietnam Detachment
of 6 Ordnance Field Park as 1 Ordnance Field Park. This took effect from 1 February 1968.
On 4 February 1968, about a week after TET had started, some of the remaining original 6 OFP (Det)
members consisting of Lieutenant Ken Hussell, Corporal Bob Nash, Lance Corporal Graham Alexander, Privates
Tony Anthony and Jim Robinson left Nui Dat to return to Australia. The usual route via Saigon to catch a
Qantas charter flight was not possible as the airport was under constant attack during the TET Offensive.
Instead they were flown to Vung Tau where they boarded a RAAF C130 flight to Butterworth Air Base in
Malaysia. From here they eventually boarded the Qantas Charter flight home.
The last men to leave, from the original personnel in the Detachment, were Terry O’Neill and Bluey
Stoker, who left on 12 March 1968 and Des Surtees who left on 9 April 1968.

Jan 1968 – L to R. Elwyn Spencer, Bob Nash, Tony Anthony, Lawrie O’Neil (going home),
Des Surtees, Graham Alexander, Greg Quinlan (going home) & Ian McLean (going home).
(Photo – Lawrie O’Neill)
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1967 - 6 OFP (Detachment)l
Back Row: Arthur Dionysius,. Ken Hussell (OC), Lawrie O’Neill, Lou Wiskar
Middle Row: Peter Trembath, Jim Robinson, Ian Tasker, Bluey Stoker, Des Surtees, Harry Couper, Ron Vernieux
Seated Front Row: Bob Nash, Ian McLean, Tony Anthony, Les Matthews, Ross Rindfleish, and Bob Gray
(Photo – Ken Hussell)

October 1967 – L to R standing. Bob Gray, Ian Tasker, Ian McLean, Bluey Stoker,
Jack McCallum, Harry Couper, Lawrie O’Neill, Jim Robinson. {Kneeling} Rob Duncan,
Harry Stephens, Arthur Dionysius (going home) & Greg Quinlan. (Photo – Lee Davidson)
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OFP IN VIETNAM 1966–72
1st Ordnance Field Park 1968-72
Unit History
The 1st Ordnance Field Park officially took over from the 6th Ordnance Field Park (Detachment) at Nui
Dat on 1 February 1968. This came about by an instruction titled; “Raising / Reorganization Instruction No.
5/68 – Ordnance Field Parks” dated 31 January 1968 and signed by Brigadier E.J.H. Howard, DSD, Army
Headquarters Canberra. The instruction in effect approved the raising of a fourth Australian Regular Army
Ordnance Field Park by the redesignation of the Vietnam detachment of 6th Ordnance Field Park to 1st
Ordnance Field Park and the redesignation of 1st Ordnance Field Park as 10th Ordnance Field Park. The location
of the four Ordnance Field Parks were to be; 1st Ordnance Field Park (Vietnam), 3rd Ordnance Field Park
(Townsville), 6th Ordnance Field Park (Enoggera) and 10th Ordnance Field Park (Moorebank).
The build up to the full 1st Ordnance Field Park, to serve the expanded 1st Australian Task Force based
at Nui Dat, commenced on 11 December 1967 with the arrival of the Unit’s Officer Commanding, Captain Mike
Clark.
During December 1967 and January 1968 there was a staged changeover of 6th Ordnance Field Park
(Detachment) members returning to Australia and new arrivals for the Ordnance Field Park. The last group of
new arrivals sailed into Vung Tau on board HMAS “Sydney” in late January 1968, just as the TET Offensive
commenced.
Colin Cross was one of the new arrivals on the “Sydney” and he recalls landing on the beach at Vung
Tau when they arrived. They were told that Vung Tau had been taken and a very scared young man found
himself aboard the landing craft waiting for the gate to drop and thinking we would be killed by enemy fire.
They hid under a bridge until a false alarm was called. Les Wilkinson recalls that they didn’t have any ammo
anyway. Fortunately they all landed at Vung Tau without any major problems and were airlifted to Nui Dat to
commence their tour of duty.
1968
It was indeed a memorable occasion for the newly designated 1st Ordnance Field Park to find itself on
the first day of operation involved in the TET Offensive which erupted throughout South Vietnam and lasted
until late February. The Bath Unit had previously been deployed to Fire Support Base (FSB) Anderson on 23
January, in support of 7 RAR and 2 RAR, on Operation COBURG. The operation was conducted in the Bien Hoa
area in the expectation of an attack on the US Base at Bien Hoa during the traditional Buddhist celebration of
the lunar New Year (TET) at the end of January. FSB Anderson was attacked several times during the TET
Offensive. The unit showered on average 400 men per day and remained at the Fire Support Base until
completion of the operation on 1 March. Operators were changed over on 13 February.
The new Self Service Store opened for business on 1 February in the former Stores Distribution shed.
Two Other Ranks were on daily Tactical Area of Responsibility (TAOR) patrols with 2 RAR throughout February.
Four men were attached to 1 Field Squadron Stores Cell for stocktaking and a relocation program lasting two
weeks. The Unit’s first cook, Eddy Place, was posted to the unit in January. He worked at 2 RAR for a couple
of months until the Task Force Maintenance Area (TFMA) kitchen was completed and ready for use by all units
in the TFMA.
Unit strength, as at 12 February 1968 was:
1.
Officers (1) - Warrant Officers/Sergeants (9) - Other Ranks (28).
2.
Total Unit Strength of 38.
2nd Lieutenant John (Monty) Brown assumed duty on 15 March as the Unit’s new Second in Command
(2IC). The increase to the unit’s stores scalings started to arrive during March and the extra work load was
handled satisfactorily. Work commenced on the Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for a Forward
Ordnance Field Park Group. Work also commenced on the new Bulk Break shed (80ft x 19ft) and was soon to
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commence on the new Self Service Bulk Store (60ft x 19ft). When completed it was hoped that this would
relieve the problem of unit storage during the wet season.
Unit strength, as at 21 March 1968 was:
1.
Officers (2) - Warrant Officers/Sergeants (9) - Other Ranks (27)
2.
Total Unit Strength of 38
The cement floor for the two new sheds was laid in April and work on the actual structures was
scheduled to commence in the near future.
The Forward Ordnance Field Park Group, to operate as part of the Forward TFMA Group, was fully
scaled up during April. In late April the Forward Group deployed to the US 9 th Division Base of Bear Cat on
Route 15, to provide support during Operation TOAN THANG, Phase 1.
The 1st Australian Task Force deployed two battalions (1 RAR and 3 RAR) during Operation TOAN
THANG to an area twenty kilometers north of Bien Hoa to intercept and disrupt the approach of enemy forces
towards the capital, Saigon. Several Fire Support Bases (FSBs) were established to provide defended firing
points for artillery and mortars which would cover foot patrols sent out by the battalions. One of these FSBs
was named “Coral” and was situated seven kilometers north of the town of Tan Uyen.

May 1968 – FSB Coral showing layout & location of the TFMA Forward Group

The Forward TFMA Group deployed forward to FSB Coral on 13 May, the day after the initial
occupation of the FSB had begun on 12 May. The initial occupation of the FSB on 12 May ran into problems
and the defenses remained unfinished at the end of the day. At about 3.30 am on 13 May, the base was
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attacked following a brief but intense rocket and mortar barrage. The 1 RAR mortar platoon position was
over-run, along with one of 102 Field Battery’s 105 mm howitzers. With the aid of extensive air support, the
attack was beaten off by 6.30 am and the captured gun-pit was retaken. Nine Australians were killed and 28
wounded, while the attackers lost more than the 52 bodies they left behind.
Into this scene, on 13 May, the Forward TFMA Group arrived by a heavily defended road convoy from
Bear Cat. Their initial objective was to dig in and prepare their defenses. At 2.15 am on 16 May, Coral again
came under attack. The base was now defended by armoured personnel carriers, a rifle company from 1 RAR
and an American mobile howitzer battery. The attack was repelled after four hours of fighting, with the
Australians suffering five men killed and nineteen wounded. Further attacks were carried out on the base on
22, 26 and 28 May before the enemy switched its attention to another FSB named “Balmoral”, which was
established about 4.5 kilometers to the north. FSB Coral was eventually abandoned on 6 June and all units
returned to Nui Dat.
The following OFP personnel were either at FSB Coral for the duration of the operation, or spent some
time there: Stan Hall, Colin Cross, Les Wilkinson, Graeme Patzel, Tim Moroney, John Redman, Alan Whitaker,
Ron Meppom, Noel Coughlin, Doug Blatch, (Lt) Monty Brown, Jim Beattie, Stan Stefanowicz, Eddie Place, Stan
Boldiston and Tony Flanagan. Doug Blatch recalls that he arrived at Coral by Chinook Helicopter, instead of
on the road convoy, on 13 May. When they landed he was directed where to go by the ground controller. As
he was going up the road to the TFMA position, coming towards him were two or three APCs with their duck
boards half down with enemy bodies lying on them. They were being taken to a mass grave for burial.

May 1968- Les Wilkinson digs in at FSB Coral & Doug Blatch checks out the end product.
(Photos – Les Wilkinson)

Tony Flanagan recalls that he was at Coral for a week. During that time they were mortared twice. On
22 May some accommodation and stores tents copped it, and on the night of 26 May the Control Office got
hit and one side was blown out. During these attacks LT Monty Brown’s Armalite rifle was damaged and Stan
Stefanowicz had a very close call when a mortar landed near his trench. Fortunately no member of the
Forward TFMA Group was injured during this attack.
A large volume of stores was handled by OFP and the Forward Group during May. Engineers had not
carried out any further building of the new stores shed so two tents were placed on the laid concrete slabs.
The larger tent was used for the Bulk Break in May which was the largest handled so far by the OFP.
Phase 2 of Operation TOAN THANG commenced on 12 June and a Forward Group of a Corporal Clerk
and 3 Private Storeman were deployed with the TFMA Forward Group and stationed at Long Binh. There was
a changeover of personnel after two weeks. The Forward Detachment at Long Binh returned to the unit after
the completion of Operation TOAN THANG on 17 July. A full 100% stock take of Forward Group’s scaling was
undertaken to ascertain the total amount of stores lost in the mortar attacks on FSB Coral during May.
During July a detachment of personnel went to 1st Australian Civil Affairs Unit (1 ACU) to assist Civil
Affairs with the refugee housing program in the resettlement village of Ap Soui Nghe.
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The new Self Service Store was completed in August. This new building had doors and could be
secured out of working hours. All bulk holdings of Self Service items were transferred to an 80ft x 20ft tent.
Stock from the overcrowded MT & Tech store was transferred to the previous Self Service store. The
requirement for more space has been brought about by the increased holdings of all types of stores. During
September all weapons were moved from MT shed No. 1 to MT shed No. 2. Sgt Sid Brent went on Operation
TOAN THANG 2 with 1 RAR as Platoon Sergeant, 5 Platoon, B Company, on 28 Sept. Otherwise, September
was a quiet month. Commander Australian Forces Vietnam (COMAFV) Major General A.L. MacDonald visited
the unit on 2 October. October was a month of building with unit labor completing the sheds for Controlled
Stores and Bulk Break with lockable double doors. Both of the MT & Tech Sheds also had doors and new fronts
completed for added security.
OC Captain Mike Clark completed his tour of duty on 31 October and Captain Maurice Galt assumed
command of the Unit on 1 November. There was still a problem of inexperienced personnel being posted to
the unit, with many replacements arriving up to a month after the requested date, necessitating change to
return to Australia (RTA) dates for unit personnel. Because of a shortage of Control Office staff and the
increased amount of work, all Control Office personnel worked back four nights a week for at least three
months. Some personnel in Stores Platoon also worked nights to relocate all detail stores which were double
or triple located. Self Service and Stores Distribution were relocated outside the stores yard to allow for more
working area and to prevent unit vehicles driving up to the storehouses and getting stores.
A forward three man detachment was deployed to support Operation CAPITAL being conducted by 4
RAR in the area east and north-east of Binh Gai, from 11 November until 27 November.
In December the Task Force Maintenance Area was advised that it would be involved in providing at
least five Tactical Area of Responsibility (TAOR) patrols per month. 1 OFP’s share of each of these patrols was
three men, including a senior NCO. These personnel were involved for three days each, for each patrol. Much
needed adjustable shelving, pallet racking and bin packs arrived during December to allow relocation and
reorganizing of stores to commence.
1969
The implementation of new warehousing methods was almost completed during January. The
following is a brief summary of events:MT & Tech
A 40ft x 20ft tent was erected and set up as a tyre store. It consisted of racks which allow tyres to be stored
correctly, two high. A second palletized bulk storehouse was set up to cater for the increased holdings in bulk.
Another storehouse was completely set up with adjustable shelving, storage and display. The detail
storehouse was reorganized to allow adequate but separate receipts and issues areas and 392 bin packs.
Gen Stores
The detail storehouse was reorganized to allow receipt and issues area similar to that of MT & Tech, but it held
204 bin packs and 16 storage racks. The high turnover of plastic water cans made it necessary for these to be
stored in the open under tarpaulins.
The Bath Unit was not used this month and the opportunity was taken to getting the equipment
serviceable and to training new personnel in its operation. On 10 February 2nd Lieutenant Alan Davis arrived
to replace 2nd Lieutenant John (Monty) Brown as the Unit’s 2IC.
On 18 February the OFP Forward Detachment, including the Bath Unit, were deployed to Long Binh in
support of 4 RAR and 9 RAR on Operation FEDERAL, which was being conducted in an area east of Long Binh.
The Bath Unit also took on a second role of running the water point. During the TET Offensive in 1968 the
enemy had successfully penetrated the Long Binh defensive perimeter with a regimental force. The operation
was being conducted by the Australians to reinforce the US forces ahead of TET celebrations in 1969.
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Bath Unit in operation out in the bush. (Photo – Bob Nicholson
2Lt Alan Davis recalls that within a week of his arrival in country he was part of the TFMA Detachment
deployed into Long Binh. He felt that the Yanks must have thought that the Australians were red hot because
they positioned them where Charlie had broken through the previous year. It didn’t take long for the different
combat styles of the US and Aussies to become apparent. The Australian’s engineering support dug-in
completely with APCs in hull-down positions. A fifty percent stand to was in place and for the Australians that
meant everyone in the pits with fifty percent manning weapons at their post. The night was almost as bright
as day with helicopter gunships, complete with search lights, swarming the skies overhead. The Aussies
couldn’t understand why the US unit on their left, who were also on fifty percent stand to, were clearly visible
sitting around watching a movie. They later found out that they relied on the air cavalry and electronic sensors
for the teeth part of the fifty percent, but laid off the spirits and only drank beer ‘just in case’!
Connexes were used for the first time for the delivery of the bulk break in March. Generally this system
worked very well, though it would have been easier if connexes were individually consigned to the major units.
The Forward Detachment continued its deployment at Long Binh during March. The Bath Unit was
used every day during the current operation and went forward on all but six days, when either the vehicle had
broken down or no escorts were available. The unit is showering up to 700 persons per day. There were
problems with the equipment; mainly the heater and the pump. There was a need to investigate getting better
and more efficient equipment.
The Forward Detachment returned from Long Binh early in April after 8 weeks. Demand for the Bath
Unit continued to be heavy. Apart from operating at Long Binh in the early part of the month; it had operated
from Nui Dat since its return, going out daily to Fire Support Bases with a 1000 gallon water truck. Alan Davis
recalls that the service was so popular with deployed troops that they would provide APC escorts for the unit
to get them to remote locations.
TAOR patrolling was cancelled during May with a resultant increase in available man hours in the unit.
The Bath unit continued to be deployed almost daily.
There was a marked increase in non-unit duties during June with the increase in patrolling and defense
commitments. Demand for the Bath unit remained high. There were about six days when the unit was unable
to reach the Fire Support Bases due to enemy activity. During July the loss of man hours continued to be high
with two members detached to B Squadron 3 Cavalry Regiment (APCs) for the month to operate as infantry,
and four members on TFMA duties.
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Refresher courses for storemen commenced in July. Decreased use of the Bath unit this month due
to the fact that most Fire Support Bases were being maintained by air and the wet season was making it
difficult to get vehicles off the beaten track. Most deployments for the month were inside Nui Dat to shower
battalions returning from operations.
Refresher courses for storemen were completed in August. Examination results were not very
impressive. Those who failed were required to do individual, oral and practical tests one week later and
members were warned that failure would result in re-testing.
During September patrolling and defense commitments decreased and this trend was expected to
continue into the future. The HQ building was extended by 10 foot by enclosing the verandah with a resultant
increase in office space available.
The month of October saw the TFMA platoon, of which the OFP provided seven Other Ranks, deployed
for two periods, one for five days and the other for two days. Kevin Dwyer was a member of the TFMA platoon
which was on a five day Tactical Area of Responsibility (TAOR) patrol. Kevin remembers that during this patrol
they ran out of water and had to get a resupply by chopper. Later on they were patrolling along a track and
the forward scout stopped for a break. Just as he did, he noticed signs that suggested the patrol had walked
into a mine field. Everyone froze and they radioed for help to get them out of the mines. Unfortunately the
only help they got was to be told to get off the track and find their own way out. Fortunately they did manage
to extricate themselves from this sticky situation but this dramatic experience remains with Kevin to this day.
With the wet season ending, the Bath unit was deployed for three days at FSB Discovery. In addition,
two members were provided for the TFMA Civil Affairs project. Bill Dobson was one of those selected for this
project. He recalls that he and Tony (Pattie) Page and three engineers had both good and bad memories
working with the Civil Affairs Unit at the Duc Than village. They spent three weeks erecting a community hall
and each of them stayed with a family, sleeping in their grass huts, eating together and washing at their well.
They would do their building during the day and provide security at night. This particular village was constantly
terrorized by the VC and one night the half finished building was destroyed by the VC. The team had to virtually
start all over again. Bill feels that the village people had a dislike for the VC because they did not allow them
to practice their faith. The villages were very warm and friendly towards them and didn’t want them to leave.
On 12 November Captain Maurice Galt (OC) ended his tour of duty and returned to Australia. He was
replaced by Captain Alan Burkhill.
The late arrival of HMAS “Jeparit” in December caused problems with supply of stores. The Self Service
Store has been extended and relocated and the accounting system modified resulting in better service to units.
For the past month the Bath unit was continuously deployed in the field at FSB Peggy in support of 8
RAR and 6 RAR during Operation ATHERTON. The deployment continued into January 1970. Bruce Chapman
was at FSB Peggy on Christmas Day and recalls that they could hear Christmas carols being played from a plane
as it flew overhead on Christmas Eve night. The problem of deployment previously to inaccessible Fire Support
Bases has been overcome by taking the bath equipment off the truck on which it was mounted and flying it
forward by “Chinook” helicopter. Water from local streams was utilized, after testing, if available, or else 500
gallon bladders were flown in on an as required basis.
1970
A record number of requisition vouchers were satisfied in January 1970 due to arrival of “Jeparit” in
late December 1969.
Considerable pressure was brought to bear on OFP during January to provide personnel for non
technical duties over extended periods. The nature and duration of these duties were;Duty
Civil Aid projects
Patrolling Activities

Personnel
4
4 to 9

Duration
6-8 weeks
as required-up to 2 weeks

Lieutenant David Walter (Ex 3 OFP) arrived in January to replace 2nd Lieutenant Alan Davis as the Unit’s
2IC.
In January the volley ball team played an ARVN team at the outpost of Ngai Giao. While they were
there the truck nearly ran over a claymore mine near the volley ball court. This must have had an effect on
their performance that month because they lost a return match at Ngai Giao, they lost another match at Long
Dien, and finally they got done by a team of Vietnamese at the school ground near Long Dien.
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Civil Affairs Project – The Chook Houses at Dat Do
Sgt John Barker inspects the finished product and then supervisors the handing over to a local villager
(Photo – Alan Burkhill)
The Director of Ordnance Services (DOS) Brigadier E.C. LORD (OBE) paid a visit to the unit on 22 January.
He had previously visited the unit in March 1968. In late January a Corporal and two Privates were sent to
Ngai Giao with the TFMA Civil Aid building project for approximately six weeks and six men were provided for
the TFMA Platoon which was placed under command of 8 RAR for an extended period. Instructions were given
that first line ammunition was to be carried at all times until further notice as a TET precaution.
In February the OC TFMA and OC 1 OFP discussed proposed changes in defence procedures. OC TFMA
proposed moving the 1 OFP Defence Platoon from the Eastern perimeter of 1 OFP. This would have meant
rebuilding new bunkers after just having built the best bunkers in the area on the Eastern perimeter. 1 OFP
Defense Platoon now protected the Unit’s own installations, and filled a gap in the ATF defence perimeter
down Luscombe air strip.
On 12 February, Personnel with the TFMA platoon returned after operations with 8 RAR in the
Warburtons (Nui Dinh and Nui Thi Vai Hills) area and ambushes in the rubber plantations west of 1 ATF. Two
men were sent to Vung Tau in late February as part of a squad to guard the unloading of the supply ship, HMAS
“Jeparit”, for 5 days. Laurie Manna recalls that this duty in Vung Tau was a pleasant relief from life at Nui Dat
and John (Plates) Symons recalls that it was a real ‘swan’ job.
By March, the Self Service Store was becoming harder to operate because of the unreliability of the
supply system due to the withdrawal of US Army from Vung Tau. Stocks within the OFP have been relocated
and reorganized, resulting in one and half storehouses being made available to receive an expected increase
in stock holdings.
Preparation for the wet season got underway with the re-digging and repairing of storm drains,
rebuilding levy banks, repairing roofs on storehouses and replacing worn or damaged canvas. During the
month personnel were attached to 8 RAR with the TFMA Defence Platoon Section. Patrol training was
undertaken for seven members of the new TFMA Defence Platoon March was a busy period for the Bath
Detachment. During the month they were deployed to the following Fire Support Bases; Peggy, Wilton, Anne,
Discovery and Pat in support of operations carried out by 7 RAR and 8 RAR.
In April, Peter Renwick, Bruce Chapman, David Wade and John Symons spent about a week at Long
Son Island as members of a TFMA patrol platoon. They were involved in the protection of some engineers and
civilians engaged in construction of a pipeline. They were also required for the defence of their platoon base,
recce patrols, fighting patrols and securing LPs. It was during this time on Long Son Island that the platoon
came under enemy fire from small arms and forty millimeter rockets. The contact lasted for five minutes but
resulted in no casualties to either side.
During April the water point operated at FSB Tiger and FSB Elaine, while the Bath Unit deployed to FSB
Bond.
The month of May saw a complete audit carried out on all Ordnance accounting functions of the unit.
The Audit, which was conducted by the Army Audit representative from Australian Forces Vietnam,
commenced on the 21 May and was finalized by 27 May. The results were very satisfying in that no
observations at all were recorded.
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Stocks of tyres and batteries reached a critical level during the month and tight control had to be
maintained on all issues. The supply of self-service stores improved and most items were available.
The Bath Unit deployed to FSB Le Loi on 8 May in support of 8 RAR during Operation NUDGEE.
Five personnel commenced a project at 17 Construction Squadron Workshops Stores Cell. The Stores
Cell was returning to 1 ALSG at Vung Tau and the project involved a complete stock take and repacking of all
stores.
A Senior NCO (Sgt John Barker) was provided to supervise a TFMA Civil Aid project building chicken
coops in the Dat Do area. Capt Alan Burkhill (OC at the time) recalls that the hearts and minds of the
Vietnamese people was a high priority at the time for the ‘powers that be’ in the Australian and American
Command. Because of this, the unit was tasked to build ‘Chook Houses’ in the local villages. John Barker, who
had served with Alan before, and was rumoured to have served with BRIG Wingate’s Chindits in Burma during
the Second World War, was chosen for the job. Alan admits to having a lot of misgivings about this activity,
particularly when the villagers for whom the structures were erected, arrived clad in their black, loose fitting
uniforms, to take possession of the ‘Chook Houses’.
The Bath Unit and Water Point deployed to FSB Nola and the Water Point to FSB Kylie in late May.
“Dues Out” remained at a high level in June and there were several liaison visits to 2 AOD at Vung Tau to sort
out the problem. This proved fruitful and certain remedial actions were agreed upon.
A special revision of the entire stock scaling held at the OFP was commenced during June. It was
approximately fifty percent completed and revealed approximately 500 items of “dead stock” to date. Steps
were taken to out-scale these items to 2 AOD, Vung Tau. It was anticipated that the final figure of out-scaled
items of “dead stock” would be approximately 1,000 items with the result that a lot more storage space will
be available when completed.

New ORs Lines completed in Sept 1970
(Photo – Lou Fatone)
During June the Bath Unit and the Water Point were deployed to FSB Nola, FSB Tess and FSB Discovery.
The month of July saw the overall percentage satisfaction of vouchers processed reach an all-time high
of 85.5%. On 15 July the Bath Unit and Water Point deployed to FSB Gail.
The special review of stock was completed in August with a total of 1085 items identified for out scaling
to 2 AOD, Vung Tau.
During the last couple of months of July and August the TFMA was reallocated an area of ground on
the outer perimeter of the Task Force base, between A Coy and W Coy 2 RAR(NZ). The acquisition was
intended to alleviate the crowded accommodation area of the TFMA and allow them to accept some area of
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responsibility for the perimeter defence of the Task Force base at Nui Dat. At a conference of all sub-unit
commanders of the TFMA, which was chaired by the OC TFMA, it was directed that the rank and file of the
OFP would occupy this new location. This decision was taken despite the protests of the OC 1 OFP. An
unrealistic occupation date was set by HQ TFMA, but after consultation a compromise was reached and a little
more time was given for the move. However, to attain this goal the OFP was forced to close down for all but
operationally urgent issues for two and a half hours on two separate days. Apart from this, a regular work
party of approximately four men from the OFP were employed full time for about two weeks. This added to
work during what are normally stand down periods. Consequently any maintenance within the OFP and any
special projects which were in progress were brought to a halt. The new lines were eventually completed and
the Other Ranks occupied them in early September.
During September two storehouses were emptied of stores in preparation for the receipt of 8 RAR
returned stores. 8 RAR was due to return to Australia in November and was not being replaced. The Bath
Unit equipment, with an operator, was deployed to the 8 RAR area to assist the battalion in the cleaning of
equipment and containers to the standard required for their return to Australia. It was discovered that by
attaching a restricting device, such as a nozzle, to the hose outlet of the bath unit, a considerable pressure
could be built up without damaging the equipment. This coupled with the fact that the bath equipment had
the capacity to produce hot water, made it ideal for cleaning such items as vehicles and shipping containers.
Assistance provided to 1 Field Squadron Workshops Stores Cell, in its relocation to Vung Tau, was
completed during September.
Liaison between 1 OFP and 2 AOD in Vung Tau was reported to be a one-way street with many visits
to Vung Tau by OFP personnel in trying to sort out problems but very few visits to Nui Dat by 2 AOD personnel.
A barbecue was held on 27 September to celebrate Corps week.
Captain Alan Burkhill completed his tour of duty as OC of the OFP and was replaced by Captain Gary
Smith on 27 October.
During November it was noted that the incidence of full oxygen bottles reaching the OFP empty was
increasing. The main cause appeared to be faulty valves, but it could also appear possible that serviceable
empty bottles were finding their way into the full bottle department. 8 RAR returned stores to OFP
preparatory to the Battalion returning to Australia. Surplus webbing was given to a local ARVN unit.
On 28 November a volleyball team went to Xuyen Moc by helicopter to play a Regional Force team
but the game was not completed as the helicopters got an urgent call to return to base.
In December, after repeated attempts, the Unit received a size 7 Case forklift which has proved to be
a marked improvement on the old size 5 Massey Ferguson tractor forklift.
The Water Point was deployed to FSB Le Loi, FSB Feathers, FSB Raglan and FSB Bruiser during
December in support of 2 RAR and 7 RAR during Operations CUNG CHUNG Phases 2 and 3.
On 4 December, OC Captain Gary Smith was travelling on an APC which detonated a 20 pound mine
near FSB Garth. Capt Smith survived this incident without any injuries.
Christmas Day 1970 is a day that will forever remain in the memories of those guys who were with the
OFP at Nui Dat. At approximately 7.00 pm, members of the TFMA Sergeant’s Mess were enjoying a relaxing
drink at the bar, some were playing darts and others were having a ‘chat’, trying to make the most of being
away from family and loved ones on this special day.
Suddenly, three gunshots were heard. Initially, it was thought fire crackers had been let off in the OR
lines area or maybe it was a VC sniper attack. A short time later three soldiers were found lying on the floor
of the Sergeant’s Mess with blood oozing out of their bodies. Within minutes, the real truth was to emerge,
two sergeants were dead and one was seriously wounded. Within ten minutes, enemy fire had been ruled
out and the shocking truth revealed, the shooting was done by an Australian soldier. Private Paul Ferriday of
176 Air Dispatch Company RAASC, had taken his rifle, loaded a full magazine and commenced to shoot,
indiscriminately into the Sergeant’s Mess.
Events leading up to this tragedy reveal that Private Ferriday had been consuming alcohol since
relatively early on Christmas morning. He had been drinking, on and off, both in the lines and at the ORs
Canteen. By late afternoon he was substantially affected by alcohol. At about 6.00pm he was intercepted by
some of his fellow soldiers in the tent lines, holding a rifle with a loaded magazine, and stating an intention to
kill a Warrant Officer attached to his unit. The rifle was taken from him, and he was warned in strong terms
by one of his friends against any repetition of that conduct. He was also told not to have any more to drink.
He later returned to the canteen and consumed more alcohol. His behavior in the canteen was
markedly affected by the amount of alcohol he had consumed during the day. He returned to the tent lines
about 7.00 pm and was heard by a fellow soldier, whom he met on the way back, express some general
resentment against the Army. He obtained his rifle from a neighboring tent, into which it had been placed
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when taken from him about an hour earlier, together with a loaded magazine. He walked down to the tent at
the end of the lines nearest to the Sergeant’s Mess. He entered the annex to that tent, and then, having
cocked the rifle he fired a number of shots in the direction of the Sergeant’s Mess.
The Sergeant’s Mess was about seventy-five feet from the tent annex from which he had fired and
there were about fifteen members in the mess at the time. Two of the occupants of the mess, Sergeant Allan
Moss (Det 152 Supply Platoon RAASC) and Sergeant Wallace Galvin (HQ 26 Company RAASC) were shot and
killed and Sergeant Frederick Bowtell (176 Air Dispatch Company RAASC) was seriously wounded.
Jim Golding recalls the events of that day. He was at FSB Garth running the water point. An
opportunity arose for him to return to the OFP in the afternoon of Christmas Day. He had just got back from
the bush by chopper, had a shower and was looking forward to having a beer with his mates. He was walking
down to the ORs canteen to have a beer and heard three shots ring out. He can remember running to the tent
where the shots came from. Someone arrived just before him. He believed it was the duty officer, Captain
Gary Smith (OC 1 OFP) and heard him say as they walked in ‘I want the .#%*....Who fired those shots?’ At the
time he could not see who it was. Then Private Paul Ferriday walked out and said ‘I did’. He was then taken
down and shown what he had done. Jim just kept walking and went past the sergeant’s mess, which was right
near where the shots were fired from, and soon realized what had happened. Unfortunately, two sergeants
had been killed and another badly wounded. What happened after that was a blank to Jim as he was probably
in shock. Jim never did get to have a drink because the camp was immediately put on alert.
1971
The role of 1OFP became increasingly important as 1971 rolled on. Advice was received during January
that the Ordnance Field Park was to be ready to move to 1 ALSG Area, Vung Tau by 1 March and a Forward
Detachment was to remain at Nui Dat. Lieutenant Garry Downs arrived on 7 January 1970 to replace
Lieutenant David Walter as OO Stores Platoon and Unit 2IC. Preparation got under way during February for
the relocation to 1 ALSG, Vung Tau. The out-scaling of stores and dismantling of tentage was also under way.
The initial structure of the divided unit was as follows, with surplus personnel going to 2 Advanced
Ordnance Depot, Vung Tau to assist that unit pack up for the return to Australia:Detachment at Nui Dat
Officers
Sgt Storeman Tech
Cpl Storeman Tech
Cpl Clerk Tech
Pte Storeman Tech
Pte Clerk Tech
Pte Cook

TOTAL

Detachment at Vung Tau
1
2
3
1
5
1
1

14

WO Clerk Tech
Sgt Clerk Tech
Sgt Storeman Tech
Sgt Clerk Admin
Cpl Storeman Tech
Pte Storeman Tech
Pte Clerk Tech
Pte Cook
TOTAL

1
2
1
1
3
3
5
1
17

There was some adjustment of staff between Nui Dat and Vung Tau as future workloads changed.
Lieutenant Garry Downs became the Officer-in-Charge of the Detachment that remained at Nui Dat. The move
to Vung Tau was completed by end of March. Stores held at Nui Dat were restricted to industrial gases, dry
cell batteries, Task Force reserve of controlled stores and self-service items. The Detachment also continued
to undertake the monthly bulk break. All the tents were pulled down in the old lines and the remaining
Detachment moved to new lines.
The OC, Captain Gary Smith was acting as Task Force Ordnance Officer (TFOO), HQ 1 ATF and was
expected to remain in that position for a while longer. This meant that in the morning, as Officer Commanding
1st Ordnance Field Park Captain Smith would submit requests for controlled stores to Headquarters 1st
Australian Task Force for approval. In the same afternoon, acting as the Ordnance Officer 1st Australian Task
Force, he would approve these same requests. During April the Detachment at Nui Dat. received a waterblasting unit which was to be operated by members of the Bath section. This unit was to be used to clean
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tanks and other items of heavy equipment being returned to Australia. A 100% stock-take at the Vung Tau
location was undertaken during the month.
On 17 May Captain Geoff Olney (ex 2 AOD) was appointed as the new OC of the Ordnance Field Park
to take over from Captain Gary Smith who was now the TFOO at HQ 1 ATF. Captain Olney was stationed with
the Detachment of the Unit that had been relocated to Vung Tau. By July 1971 the withdrawal of the Australian
Task Force from Vietnam was well into the planning stage. The Tank Squadron was well into its preparation
for its return to Australia. The Cavalry Squadron (then at Nui Dat) was preparing to move back to Vung Tau as
was the Detachment of 1 OFP and l6l Reece Flight. Lt Garry. Downs, as well as being the Stores Officer at Nui
Dat, was also given the responsibility as OIC of the wash point operation for equipment being cleaned and
returned to Vung Tau for eventual return to Australia. Tony Slann and Jim Marshall were seconded to 1
Armoured Regiment to look after the cleaning of the Centurion tanks in preparation for their return to
Australia.
During August, 2nd Lieutenant Rob Patterson, Warrant Officer Class Two Phil Warne and Sergeant Peter
Shea moved from 2 AOD and established an "elastic sided" Ordnance Field Park at Vung Tau. A tent city at
Vung Tau was erected to accommodate the Orderly Room, Q Store, Control Office and OC/HQ. On 18 August
the Australian Parliament officially announced the withdrawal of Australian forces from Vietnam and the
Detachment at Nui Dat commenced preparation for the move to Vung Tau by late October. Exercise ENEMA,
an exercise conducted to practice 2 AOD and 1 OFP in the techniques required to re-open 1 OFP commenced
at 1330 hours on 18 August and ran for seven days. To ensure that the proposed techniques were effective,
actual vouchers and stores were handled throughout the exercise. On 15 September 1st Ordnance Field Park,
Vung Tau assumed responsibility for Ordnance support for Australian Forces Vietnam from 2 Advanced
Ordnance Depot. This expanded unit, with its administration under canvas took over warehouses from 2 AOD.
A stores scaling based on 2 AOD's usage history was used by 1 OFP Det at Vung Tau to provide continued
Ordnance support to the Australian land forces in Vietnam thus enabling 2 AOD to close down operations and
withdraw its assets to Australia.

Aug 1971 – Jim Marshall uses a high pressure cleaner to hose down a 52 Ton Centurion tank in preparation for
shipment back to Australia. (Photo – Australian War Memorial)
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Lt Garry Downs recalls that the development of the scaling was a major activity that required OFP
personnel to review the AOD’s records. As the AOD staff required access during the day to complete their
activities, it meant that OFP personnel could not start work until about 1600 hours and would have their
“working day” through until about 2330 hours.
Determination of the OFP scaling was an important task that required a balance between the ability
to supply the Force’s needs, but not a state of over-supply of stock to return to Australia on unit closure. The
task could be aligned to the operation of a bar which would close at 2200 hours. Up until that time there must
be the ability to supply beer, soft drink, cigarettes, chips and peanuts of the requested brand (or suitable in
lieu item) and quantity. At the same time, there was an objective of having virtually no stock when the bar
closed.
The balancing act between not being out of stock and not being overstocked continued through until
the OFP closed its doors. Tasks involved receiving stores from either the AOD or Australia as well as continuing
an out-scaling program of stores that were no longer required. The unit’s success in these activities was
reflected in the high satisfaction rate of requested stores. Part of the glue that held this together was the high
degree of accuracy or alignment between stores records and physical stock. 2LT Rob Patterson recalls that
during the transition period the workload was heavy. Setting up one area and winding down another required
a lot of work. The new OFP Team, with Captain Geoff Olney as the new leader, worked well into the night
regularly for many months. WO2 Phil Warne, the WO Control, used his immense amount of knowledge to get
the detail sorted out. Rob also recalls that when the physical transfer of stock took place it flowed across
reasonably well. They had taken over three of the large warehouses and set up all the functions within the
structure of the OFP. At the same time issues were done in a similar fashion to the AOD. Long hours were not
unusual; however Rob could not remember anyone complaining. That was what the spirit showed.
October was a busy month at Nui Dat as the Detachment packed up for the move to Vung Tau. On
the 16 October the main party and the stores left Nui Dat by road transport, with the remaining elements of
the Task Force, for Vung Tau. As the Australian troops withdrew from the area, the Vietnamese Army (ARVN)
were quick to move in to the remaining shells of buildings which had been the Australian base at Nui Dat.
Sergeant Hank Botcher was part of the last group to leave Nui Dat and he recalls that as they pulled out of the
front gate there were hundreds of Vietnamese in trucks, carts, bikes or anything with wheels, just waiting for
the Australians to finally leave the place. Hank reckons they would have stripped the place clean by the time
the departing Australians had reached Baria. The 1OFP at Vung Tau conducted a progressive out scaling
operation during the latter part of 1971 whilst still maintaining support in theatre. As it existed the 1OFP was
a unique unit, it was not really an Ordnance Field Park, not a Depot or not really a Composite Ordnance
Company, but a mixture of all.
1972
In the final days of the Vietnam Conflict the personnel of the 1st Ordnance Field Park worked long and
hard hours, but produced credible results in providing the required ordnance support to the very end. This
support contributed to the successful and orderly withdrawal of the 1st Australian Task Force and its
supporting elements from Vietnam.
On 31 January the Unit closed down for business. The final stage was for all RAAOC elements and
units to return to Australia by ship or air, taking with them all their serviceable and repairable equipment.
Back loading of sea cargo to Australia was undertaken by HMAS “Sydney”, HMAS “Jeparit” and a large Japanese
freighter the MV “Harima Maru” which was chartered by the Royal Australian Navy specifically to ship the
squadron of Centurion tanks back to Melbourne as the deck strength of the Naval Support Ships was not
sufficient for the task. Some of this equipment was subjected to quarantine regulations, as directed by the
Department of Agriculture, who had representatives present in Vietnam to supervise cleaning operations to
prepare vehicles and equipment for return to Australia. Other items such as tentage, webbing, tarpaulins and
anything that had deteriorated in the climatic conditions, or which was likely to be contaminated, were
written-off, destroyed or donated to the Vietnamese to make use of as they saw fit.

Unit personnel commenced returning to Australia in February 1972, with some returning by air and
some accompanying the return of stores by sea. On return to Australia, there was leave to be taken and new
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postings to be assumed. Meanwhile the OFP’s stock and unit stores continued a gradual movement from ship
to shore to 10 OFP at Holsworthy. Following arrival of the unit stores the “rear” party assembled at Holsworthy
to out-scale stores and finalise unit records. This group was somewhat top heavy as it included the OC Capt
Geoff Olney, the 2IC (now) Capt Garry Downs, WO control, WO2 Phil Warne, the CQMS S/Sgt Davies, and
stores platoon senior NCOs such as S/Sgt Peter Shea.
The high level of stores management that had been exercised in Vietnam was rewarded in the out
scaling activities as there were minimal discrepancies between records and physical stock, and the close down
of the unit was completed smoothly. This onerous task was finally completed in June 1972 and the rear party
dispersed to new postings around Australia. With the verification process completed, the reformation of the
1OFP was able to proceed. The reformation process involved the amalgamation of both the 1st and 10th OFPs,
with the amalgamated unit being designated the 1OFP. On 21 July 1977, the 1OFP was redesignated the 1st
Field Supply Company, thus ending a long and impressive history of the Ordnance Field Parks in the Australian
Army.
Its history stands as a proud reminder of the dedicated efforts and hard work of all who have served
within its ranks

Aerial view of the OFP – Circa 1970 (Photo – Alan Burkhill)
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Memories of Vietnam
The following pages contain the memories of 136 of our mates who served in
the Ordnance Field Park during its term of duty in Vietnam from 1966 until 1972.
You will note, from reading some of the memories that a great bond developed
between the ‘Regs’ and the ‘Nashos’ which, despite the passage of time, still exists to
this day. The Regs were there because it was their job and the Nashos were there
because they “won the lottery”. In the end, they were both there to do a job which
they did to the best of their ability. In doing this important job there was no distinction
between them, they were all Ordnance men.

A memory of war many find easier to ignore
By Alan Ramsey
Sydney Morning Herald
April 13, 2005
The war in Vietnam was never our finest hour. It is the war we ignore, like some foul corpse
nobody will claim. You cannot mythologize political bastardry and 20-year-old conscripts
chosen by a lottery marble.
Yet Vietnam was our longest, most divisive conflict and cost more Australian lives than
any but last century's two world wars. Slightly more than 50,000 Australian military
personnel served in Vietnam, including 17,424 conscripts, 200 of whom died, including
184 killed in action.

“By interviewing at least one veteran, you can
preserve memories that otherwise might be lost.”
Spencer Bachus
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Graham ALEXANDER (1967 – 68) National Service (Deceased 2008)
I remember the good times I had with my fellow tent mates, Greg Quinlan, Ian Tasker, Bob Nash and
one uninvited rubber tree that decided to drop in on us one night during a monsoon storm.
I remember the fond times and the friendship I had with the Mama San of the laundry in Baria where
I used to take our laundry to regularly. I looked forward to my regular visits as she would always supply me
with a bottle of coke and some corn on the cob to munch on. Sadly she was killed by the VC during the TET
Offensive. She had become like a de-facto mother to me and her senseless death was a great blow to me
when I heard the news of her death. This was just before I was due to leave Vietnam and return home. I never
did get to say good-by to her.

Errol (Tony) ANTHONY (1967 – 68) National Service
I enjoyed my time over there. I remember one morning, when I woke up, there was Ian Tasker, or was
it Bluey Stoker, lying flat on their back after a heavy night on the grog. I will always remember the closeness
of the guys I served with.

Raymond ATKINSON (1969) ) National Service
I remember on overnight TAOR patrol in particular. On this occasion a Lieutenant from the New
Zealand Army wanted to join in and be a part of the patrol. He assured us that he was an experienced radio
operator and was given the radio. Unfortunately this Lieutenant was fiddling around with the radio and
managed to break it somehow. There we were, out in the middle of nowhere, in tiger country, unable to radio
for help if required. We kept our heads down that night and didn’t move a muscle. It turned out to be a quiet
night indeed.

Joseph BALZAN (1970 – 71) ) National Service
I was at a Fire Support Base and early one morning I missed the ‘stand to’ call. A sergeant doing his
rounds found me still asleep and was not very pleased with me. He informed me that I was in big trouble and
that I had to report to him at 1600 hrs, as there was a good chance that I could be Court Martialled. I spent
the whole day avoiding this Sergeant and was lucky enough to return to Nui Dat before 1600 hrs that day.
Never heard a thing about it after that.
On another occasion I was on picket duty on the perimeter wire and we heard a rustling noise out in
the distance. We rang it in to HQ and were told to monitor the situation and they would check to see if any
patrols were out in that area. After a little while the noise was still going on and we hadn’t heard anything
from HQ. So we got onto them again. We were told to use our initiative if the situation did not improve.
Things did not improve and the noise was still going on, so we sent up a flare. Unfortunately the flare hit a
tree, bounced back towards our position and then started a bush fire. Meanwhile pigs, which had been rooting
around for nuts, scattered in all directions. If Charlie had been out there he certainly would have had a good
laugh at our expense.

Darryl BENNALLACK (1968 – 69) ) National Service
I remember the great comradeship that developed amongst the guys where we all supported each
other. Seeing some of the country’s traditional and cultural sights whilst travelling through villages and around
Vung Tau etc, will always remain with me. I also remember that duties associated with the TFMA were a
different experience to working in the OFP.
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Denis BLAKEY (1970 – 71) ) National Service
I remember tying our folding chairs to star pickets and guarding them, so that we could get a front row
seat at Luscombe Bowl for a concert party with ‘round eye’ girls, that included Lorrae Desmond.
Christmas Night 1970 was not the best for the TFMA. After a day of very little work and lots of
celebrating, there was shooting and a Private from the Air Despatch unit shot up the Sergeant’s Mess resulting
in deaths and wounding.
I remember being in a work party at Nui Dat to demolish some of the old 5 Transport Company lines
after they withdrew to Vung Tau. We pulled down the tents and sandbag walls and burnt the rest. There was
a lot of ammunition under some of the floorboards that exploded, but thankfully it missed all of us.

Doug BLATCH (1968 – 69) National Service + Australian Regular Army
I remember arriving back at Nui Dat, after Coral, and the first person I ran into was Capt Mike Clark.
He said to me “You’re incorrectly dressed soldier.” I looked at him and said, “What do you mean, Sir?” He said,
“You are now an NCO and you will have your stripe on by tomorrow morning’s parade and have a clean set of
greens, as you are going to be the page boy to the Prime Minister’s wife.” This involved putting some steps at
the back of the Landover so that the PM (John Gorton) and his wife could exit the vehicle.
The good times I remember were when I went on R & R and R & C leave; the trips to Vung Tau to the
Badcoe Club; when the entertainers came over and the concerts at the Luscombe Bowl; the happy hours
behind the HQ Building and getting drunk with the Kiwi Whiskey Company guys.
I remember one occasion when four of us ‘borrowed’ a Landover to go to Vung Tau to get a load of
grog from the American Airbase, because the OC of the TFMA, Major Christopherson, put us on the dry for a
fortnight for lobbing rocks on the Officers Mess. The sad part was that we were not responsible for this
incident.”
“In August or September 1968, along with a few others, I was sent out to a Fire Support Base. We
were flown in by helicopter at about four to four thirty in the morning. We were allocated an area where we
were to dig in. It was still dark and we were digging away when someone over on our left flank said “This is
pretty easy digging, I’m down four feet already.” All of a sudden he said “Shit, I’ve hit a wooden box!” It turned
out that we were in a small graveyard.
We stayed there for three weeks and whilst we were there we had to go out on a listening patrol. The
patrol was a bit over platoon strength and made up of different ranks and different corps. We went roughly
three kilometres to a fairly heavily wooded knoll which overlooked old rice paddies and a track. We set up
our defence perimeter which included two M60 machine guns, about four to five Ars and a mixture of
Armalites and SLRs.
This would have had to have been the most heavily armed listening post ever. Towards the afternoon,
when everyone was getting drowsy, and some were asleep, we heard a noise like running feet coming towards
us, but we could not see anything. The Corporal in charge, who was in Infantry, said “Don’t shoot, unless they
run over us, we are a listening post.”
So here we are listening to this noise coming towards us; all tense; concentrating; safety catches off
and then this f^*#%en great big mongoose pokes its head up in front of the gun. My mate alongside me said
“Shit, look at that, it’s a mongoose!!” and in the same breath said, “I think I’ve pissed myself”, and I said “Don’t
worry mate, I think I have too.”

Stan BOLDISTON (1967 – 68) Australian Regular Army
I remember that we had a good volley ball team during my time over there. We beat the Kiwis,
Battalion teams and the American Artillery team. Time is catching up with me and it’s difficult to remember
the names of all of those who were with me over there. I do remember though Sergeants Stan Hall, Wally
Hush and Peter Finch and 2LT. Monty Brown.
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Hank BOTCHER (1971 – 72) Australian Regular Army
I was part of the last group to leave Nui Dat in October 1971. I remember, as we pulled out of the
front gate, that there were hundreds of Vietnamese in trucks, carts, bikes or anything with wheels, just waiting
for us to finally leave the place. I reckon that they would have stripped the place clean by the time we reached
Baria.

Willem BRAWN (1968 – 69) National Service (Deceased 2010)
I was working away in the orderly room one day. An officer arrived back from a swannie somewhere
and he had an Armalite he had souvenired. Just to demonstrate his expertise, he fired a round thru the roof
in the doorway. Assuring us it was impossible, because the safety was on, he showed it was no fluke by
discharging it again! Needless to say, in the tin shed, the noise was incredible. No names – no pack drill – but
everyone in the orderly and control rooms had brown jocks! Naturally as an officer, he received only a
reprimand on his A4. Anyone else would have enjoyed the company of the MPs in Vung Tau.
Our four man tent (‘House of the Rising Sun’) was within staggering distance of the ‘Red Rooster
Saloon’ (wet mess). Many an enjoyable evening was spent there, despite the occasional shortage of real beer
and we were down to Tooheys or (shudder) Cascade, or similar goat’s piss.”
“I remember a couple of ‘incidents’, both concerning Graham Patzel. One evening we were invited to
(Sgt) Peter Finch’s tent for a gargle with him and his cronies (no drinking in the lines?). When we got there –
“sorry boys, the Sergeants Mess is closed, no beer, only spirits.” Bugger – what does a man do in that situation?
After quite a session, it’s time to go, THEN the good Sergeants discover bulk cartons of tinnies under a bed.
Loaded up with loose tins, Pat and I somehow navigated our way back up the hill. In the morning, a clear trail
of (full) VB cans marked our homeward journey. Luckily there was no parade that morning.
On another occasion, the OR’s lines were ‘raided’ by Capt Galt and Lt Brown. Someone from the
bottom tent managed to dash up the hill, warning guys tent by tent. In the wash-up, only two men were
charged – one was John Faram a gentle giant who didn’t drink. It took the honest pleas of several of us to get
him off the hook. Not so lucky was ‘Pat’ (Graham Patzel), who, for some reason, was caught red handed and
was ‘sent down’ to Vung Tau. I told him to look out for an MP named Ian Jones, a mate of mine from school
days in Whyalla, and to mention my name and perhaps things wouldn’t be so bad. Pat didn’t exactly thank
me later. He did what I suggested alright, and got worked twice as hard as a result! So much for friends.

Terence (Dasher) BUCHANAN (1968 - 69) National Service
I remember being out on a TFMA patrol. Eddie Westburgh, a RAASC bloke was situated in about the
middle section of the patrol. All of a sudden Eddie went flying up in the air and crashed down to earth. I
rushed over to where Eddie was not knowing what exactly had happened but preparing for the worst. As I got
near him Eddie shouted out “Don’t Shoot! Don’t Shoot!” Fortunately for us the cause of Eddie’s little escapade
was not a VC but a wild pig that happened to take a shine to Eddie.
Another patrol I will always remember involved an Army Reserve Lieutenant who fancied himself as a
radio operator. We had come to a halt and it had turned dark. We could see this Lieutenant fiddling around
with the radio and he had a torch, on which was not a smart thing to do in the middle of tiger country. The
end result of all this was that he managed to lose our radio band frequency and we were unable to contact
anyone whatsoever. As a result of this we were on alert all night long, and to make matters worse we could
hear movement all around us. The powers to be were concerned about our safety as we had not been able
to report in at all. The next morning a search helicopter found us and we returned safely to base, much to our
relief.
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Alan BURKHILL (1969 – 70) National Service + Australian Regular Army
I was extremely lucky that the diggers who made up the ‘Park’ were, to my mind, some of the best
available. I had not been there long when I received a signal from HQ Aust Forces to say that a WO Bill Murray
had been warned for duty with the unit in SVN and that he was not really considered suitable. Bill and I had
worked together in Bandiana and apart from developing a very good working relationship, we were also good
friends. I signalled back that, regardless of any reports, I wanted Bill at 1 OFP!!! That was a decision that I
never regretted as Bill became a huge ‘mainstay’ during my tour of duty and offered very sound advice when
I needed it most.”
One of the things I discovered lacking, after I arrived, was that of a Company Sergeant Major (CSM)
type person. The Park’s establishment did not provide for one so I created a ‘Park Sergeant’ to do the job.
Harry Stephens was the first incumbent and he was followed by Henry (Jim) Norrie. Both of these gents were
‘characters’ and carried out their duties in a manner that had the other members both entertained and
organised.
The Park vehicle situation was in a less than satisfactory situation but luckily for me WO2 Bill Murray
had identified a young fellow who had been running his own trucking business before being called up. Louie
Fatone became the Park’s vehicle guru, a position that he fiercely enforced, and no further problems were
encounter. As well as looking after the Park’s vehicles, he also acted as my driver, a duty that took him into
all kinds of odd strange places and situations!!
Scrounging and trading with the Yanks was almost a necessity. On one such foray I had learnt that the
American Signal Base located on top of ‘VC Hill’, just outside the ALSG at Vung Tau, was closing down. As soon
as I could, Louie and I took a trip up the hill to see what we could find. The Yanks were quite co-operative and
I was able to secure a number of 20 ton truck loads of signal equipment – for a price!!! While there I noticed
a speed boat that the Yanks had used for their R&R on the beach and did not want to take with them. We
raced back to Nui Dat and delivered our signal booty to the very grateful Australian Signal Squadron. With this
equipment they were able to establish direct communications with their HQ in Saigon and so dispense with
the slow and cumbersome relay system that they had been forced to use up till then.
Louie and I then headed back to Vung Tau to secure the speed boat. While we were away the OC of
2 AOD, Major John Stein, had become aware of this little treasure and moved in!!! When we arrived the boat
was gone and John was sitting back with a dirty grin all over his face.
The trip was not a complete waste of time as we were able to scrounge other gems. On our return to
the OFP, the Park Sergeant called a parade of all troops and each was presented with an American combat
jacket as well as two much sought after poncho liners.
Not everyone had a chance to ‘trade’, but it was through the efforts of all members, that those that
could, did!!

Colin BURROWES (1970 – 71) Australian Regular Army
I remember one night, after a session at the boozer, waking up and feeling the call of nature. As usual,
I got up and ducked outside to our favourite rubber tree. It was pitch black outside and I proceeded to relieve
myself against the tree. All of a sudden it moved and I realised that I had mistaken Phil Douglas for the tree.
You can image that I was not a popular bloke for a while.

Lawrence (Laurie) BURT (1966 – 67) National Service
During the year we spent in Vietnam there were too many memories to try and list them here. There
were good days and bad days. There were fun days and sad days. There were long days and daunting nights,
but all in all I wouldn’t change any of them. Being a twenty year old and not a care in the world, my only regret
is that I didn’t write home enough to my family – parents do worry about their children as I have since found
out.
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All the ‘blokes’ were terrific and I still keep in contact with some of them, both locally and interstate.
These ‘mates’ and their families have been a great part of my life over the past forty years. And to think this
all came about when my marble came out of the barrel – probably the only lottery I will ever win.

John BUTTIFANT (1968 – 69) Australian Regular Army
My most vivid memory was the day I arrived in Vietnam. After landing at Saigon airport I then boarded
a flight to Nui Dat with about twenty or so other guys. After touch down, everyone filed out onto the airstrip
and onto waiting transport. Everyone, that is, except me. I was left standing all alone for about fifteen
minutes, shitting myself. Then someone drove past and asked me where I was supposed to go and I told him
1 OFP. He said get in and I’ll drop you off. I walked into the orderly room and they didn’t even know I was
arriving that day.
I must confess that I was also one of those guys who fell hook, line and sinker for the old Hoa Long
dance trick.

Ronald CAREY (1970 -71) National Service
My main memories of Vietnam are of the lifelong friendships I have made with many people. These
will last forever.

David CHALKER (1970 – 71) Australian Regular Army
I have many memories of Vietnam. Here are a dozen of them:(1) The beer rations. (2) Running the nightly movie film all over the ground because we all thought we could
thread the projector and change reels in the dark. (3) The mozzies, wild cats, mongeese, scorpions, wasps and
bird eating spiders. (4) All those ‘swannies’ and the lies we had to come up with to get them. (5) The
‘Countdown Girl’ – 365 to Zero. (6) The currency change overs and how little time we had to convert. (7)
The concerts and live entertainment. (8) How we all still managed to sleep amidst the nightly noise of artillery,
gunfire and helicopter gunships – Who trained us to do that? (9) ‘EBONY 37’ – the phone number of the
Padre. (10) Spending too much at the PX Store. (11) Cheering up the guys who didn’t get a letter from home.
(12) Etherised eggs.

Bruce CHAPMAN (1969 – 70) National Service
The main memories I have of Vietnam occurred while I was away from the base at Nui Dat. When I
was at FSB Peggy (25 Dec 1969) we could hear Christmas carols being played from a plane as it flew overhead
on Christmas night. In April 1970, while at Long Son Island protecting Engineers laying pipes, we ended up on
the wrong end of an RPG attack.

Michael CLARK (1967 – 68) Australian Regular Army
‘
Some of the pleasant memories I have are of the Christmas concert party; five days R & C leave in
Vung Tau and the five day R & R leave in Singapore.

Norman (Norm) CLARKE (1966) Australian Regular Army
I have some good memories of Vietnam. I was glad to vacate the sand at Vung Tau for the bush at Nui
Dat. Unfortunately I was injured at Nui Dat on 4 August 1966 doing something which officers are not supposed
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to do (i.e. work!!) - there were only four of us left at Nui Dat at the time; DADOS ALSG had confiscated all of
my men, but three, to assist in sorting out the mess which was dumped on the poor blokes at 2 Comp Ord
Coy., Vung Tau and we (at Nui Dat) still had units of the Task Force to service.

Graeme CLOUGH (1968 – 69) Australian Regular Army
The good thing I remember about my time in Vietnam was that I met a lot of good people there.
One of the things that worried me the most was that I was scared of shooting women or kids while I
was out on patrol.
I recall a USAF Phantom Jet which quite often did victory rolls over the Nui Dat Base. It used to come
down towards the airstrip with its wheels down making out it was landing. Blokes who were doing
maintenance on the strip had to scatter thinking they were going to get collected. They were not impressed.

Brian (Tom) COLLINS (1970 – 71) Australian Regular Army
I remember Christmas Day 1970 and the tragic shooting of our own. The name 'POGO' - we did carry
guns, we did see the war, .and the Black Market ( it's not the time North and South). I really think, the people,
the team, the boys became men and I will never forget the comradeship.

Geoffrey CONWAY (1970 -71) National Service
The good memories were playing 500 with unit mates; Dhu, Balzan, Carey etc. Generally stuffing
around, for example; sending slides home to my girlfriend pretending to be shot, with rotten tomato sauce all
over me.
The bad memories were of the three Sergeants who were shot on Christmas Day 1970. Not knowing
where the firing was coming from, but knowing it was too close.

Henry (Harry) COUPER (1966 – 67) National Service
My most vivid memory of Vietnam was staying on while others went home. I went to 1 OFP (Det) on
attachment and they went home around five months after I arrived. I stayed on with 6 OFP (Det) and it seemed
like after a very short time some of them were going home and I still stayed on. Finally I got to go home by
myself. It was a very lonely and unpleasant experience.
Other than that, I enjoyed the company of all of the OFP members. I still have a couple of very good
mates I made during Corps training. One thing I really enjoyed was getting on the piss and having a good laugh
and ripping blokes’ clothes off. This was started by 1 OFP (Det).

Colin (Crossey) CROSS (1968) National Service
My main memories of my tour of Vietnam are of assaulting the beach at Vungers when we arrived on
board the “Sydney” the day TET started. We were told that Vung Tau had been taken and a very scared young
man found himself aboard the landing craft waiting for the gate to drop and thinking we would be killed by
enemy fire. I hid under a bridge until the false alarm was called. I have since been reminded by a mate that
we didn’t have any ammo anyway. I also remember the Battle of Coral, seeing Bob Hope, sneaking back into
Sydney, returning to Vietnam and my good mates. In Nui Dat I shared a tent with Les Wilkinson, Bob Nicholson
and Gary Evans. I managed to find the tent site when I returned to Vietnam in 1998.
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Philip CUNNINGTON (1969 – 70) National Service
I have many memories of my time in Vietnam. When we were not on guard duties we went to the
movies. Most movies were the latest types. One movie I remember was ‘The night of the living dead’. We
had many entertainers come to the Nui Dat Bowl - Johnny O’Keefe and many Americans. I remember beer
was 10c a can and smokes 15c a packet. The PX shop in Vung Tau was a big shed that sold everything. It was
an experience being in Vietnam but it was good to come home safely.

Michael CURTIS (1967 – 68) National Service
In late January 1968 I went on my first patrol with 2 RAR. After a smoko break I stupidly stood up first.
Next thing I know is that I am forward scout and somewhat later I am crossing a swinging bridge, just like
Indiana Jones movies, but without a whip. When I reminded the patrol commander that I was a clerk, he
smiled. That night we encountered what seemed to be hundreds of VC. We laid low and they ignored us.
We soon realised why after returning to Nui Dat the next day. The first TET offensive started that night.
I accompanied Cpl Elwyn Spencer and Sgt Peter Finch on a day trip to Vung Tau to collect supplies of
men’s toiletries from the USO Club. We finished up staying at the R&C Centre that night with a truck laden
with supplies and the rest is a story about boys being boys. I was travelling in a jeep with three others when
we accidentally knocked over a local teenage girl in a fierce storm. We were soon facing scores of angry village
locals armed with farming implements. They appeared blunt. During the tense stand-off I recall bundling the
now hysterical and obviously injured girl into the jeep and we took our unexpected and very unhappy guest
to the Vung Tau hospital. They fixed her injuries.
I mainly shared a tent with Graeme ’Stretch’ Patzel and John ‘the batman’ Redman. John also acted
as our batman. We had to pay. The tent was known as ‘The House of the Rising Sun’ (“There was a house in
New Orleans…”). It was the local casino, SP betting shop and bar. We had some ‘big’ card games. When time
permitted, we kicked the footy ‘end to end’ AFL style on the hard dirt road. I enjoyed kicking longer and
marking higher than Graeme Patzel and John Faram, sometimes.

John DANBY (1970 – 71) Australian Regular Army
My fondest memory I have of Vietnam was receiving the long awaited news of the arrival of my first
baby (a girl). I was out at a Fire Support Base and I didn’t know I had Charmaine for two days. Boy was I
excited !!

Lee DAVIDSON (1967 – 68) Australian Regular Army
One of my most memorable moments was when myself, Bluey Stoker and Ken Rice were leaving Nui
Dat for the first operation utilizing the mobile bath facility. We helped load all the equipment onto an Iroquois
chopper and couldn’t fit a new 2.5KVA generator inside, so the Sergeant loadmaster slung it from the belly
hook under the chopper. When we were about 200 feet up a red light came on in the roof above us. As it
flashed, the co-pilot said ‘We’re gonna lose it!’ We looked out at the sling spinning down with the new
generator and it landed in a clearing with a great puff of dust. We kept going, as it was the spare. The old one
did a good job.
The one memory overall is how well the troops of the OFP (troops meaning the other ranks) got on so
well considering the unit had its fair share of National Servicemen who had been thrown into a nasty situation.
Their attitude was get in, get the job done and don’t whinge. I never saw a better group of young men during
my twenty-year career and I had seven years at the Military College Duntroon. They can be proud of their
efforts.
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Alan DAVIS (1969 – 70) National Service + Australian Regular Army
Of course the Yanks had their uses and while in Long Binh I was sent off to do some trading to boost
up our OFP stocks with special items, such as A Frame packs, US sleeping bags, ponchos and various other
items of US equipment that were highly regarded by Aussie forces. I’m pretty sure Sid Brent accompanied me,
but it may have been Harry Stephens. We did quite well and came back with a truck load of goodies which we
had swapped for GP Boots, which the Yanks coveted. It was only years later when the Australian Department
of Defence received the bill for all these goodies that we realised how well we had been stitched up! Some
months later, when I was detached to Bearcat, a US QM offered to swap me an operational helicopter for my
Short Wheel Base Landrover. I suspect the bill for that really would have come home to roost had I accepted!
The OFP was part of the Task Force Maintenance Area (TFMA) under the command of Maj Bryant,
RAASC. All my experience on exercises and field training up to this point had been as an OFP acting as a
discrete unit in support of other Field Force units and I found the RAASC approach very different. Maj Bryant
had established an underground ops centre which would have done a battalion proud. We had maps to mirror
the operational maps in TF HQ and special maps to detail our air and ground resupply (I mean operations) and
loads of info on tonnages and sorties. We had to call the supply convoys, transport operations. We kept count
of all the operational kilometres completed and reminded TF HQ regularly of these critical facts. I suspect
RAASC felt it should really be considered to be an arms rather than a support corps. Anyway, Maj Bryant took
himself very seriously and this lead to a few interesting situations which I recall.
There was not a lot of love lost between the OFP and the Transport Platoon (RAASC) but on at least
one occasion the Transport boys proved their worth. There had been a bit of a do in the ORs canteen resulting
in some breakages. Maj Bryant decreed that if the ORs acted like animals he would treat them as such. He
directed that all the furniture be removed from the canteen and strict beer rations be imposed and signed for,
along with a 9.00pm curfew. I was Supervising Officer of the ORs Canteen at the time and not surprisingly had
some pretty angry reactions since most had not been involved in the fracas. After some cooling off I had a
meeting with the corporals who were quite happy to sort things out if I was happy to look the other way and
overlook the way it was done. They made their own furniture from timber, foam and vinyl ‘sourced’ from the
OFP and the Transport Platoon started shipping in American beer to supplement the rationed Australian
varieties. Now that WAS an ‘operation’ of the undercover sort! Life quickly returned to normal, with the
corporals running all the illicit activities very smoothly and without a hitch.
One of the problems that did result from these restrictions was that several men set up their own
drinking areas. In some cases trenches were enlarged into recreation areas and these were potentially
dangerous in themselves. Others just went into the bush. One night doing my rounds as Duty Officer I heard
a group in the bush between our lines and the adjacent unit (A Kiwis Company I think). I called out ‘Right you
men come on out of there now’. After a pregnant pause the reply floated back ‘You come in an get us .’ Not
being a complete idiot I immediately informed them I’d be back with the guard and continued on my rounds.
When I returned ten minutes later they had dispersed into the night.
The Officers Mess was a tropical hut with gaps along the side walls to let air in and also to allow
anybody outside to see what was going on inside. The building was badly located in the middle of the TFMA,
on the route that soldiers had to take when moving from the movie tent to their digs. At the time in question
the curfew and beer rations were in place. Of course the officers had no such restrictions and on this night
the sight of merry making in the officer’s mess was too much for some young lads going past, so they chucked
a hand full of rocks on the roof. Maj Bryant was enraged by this affront to our commissioned dignity and
promptly had the whole TFMA paraded to deal with the matter. Fall in the officers had real meaning that
night! Needless to say no culprit gave himself up, but it must have bucked up morale no end to have the OC
and all his officers waving around in front of them.
Every weekend an R&R convoy took troops down to Vung Tau for a break from Nui Dat or operations.
This weekend off didn’t come up very often and was well received. An officer had to command the convoy
down and back and to fill this role they nominated one of the officers going on the break. I suspect we were
largely figureheads, because we had no involvement in the planning which was done by a group at TF HQ.
When my turn came I was assured by the organising NCOs not to worry about a thing Skip, we do this every
week and will control everything – just get in the Landrover over there. All I remember is that when my lead
Landrover arrived in Vung Tau the tail of the convoy was still clearing Nui Dat. I reported for the return trip
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two days later to be told in an offhand way that the convoy had been shot at on the way down but it had all
been sorted out! Another court martial avoided!
The RAAF flew regular ‘milk runs’ between Vung Tau, Nui Dat and Tan Son Nhat (Saigon) in caribou
aircraft. On one occasion two runs left at the same time and the pilots were clearly having a bit of fun tailgating
each other. This clearly became quite absorbing for our pilot and distracted him from normal check list
procedures. We were very close to touching down at Nui Dat when a Yank yelled out to the Loadie “Your god
dam wheels aren’t down!!” The plane quickly pulled up and accelerated away for another try. No one said
anything.

Ron DHU (1970 – 71) National Service
I was in Gen Stores for just over a week when I was told I had to go out to a Fire Support Base and run
the bath unit and water point. Ah!! This wasn’t supposed to happen to me. Another shock!
I arrived at FSB ‘Peggy’ with 6 RAR, a Kiwi mortar platoon, some artillery guns and a troop of Centurion
tanks. I remember thinking at the time that this was not a healthy place to be at. We had a few unexpected
events during my three weeks out there which weren’t for a ‘blanket folder’ like me. But this was my
christening for many other experiences during my time in South Vietnam.

William (Bill) DOBSON (1969 – 70) National Service
I remember at nightfall on a TFMA patrol, ‘Tits’ Turner’s job was to set up a trip flare, mine was to
crawl further out to lay the claymore mine. ‘Tits’ said to be careful of his elaborate wiring, it was his work of
art and he was very proud of it. Yes, it did happen, one of us hit his wires and up went the flare and lit the
jungle up beautifully. It was funny later, but at the time it made us all very nervous.
Sgt Syd Brent wanted two volunteers for a scrap at Dat Do. Roger Nettle and I learnt why it is best to
be first inside an APC. There was a mad scramble by the ‘grunts’ to get in first. We worked it out later that it
meant that we were then the first to get out. Who said grunts were a bit slow. That was two days that Roger
and I can’t forget.

Garry DOWNS (1971 – 72) Australian Regular Army
There are various memories of people, events and places. For example, there was the giant lizard that
appeared out of the storm water drains behind the sergeants’ mess lines and invaded the self-service store at
Nui Dat. This is accompanied by recollections of people climbing shelving, the use of broom handles to
encourage the animal to leave, and the feeling of happiness as the lizard finally disappeared back towards the
sergeants’ lines. There is the memory of Geoff Olney’s suffering following the Bacardi ice block attacks in the
Vung Tau sergeants’ mess. And then there is the work and camaraderie associated with the return of stores
and finalisation of the unit accounts at Holsworthy.

Ivan DRIVER (1969 – 70) Australian Regular Army
To be quite honest, I enjoyed my tour of duty especially when going outside the perimeter with 3 Cav
and the Intelligence Group. Best day was taking a MK111 truck out on red alert to get some bamboo for the
canteen that was being constructed.
I enjoyed the cricket games against 2 AOD in Vung Tau. My team always knocked over the ‘POGOS’
which was rewarding. We had a lot of fun between the two units.
I remember one incident; a certain Private Cooney accidentally discharged his rifle in our tent. It
certainly attracted a lot of attention – guys came running from everywhere to see what was going on.
I think the dart board caused a few headaches with the ‘galloping green grocers’ (the Service Corps
boys). Dobbo used to stir them up with a couple of us having a game. They thought they could hog the board
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all night. I enjoyed having a few tinnies with Dobbo and Rusty Rowlands at night, when and if possible; and
stirring up the ‘goffa gobbers’ for their beer ration.

Kevin DWYER (1969) National Service
I have tried to put this time of my life away, never to be looked at, but it still comes back. I remember
on many occasions we were required to go on patrols and were dropped by chopper into no man's land to
commence our patrol. On one occasion our patrol walked into a mined area. Luckily we escaped without
injury but this traumatic experience remains with me today. I can remember that I was always terrified of
land mines when on laundry runs to Baria or trips to the beach at Vung Tau.

William (Bill) EAGLESHAM (1966 – 67) Australian Regular Army (Deceased 2009)
I found satisfaction in serving at Nui Dat with the men of the OFP Detachment. Unfortunately our
Officer Commanding was injured and had to return to Australia. He was replaced by an Ordnance Officer who
was with the Ordnance Section of a RAEME Stores section workshop.

Garrick EVANS (1968 – 69) Australian Regular Army
Here are a few of my memories of Vietnam. When we were in Hong Kong on R & R leave, watching a
young lady trying to knock down Doug Blatch’s door, using a fire axe, when she found out that he was double
dating. The birthday parties in our tents and parties for no reason at all. The reunion in Albury / Wodonga
that filled a big hole in my life and showed me what true friendship is.

Kevin EVORALL (1969 – 70) National Service
I remember that most of the times were good and I met some nice people. It was good to see some
of them again at the Cowra reunion.

John FARAM (1968 69) National Service
I remember: Treating the incoming mortar drill as a joke then not long after, during the night, in they came. There were
lots of guys in the holes at the back of the tents with nothing on.
 Being on mess duty when the chocolate milk came in.
 Dick Kennedy and Co serving up bully beef more ways than you’d ever dream of.
 Kicking the footy on the road outside the canteen / mess – taking screamers over Mick Curtis. He will tell
you different.
 A game of footy in Vung Tau starting at 9.00 am because it was so hot.
 My 22nd Birthday and Mum’s fruit cakes.
 Hating a certain Captain with a passion.
 One thing I do know is that I’ve got some great friends now because of it.

Luigi (Lou) FATONE (1969 – 70) National Service
As a storeman / driver I used to take the dirty clothes into Baria for washing and pick up the clean
ones. This particular day, as we were picking up the clean clothes and loading them onto the Landrover and
trailer; Ron Rogers, who was riding shotgun on this particular occasion, suggested that we go to the markets
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in Baria to get some things. So off we went. While Ron was in the shop buying something, some kids started
to swarm around me like flies. I told them to Bugger off! When we got back to camp and unloaded the clothes
we found that about fifty or sixty units were missing. We could only blame those kids in Baria for the missing
items. The sad part was that we had to explain what we were doing down town. I can still see those little
buggers up to no good.

Peter FINCH (1968) Australian Regular Army
Our picture theatre seems to be in my memories of my time at Nui Dat. I remember a certain Captain
had an obsession with moving the picture theatre screen around on a regular basis. Even the guys from the
battalion next door used to comment on the number of times it was changed.
I remember Lew Wiskar was our projectionist. If he didn’t like a particular movie he would just show
the last reel, then we all got to go home early.

Edward FINN (1966 – 67) National Service
My introduction to Vietnam was a beach landing in the middle of the night from HMAS Sydney. We
had no ammo and I didn’t know what to expect. My time in Vung Tau caused me a few problems.
Unfortunately I was prone to going AWOL, which cost me my stripe. I remember Frank Aylen’s 21st birthday
party when we were in Vung Tau. We ended up burying Frank up to his head in the sand and leaving him there
for a while. He was none too pleased about that.
Anthony (Tony) FLANAGAN (1967 – 68) Australian Regular Army
Unlike the rest of the guys, I didn’t do a lot of bush work, but I did get to do one of the first TAOR
patrols the unit did with Support Company 2 RAR, with Cpl Elwyn Spencer. The patrol consisted of two OFP
and eight 2 RAR guys and was the scariest night of my life. In May 1968 I was allowed to go to FSB CORAL for
experience to give me credibility as a Sergeant. At that time we were not to know we would come under
attack twice in my seven day stay. As I really had no reason to be there I was sent back to Nui Dat to avoid
becoming an unnecessary casualty.
One thing I shall never forget, as much as I try, was the daily rendition of “The Green Green Grass of
Home” by Bluey Stoker. Now I know why a lot of the guys suffered from PTSD.

George FOSTER (1968 – 69 & 1971) Australian Regular Army
I was impressed by the quality of personnel working in the Control Office. I was very happy the OC
would not allow me to go on patrol. His reason was that Warrant Officers were too hard to replace. However
I felt for the guys coming back from patrol and then having to front up for work.

John FRASER (1966 – 67) Australian Regular Army
Apparently the Detachment, or some of us, were prone to mutinous acts. At least one occasion comes
to mind. Once when we were working down at Vung Tau, a bit of R&C mainly, we were ordered to return to
the unit from the beach and didn’t think much of the idea so we didn’t go. You can just picture it, WO2 Bill
Eaglesham to Sgt Darryl Shaw – ‘Charge them Sergeant!’ Darryl informed us all accordingly. After we had
returned the charges of failing etc a place of parade and disobeying a lawful command were remanded to Task
Force by Lt Norm Clarke (OC). At that stage it all exploded! It was mutiny! Darryl Shaw was paraded at Task
Force where he told them he had made a mistake – he hadn’t really ordered us to return to the unit. Darryl’s
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bum is probably still stinging from the kick he got. Onya Darryl, you probably saved us all from twenty years
in Changi Goal.
We were a pretty close unit. I shall never forget the battle noises of the night of Lang Tan. I had some
good mates there.

John GALPIN (1969 – 70) Australian Regular Army
Like many of our Vietnam Vets, I have good and bad memories of my tour of duty. The bad ones I try
to forget, but I’m happy to share a couple of the good memories.
I remember the faces of a Vietnamese family in a small village, when I was on a MED CAP Protection
Patrol. While our Doctors were tending the villagers I gave items to the children from my ration pack. The old
men and women and children smiled, and an old man offered me a glass of rice wine.
I remember vividly a sense of relief and thankfulness, as I flew home to Wynyard Airport on a bright
sunny spring Tasmanian day in September 1970, and I looked out the window at the lush farmlands
surrounding Wynyard and I prayed to God; ‘Thank you God for bringing me home safely; Thank you Lord Jesus
for looking after me’.

Daniel GARLIN (1969 – 70) Australian Regular Army
My period with the OFP was brief but I do remember doing Duty Officer in the hole in the ground
below the TFMA office. I also remember going to the movies and catching up on the latest releases in the Task
Force.

James (Jim) GOLDING (1970 – 71) National Service
I remember the good times I had at Vung Tau on leave with my old mate Ron Carey.
There are however, also the not so good times that you will always remember. One of these occasions
was Christmas Day 1970. I had just come back from the bush by chopper that afternoon. I’d had a shower
and was looking forward to having a beer with my mates. I was walking down to the ORs mess to have a beer
and heard three shots ring out. I can remember running to the tent where the shots came from. Someone
was just before me. I believe it was the duty officer and heard him say as we walked in ‘I want the .....who
fired those shots.’ At the time I could not see who it was. Then Pte Paul Ferriday walked out and said ‘I did’.
He was then taken down and shown what he had done. I just kept walking and went past the sergeant’s mess
which was right near where the shots were fired from. Unfortunately, two sergeants had been killed and
another badly wounded. What happened after that is a blank. I was probably in shock. I never did get to have
a drink because the camp was immediately put on alert.

Michael GROSSE (1969 – 70) National Service
The following is a brief summary of the memories I have of SVN:
The Good - Making Jesse rich on Crown & Anchor pay nights. Getting revenge by backing Rain Lover
$10 each way in the 69 Cup – I have never backed a winner since.
The Bad - Kevin Dwyer and I sitting each side of a land mine when out on patrol. Bill Cooney trying to
kill the floor of our tent (AD).
The Ugly - Someone pulling a bayonet on Dobo and me in our tent one night. Luckily Dobo had a good
right hook that saved the day.
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Adam GUL (1970 – 71) Australian Regular Army
I remember I was out at a Fire Support base with Ron Carey. It was a dangerous place so we had the
machine gun on the truck. Ron was getting a bit worried and he asked me if I could use it. I said I couldn’t
even reach it. Ron then said that if anything ever happened we were going to be in big trouble. He also never
told me that the road we were on was mined until I spoke to him some thirty years later. Thanks Ron!

Stan HALL (1968 – 69) Australian Regular Army (Deceased 2008)
While at ‘Bear Cat’, Colin Cross and I hitched a ride to the canteen with an American driving a petrol
tanker. We soon discovered the driver was ‘high’ on something when he backed the tanker into a large storm
water drain and the tanker slowly toppled onto its side. Colin and I fell on top of the driver. Fortunately he
wasn’t hurt. We pushed the windscreen out and left the scene in a big hurry.
At FSB ’Coral’ at about 0200 hours every night we would receive a half hour of mortar and rocket fire.
A couple of rounds landed near the tent in which all the clothing was stored, and all the clothing had shrapnel
holes in it and had to be written off.
I met the Prime Minister, John Gorton, when he visited the TFMA. Unfortunately I had to forgo a
couple of days leave in Vung Tau for the ‘honour’. For the first three or four months, the senior NCOs used
the 2 RAR Sergeant’s Mess until our own mess was built.
I enjoyed the company of Peter Finch, Phil Shepherd and Tony Flanagan who were my tent
companions. Also Colin Cross became a good friend.

Trevor HALLEWELL (1968 – 69) National Service (Deceased 2007)
Sharing a tent with Graeme Clough, ‘Joe’ Scicluna and Terry Anderson (Crockery) and shared good
times with the blokes from the neighbouring tents. Seeing all the fellows lining up for a haircut from Joe (the
barber!) on a regular basis.

Richard (Rick) HALLIN (1967 – 68) Australian Regular Army
I remember on one occasion some blokes came running out of a store shed yelling out that there was
a snake inside. This did not present a problem for a young country boy. I just grabbed a machete and went in
and chopped its head off.
I enjoyed doing pickets on the American mobile howitzer unit’s wire and talking to the Yank guys.
Their 175mm guns (Long Toms) certainly made a noise when they went off.
I also remember being selected for a general education course in Vung Tau, which was a nice change
of scenery for a while.

Arthur HARTWIG (1966 – 67) Australian Regular Army (Deceased 2014)
1 OFP (Det) at Nui Dat was located in an area that, after the move to the final site of 1 OFP, became a
quarry. One memory I have is of our two gun pits. One faced down towards Luscombe Field and the other
one, which I was involved with, faced SAS Hill. Our gun pit, after digging for days and days, got to about four
feet deep complete with overhead cover. In frustration and by necessity we built and above ground gun post.
The other pit was built in a soft area and took little time to complete and eventually became our prime area
of responsibility. I must admit that even though it was not the deepest pit, and had about six inches of water
in it, I was thankful to be in it when the Task force was mortared the night before the battle of Long Tan.
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Henry HEYER (1968 – 68) Australian Regular Army
Things I remember:I got a cake from Australia for my 20th Birthday on 21 July ’69, the day Armstrong walked on the moon.
Roger Nettle dropped Nicko for one Chad Morgan record too many. This was at Nicko’s birthday party in March
1969.
Ray Jessen, Keith Stolberg and Bill Dobson running crown and anchor, two-up games etc. Hunting
down gopha drinkers to get more cans. Hiding ‘supplies’ in our rifle pit out the back.
Punch-ups in the canteen with the truckies and others. Missing curfew in Vung Tau and being in deep
‘do dos’.
Doing a TAOR patrol with Cpl Tits Turner, when we were moved before night fall because artillery was
shelling the original area. We stayed buried in our new location all night to scared to move a muscle. I was
charged the next day because my pull through got stuck in my rifle when I was cleaning it. I would have got
away with it if ‘Q’ hadn’t called in the armourer to clear it.
I shared the last tent at the top of the hill with Bob (Nicko) Nicholson, Bill Dobson and Roger Nettle.
There were mostly Nashos in the unit and they were all good blokes.

Ron HOLTEN (1968 – 69) Australian Regular Army (Deceased 2006)
I remember one particular occasion, just after the TET Offensive in 1968, when they sprayed defoliant
on the foliage at the end of the airstrip. During the spraying nobody remembered to cover the water tower
which was situated in that area. Water in the tower was used for the troop’s drinking water. About a week
later, all the jerry cans were collected and they burnt them. Nothing was ever said about it. Makes you wonder
doesn’t it. I still suffer from skin rashes to this day. I treasure the memories of all the people I met in Vietnam.

George HURREN (1969 – 70) Australian Regular Army
My main memory of Vietnam is the comradeships formed with mates that still last to this day. I can
never forget the rain and being continually wet when out in the bush on ambush duties.

Kenneth HUSSELL (1967 – 68 & 1970 - 71) Australian Regular Army (Deceased 2015)
I had the good fortune to hand pick all of my soldiers for SVN. Not one of them ever let me down. I
am both proud and humbled to have commanded such a wonderful gathering of men. Their loyalty and service
I will take with me to my grave.
Disappointments.- I would have been better off without some of my senior NCOs.
On a brighter note! - I agreed with "Blue" Stoker one Friday after-noon that I would unload the next
supply truck that came in. It was the wet season, pissing down rain and we were having a few beers. The
truck came in and I got behind the wheel of the tractor and unloaded the supplies to the loud applause from
my soldiers who were of course, enjoying their cold beers!!.

Henry (Harry) IND (1969 - 70) National Service
I was a fibrous plasterer before going into the army, which was recorded in my record of service.
The Civil Affairs were building a meeting house in a place called BIN GIA. They needed a hard plasterer
to render the walls (never have done that before) but I was the only plasterer there at the time so I got the
job.
Whilst fitting a veranda to a concrete lintel, there was a gap between the wood and the concrete, so
to get it flush we tightened the wood to the concrete but instead of the wood pulling to the concrete the
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concrete came out to the wood causing the bricks to fall down on top of us resulting in some of us getting
injured, which resulted in a stay at the Hospital at Nui Dat for some of us.

David JAMISON (1966 – 67) Australian Regular Army
During the first few days after arriving at Nui Dat I was shelled in Baria, shot at in Hoa Long and
mortared in Nui Dat. This was a bit of a worry for an essentially peaceful bloke.
I went on a patrol with 1 ARU reinforcements to the Binh Ba region and I was left stranded for quite
some time in a paddock with John Graham (Platoon Commander) waiting for his platoon to arrive. To this day
I do not know why we weren’t part of a ‘slick’ arriving together in the AO as briefed.
I always regretted the lack of proper reception arrangements on returning to Australia, especially as
the National Service blokes had no proper farewell from the Army or the unit. We all scattered to our various
locations and it took years for most of us to regain contact with each other.

Ray JESSEN (1969) National Service
One mate I remember is Bill Stolberg. Bill and I come home together. Unfortunately Bill broke his
neck in the first game he played with Easts, after coming home, and died as a result.
I remember the occasion when the ammo bay went up. Everyone thought the base was under attack
and we had to stand to. I remember John Walker, who worked in the ammo dump, came running over the hill
looking as white as a ghost. After a couple of hours they woke up that it wasn’t an attack and we stood down.

Richard (Dick) KENNEDY (1968 – 69) National Service
The best memory I have of Vietnam is meeting my mate Ray Atkinson, who I have nicknamed ‘LC’, for
reasons that those who know him will understand.
My worst memory was finding an unexploded VC mortar between myself and the truck I was sleeping
next to.

James (Jim) KNIGHT (1968-69 & 1970-71) Australian Regular Army
Because I spent only three weeks in Nui Dat I don’t have many memories of the OFP, but I remember some of
the characters; Wally Hush, Peter Finch, Stan Boldiston and Mike Clark.

John KOCH (1969 – 70) Australian Regular Army
I would like to say that I have never met a group of men who were so friendly, and the mateship among
the mere thirty guys was so strong that it lasts even to-day, some thirty-five years or so afterwards.
I still remember the old tent, the red mud, the piss-a-phones the boys used to fall in to, drinking beer
in the rain, the old mess and some p#!^ks stealing our water at night.
Not many Ordnance guys heard of the OFP, and for one, I am glad of that situation. For us OFP guys,
our mateship and being in control of the demon drink kept us in a unique sort of way like a big happy family.
But there is always one fly in the ointment and some Captains just don’t know how scorpions got into their
boots. I don’t think for a moment that I ever met an OFP digger I didn’t like to this day.
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Allen LACEY (1968 – 69) National Service
My main memory of Vietnam is of having been able to work with a good bunch of guys in 1 OFP during
my time over there. I still keep in contact with most of them and enjoy meeting up with them at reunions.

Ronald LEWIS (1971) Australian Regular Army
I can remember one morning, when opening the self-service store, we could hear scratching and
rustling noises inside. Upon further investigation we found that there was a great big green lizard, about six
to seven feet long (huge), making a nest under the Corporal clerk’s desk. Well the bloody thing hissed and we
all looked for higher standing. Fortunately it left after a while and headed straight for the Officers lines. It
knew where to go!!!.
On another occasion a fellow sergeant (who shall remain nameless) was to deliver the soap powder
to the Vietnamese laundry. Off he went with a driver and shotgun guard. About fifteen minutes later he was
back. He claimed a Vietnamese in black clothes was shooting at him and he wasn’t going out there again that
day. So I said I would go. I did the run, returning safe and sound. I heard nothing, saw nothing only the normal
locals going about their business.

James (Jim) LING (1970 – 71) Australian Regular Army
I especially remember the day I was chosen as an escort, to go with the Chaplin from 1 ALSG, out to
the MAAT Teams run by the AATTV in Phuoc Tuy Province. The trips were used for the re-supply of stores;
mail etc to the AATTV members who were advising the local ARVN soldiers at several bases throughout the
province. It was a very interesting day and I saw and visited many places in the province that, in normal
circumstances, I would never have seen.

Gregory (Locky) LOCKYER (1970 – 71) Australian Regular Army (Deceased 2012)
I think the only bad memory I have of Vietnam would be the night that the Sergeant’s Mess was shot
up by a Pte Ferriday. Two were killed and one badly injured. This happened on Christmas Day 1970. Myself
and three others were sitting just off to the left of the Mess when Ferriday came up behind us and let fly with
a full mag of his SLR. I almost shit myself when it happened.
On a lighter note – One night six of us from the OFP drew guard duty on two Centurion tanks at the
rubbish dump at the Dat. At 0100 hrs I was radioed by the Duty Officer on SAS Hill and told he was changing
frequencies on the radio set. I said OK and just sat behind the twin 50 Cals. Around twenty minutes later this
Rover came to a crashing halt behind the tanks. The DO got out and started to abuse the f*%k out of me ‘Why
didn’t I change the radio frequency on the tank?’ – when I told him that he didn’t ask me to as he said he was
changing, I didn’t expect to myself. He took me behind a couple of trees and literally kicked my arse, and it
f*%ken hurt, so I dropped the prick. He didn’t come to for awhile and I thought I had killed the wanker. I got
into heaps of shit but to the DOs credit, he didn’t tell anyone about getting punched out.
I have a story to tell about Dave Peak, but because I’m a gentleman I won’t put it in writing. If anyone
wants to know, they will have to get me full first. (Sorry Dave!!) We had a lot of fun over there and that
outweighs the bad shit by miles.

Paul MALHERBE (1966-67 & 1970-7) Australian Regular Army
I remember the good times meeting lots of people, including Yanks and Kiwis, and I also remember
my first tour of Vietnam as a Private.
Unfortunately, the shooting in the Sergeant’s Mess on the night of Christmas Day 1970 is something I
will never forget. I remember disarming one of my fellow Sergeants, who I shared a tent with, who was going
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to shoot Paul Ferriday, the bloke who did the shooting. In the aftermath of this incident, my tent mate would
put a full mag on his rifle, put one up the spout, and then eject the rounds around the tent. This happened
every night for about three months – crazy man!!

Michael MANDER (1970 – 71) National Service
I enjoyed the nightly card games, I found it was a good way to relax, and also the Sunday Barbies, the
prawns were great.
One memory was the time, when some of our troops were involved in a shoot-out outside the
perimeter. During the night our unit was ordered to stay near a trench. A missile was fired from near where
the action was and the order was given to jump. Being a bit slow witted, I was the last to jump into the trench.
Unfortunately, as I jumped, I clipped one of the guy’s jaw with my rifle butt. Sorry, Roly !! I was probably
more of a danger to my mates than the enemy.
The worst day was Christmas Day 1970. There was strict rationing of alcohol during every day except
Christmas. Tragically the Sergeant’s Mess was shot up and two Sergeants lost their lives.

Laurie MANNA (1969 – 70) National Service
It wasn’t long after my arrival at Nui Dat that my hair cutting skills became well known. I started off
with a pair of hand clippers, a family heirloom that had had a fair amount of use at recruit and corps training.
With generous financial support from the Regimental Trust Fund I was able to upgrade to electric clippers,
thus enabling a more professional cut. I held the official title of Unit Barber. With most Sundays free, trips to
Vung Tau were popular amongst the troops. However, with a mate, making ones way to the heli-pad and
getting a chopper ride was something quite different to fill in some spare time. I remember on one occasion
our ‘joy-flight’ turned into a tactical support exercise for an infantry unit that was out on patrol in the jungle.

Michael (Mick) MARAZES (1968 – 69) Australian Regular Army (Deceased 2010)
Many of the soldiers who served with me were from the fifth National Service intake – I would like to
thank them for the job they did and remember them for the respect they showed me. We had lots of laughs
and some not so happy days, but I will always cherish their mateship.
I do have one memory I would like to share, as crude as it may seem. I was sun baking outside my
billet when my roommate decided to pour a bucket of sand over me. I told him (Jim Buckle) to make sure he
slept with one eye open as I was going to piss on him for what he had done. The following morning I woke up
with a ‘stiffy’ and proceeded to carry out my threat. I gave Jim a nudge and when he opened his eyes he
screamed ‘Holy Jesus !!’ and I didn’t have the heart to piddle on him. Needless to say there was never any
more sand tipped on me from that day.

Errol MARRON (1967 – 68) Australian Regular Army
I miss the epaulet ‘ripping off’ parties in the canteen that started at ten cans of VB past nine. WO2
Jack McCallum could not understand why all the epaulets were disappearing off our shirts. ‘Came back from
the laundry like this’ we all told him. One night he was attracted to the ORs canteen by a lot of loud noise to
find a ‘multiple ripping’ (i.e. several of us in a circle, each with our hands firmly gripped on the guys epaulet in
front of us) and on the sound of ‘Go’ from Ian (Doopie) Tasker they all came off. Jack was a nice guy but a
serious type and didn’t see the humour involved. We all got extra duties.
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James (Jim) MARSHALL (1971) National Service
I mainly have good memories of my time in Vietnam. Particularly in Nui Dat, trying to keep Tony Slann
on the straight and narrow.
I remember I used to do a bit of singing when I had consumed a few beers. I also remember, with
sadness, when we had to dismantle the OFP in Nui Dat and relocate to Vung Tau, and then the waiting around
to return to Australia.

Leslie (Les) MATTHEWS (1967) National Service
I enjoyed the trips down from Nui Dat to Vung Tau on some Sundays and having a few beers at the
American Beachcomber Bar on the back beach.
I also had a weeks R & C at Vung Tau which was pretty good. I was pleased like everyone to finally
come home, but I am glad I spent time there as it was a good experience with great mates.

Robert (Bob) McDONALD (1969 – 70) Australian Regular Army (Deceased 2011)
I remember going down to Vung Tau with the diggers. The trip down was usually quite peaceful. Coming back
was a different story. The boys were in a good frame of mind and thought they were bullet proof. I remember
John Galpin giving lip to some ‘White Mice’ (local policemen) which was a decidedly risky business. Fortunately
he survived the experience.

Peter McFARLANE (1966 – 67) Australian Regular Army
I suppose the highlight of my twelve months in SVN would have to be the following:  The night before Long Tan when we were mortared, supposedly the first time an Ordnance unit had come
under direct enemy fire since WW2. Luckily most of our blokes were down at the AOD selecting Bulk Break
because the AOD were “too busy” (I can tell our blokes came back with more than Bulk Break). Diggers
from 1ARU helped us with picket duties during that time. Three rounds only landed in the OFP area causing
minimal damage. My 11x33-accommodation tent was peppered with shrapnel and a photo of my fiancée
copped some shrapnel in her shoulder. That photo now has pride of place in our daughter’s collection.
 The unbelievable resources of the Yanks. When they moved 5RAR from the back beach at Vung Tau to Nui
Dat they did it in one lift. You couldn’t count the number of choppers; the sky was practically full of them.
We had only been in country a couple of weeks and this was something to behold, especially as Australia
only had about 25 all up.
 The commitment of our Nashos to do the job properly. I still feel very proud that three of my best mates
are first intake bloody Nashos !!

James (Jim) McINTOSH (1967) National Service
The good memories I have was the mateship and support from the guys around you. Not just the
three you shared your tent with. Coming from a quiet family background, I learnt a lot about life, particularly
how others lived in countries with a lot less than we had in Australia. It made me a more determined and hard
working person.
Other things I remember are; Tony Anthony running the forklift into a storeroom wall, the storms and
the trees coming down on tents, the enjoyable Sunday BBQs and the free/cheap beers, the nicknames we all
got. Mine was “Jungle Jim” because of how hairy I am on both chest and back.
Unfortunately, I also remember receiving news, after I had been there two months, of the death of
my mother and that helpless feeling of not being there. However, I do recall the support from everyone at
that time.
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Ian (Neddy) McLEAN (1967 – 68) National Service
The good memories I think can be summed up as the friendships or comradeship encountered over
there seem to be different to any other friendships made outside the ‘funny farm’. For those who suffered
my guitar playing, I will answer their worst nightmares. No I never did learn to play it properly. I actually gave
it up in the end. I had two major handicaps which were insurmountable. I discovered I’m not only tone deaf
but I seem to lack much of a sense of rhythm. That is for music anyway. The worst thing that happened was
the lack of acceptance when we arrived back and after discharge. I now know why so many hid their service
from their work place.

John (Snow) MELLOR (1969 – 70) Australian Regular Army
My worst memory of Vietnam was when I was out at a Fire Support Base. When things were quiet I
used to ride on an earth scraper with the Engineer guys who were building roads etc. One day I had to take
an empty water bladder back to Nui Dat by chopper to be refilled. We had just lifted off and were flying along,
when all of a sudden we heard a large explosion. When we looked out we could see one of the Engineer’s
scrapers covered in a cloud of dust. I found out later that it had hit an anti-tank mine. To think that I had been
on that scraper not long before the incident. Obviously my number was not meant to come up at that time.
On a humorous note – Col Burrows invented a guy called ‘Cedric’ who was actually a bass broom. Col
used to say that he was taking Cedric for a drive and everyone was mystified as to who this Cedric was. I was
the only one in the know and Col and I used to drive around with Cedric in the back seat of the rover.
I also enjoyed the booze runs with Louie Fatone over to the Yank mobile battery. We used to exchange
two of their beers for one VB.

Ronald MEPPOM (1967 – 68) National Service
There are many memories, both good and bad, which come to mind from time to time, but I think the
best feeling comes from remembering a group of misfits, thrown together under foul conditions and pressure,
who overcame all obstacles to form friendships that still continue strongly forty years on.

Timothy (Tim) MORONEY (1967 – 68) Australian Regular Army
I remember several trips to Vungers when the vehicle ‘broke down’ and we had to stay over several
nights on the piss.
I also remember that I met some life long friends and am pleased to still be associated with most of
them. Other memories include: Frankie Hazelager’s snake (krate) in his bed
 Brian (Bluey) Rutledge breaking the cook’s nose whilst on the piss
 The huge lizard we chased through the tent lines
 Shell pits full of empty beer cans

Paul MOSELEY (1971 – 72) Australian Regular Army
My first night in Nui Dat was spent on picket duty in a bunker with another soldier surrounded by
weapons and ammunition, flares lighting the sky and explosions. I was overawed!! ‘I shit my pants’. Twentyfour hours before I was having dinner with my family.
I was one of the many who was ‘set up’ soon after their arrival in Nui Dat. I had never been to the
greyhounds, coming from a small country town, so I was keen to go when I was asked if I wanted to go to the
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‘Dat Do Dogs’. I said ‘Yes”, got all dressed up only to find out that there was no such thing as the “Dat Do
Dogs’. I had been hoodwinked – I was only nineteen!!

Robert (Bob) NASH (1967 – 68) National Service
“Killed by a rubber tree” was nearly my epitaph. I shared a tent with Graham Alexander, Ian Tasker
and Greg Quinlan. We called it the ‘House of the Rising Sun’. One night, when we were all safely tucked in
bed, a monsoon storm blew up and trees started to fall all over the place. We had one old rubber tree right
outside our back door, which had caused us some degree of anxiety during previous storms. The tree had
survived all these storms so we thought that we were pretty safe. Wrong !!!! This night the tree decided it
had had enough and down it came, right through the middle of the tent. Scared the s#+t out of us, but
fortunately no one was seriously hurt. Made a mess of the tent though.

Roger NETTLE (1969) National Service
A few things I remember are:
 The Crown N Anchor games that John Faram and Ray Jessen ran and ripped us off. (We have remained
great mates to this day)
 The good time I had on R & C Leave in Vung Tau. Henry Heyer and I got lost and got caught out after
curfew, but fortunately the MPs got us back safely to the R & C Centre. We were in heaps of trouble from
a certain Captain on return to Nui Dat.
 The Kiwi Infantry Company had their lines next door and we used to visit them on occasions. We had some
good times in their Mess.
 The forming of some excellent friendships within the unit that have spanned nearly four decades
 That day in July 1969 when Armstrong walked on the moon.

Robert (Bob) NICHOLSON (1968 - 69) Australian Regular Army
Stories – Bill Dobson and I have enough to fill a book Bill and I were sent to Vungers to steam clean
my truck, but the cleaner was knackered so we got on the piss and decided that we didn’t want to go back to
the Dat. I pulled the earth wire off the dissy but left one strand of wire on it. The truck ran as rough as guts
so we took it to the Ord workshops. The Sergeant said ‘What have you done? I know you only want to spend
the night here. I’ll ring your boss (a certain Captain who shall remain nameless) and tell him that you have had
trouble and have missed the convoy back.’ After contacting the OC and telling him that the truck was U.S.,
the OC asks to speak to me, and then tells me convoy or no convoy we are to get back to the Dat that night
regardless. What he didn’t know was that the Sergeant was privy to the conversation and agreed with us
when we called him a weak @#$%^&*.
Anyway, we were crossing the bridges, or near enough, when Dobo decides that he wants to open fire
on nothing. Bang! Bang! Twenty times, shell casings everywhere. The next day the back tyre is as flat as a pan
cake. It took us four hours to change it. Thank God it didn’t happen on the road back, we only just got back
before they shut the pearly gates. That day was range firing and Staff Sergeant Harry Stevens decided that he
was going in my truck to the range. In great haste I had to clear out the spent casings Dobo left in the truck
the day before by shoving them in the holes on the quarter panel or we would both have been doing 40/40 in
Vungers. Thanks Bill !!

Lawrence (Lawrie) O’NEILL (1967 – 68) Australian Regular Army
When I think of Vietnam, the memories are usually of the incredible pock marked countryside from
bomb craters, as viewed from two trips to Saigon from Nui Dat on a light military spotter aircraft. The feelings
of being partly responsible for the plight and begging by the Vietnamese children. Seeing the limbless, the
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deformed and the hurt in the people’s faces. The spoilt and ruin of the countryside and the locals who
sacrificed everything just for being associated with us. Not to mention the effects Vietnam has had on men
and their families back here in Australia.
A couple of Unit memories that come to mind: Physically restraining a very irate Service Corps Corporal from permanently sticking a certain OC
Lieutenant with a couple of ‘Jim Bowie’ knives.
 Working with the resident artist, Bob Gray (now deceased) to produce our OFP plaque.

Terrence (Terry) O’NEILL (1967 – 68) National Service
I remember delivering stores to three Australian Advisers at an ARVN outpost. The advisers were real
nice guys and we had a couple of beers with them, shook their hands and left. They were killed two weeks
later from within their own compound. One day we were relocating an elderly couple to a new hamlet (I was
riding shotgun) and our truck rolled over. The old guy sustained a serious injury to his head and had to be
evacuated to hospital by chopper. On another occasion we were relocating women, children and old men to
new hamlets and when we got there we were ordered to just throw all their belongings in the mud from the
back of the truck. I wasn’t very happy about that and I felt very sad for them.
I also remember good Mates, fun times, cheap smokes, cheap grog, the canteen, tin trunk (under my
bed) full of grog, legs of ham and snacks after hours and Tasker drinking, spewing and having a piss all at the
same time.

David (John) PADOVAN (1967 – 68 & 1970-71) Australian Regular Army
I guess my favourite story is on my first arrival in 1967; being picked up at Luscombe airstrip and the
driver telling me that we (the Australians) along with American and ARVN troops had been able to surround
the local VC Battalion D445, and this time, we would wipe them out once and for all. I was feeling like a real
Johnny come lately. But, the reality was the VC melted into the night and we were left with a cache of rice
and a collection of Ho Chi Min sandals. Needless to say, it was a bit of a letdown.
Believe it or not, three years later almost to the day, on arrival at Luscombe the driver taking me back
to our lines excitedly related the almost exact same story. Honestly, if you (that driver) ever reads this, that
was the reason I burst out laughing. Yep, you guessed it, the results were the same. You know, I never found
out what they did with all those sandals.
It was a privilege to have served with a great bunch of blokes, of whom I look forward to catching up
with at our reunions.

Anthony (Tony) (aka Pattie) PAGE (1969 – 70) Australian Regular Army
I have lots of memories, good and bad. We won’t go into the bad ones, but here are a few good ones.
I and a few others had a day pass to Vung Tau to get on the piss. Well, after a couple of hours at the Badcoe
Club, a mate of mine, Bill Dobson, and I decided to move on. After a bit of walking we found a Yank club,
which was out of bounds. So we decided to go in for a while. We were really enjoying ourselves when in
walked the Provost; two Yanks and two Aussies. We knew we were gone. All of a sudden two Yankee officers
sitting next to us offered to exchange shirts with us. So there we were, two Aussies in Yankee shirts and two
Yankees in Aussie shirts. The Provost walked right past us up to the two Yanks. As soon as they spoke they
knew they were Yanks. So we spent a few more hours there, exchanged our shirts back and went on our way
back to Nui Dat.
Another funny moment that sticks in my mind was when we were doing some work in Duc Tan, a
village just north of Nui Dat. There was myself, Nev Shaw, Bill Dobson and a few other fellers – can’t remember
their names. We had been out there a couple of weeks and our fresh water had run out, so we needed to
resupply from Nui Dat. So me and Nev Shaw were nominated to go back and get the water. So we got into
the land rover, which had a trailer and a big rubber bladder for the fresh water, and off we went. After filling
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the bladder at Nui Dat we called into the Q store for a few supplies from John Koch, who seemed to be able
to get what we needed. Then we were on our way back to Duc Tan. Nev used to be a jockey in Civvy street,
so half way back I said to Nev “Do you think you could ride that?”, pointing to the water bladder in the trailer.
It was going every which way. Nev said “No problem”, so I stopped the land rover just before we hit Binh Ba
rubber plantation. Nev jumped on the water bladder and I drove all the way through Binh Ba with Nev on the
bladder and me trying to hit every pot hole I could. You should have seen him; it must have been a site for
the Gookes.!!! On the other side of Binh Ba I stopped and got Nev off the bladder, opened a VB each, and
headed back to Duc Tan. What a trip!

Lloyd PARSLOW (1970 – 71) Australian Regular Army
There are many memories that I look back on. The good ones were the ones with the mates I spent
time with, like knocking off boxes of socks from the bulk break of stores that came every couple of months
and giving them to all in our unit.
The silly things that happened like jumping into a fox hole late at night, nude, with my rifle and nothing
else, when a drop short mortar fell near our lines.
The time Dave Peak shot up our new gun post with the M60. His version was it just went off.
The bad memory was Christmas Day 1970, when one of the supply guys went troppo and killed
Sergeant Alan Moss and another in the Sergeant’s boozer and wounded a third Sergeant.
I will always remember my mates from Vietnam. They are like family to me. Like my own family of
six boys and four girls, all still living today.

Graeme PATZEL (1968 – 69) National Service
When I was at FSB Coral I was part of an escort, with APCs, that escorted some bull dozers from Coral
to FSB Balmoral. The dozers were being taken up to Balmoral to flatten the place as it was no longer being
used. Anyway, about two kilometres form Balmoral the APSc pulled up and told us all to get out and wait
there until they came back. I guess we were supposed to be some blocking force or early warning system.
The truth was that I felt very nervous waiting out there in the middle of nowhere, in tiger country, with not so
much as a sandbag or barbed wire anywhere in sight. Fortunately, I survived this experience.
I was unlucky to get caught, along with Eddie Place, for having a party in my tent. The result was that
I copped two weeks in the pen in Vung Tau and the loss of two weeks’ pay. To this day, I firmly believe that I
was set up by a certain Captain, who shall remain nameless, but if you were there at the time you will know
who I mean.

Richard (Rick) PAXTON (1970 – 71) National Service
The move to Vung Tau from Nui Dat, after six months, was an improvement on living amongst the
rubber trees. My social life improved greatly with access to the delights of Vung Tau itself, as well as visits to
the Yank Club on the Back Beach on Sunday arvos, to listen to the many bands that used to play there.
I was also able to stretch the odd lunch hour and grab a board and go surfing.

David PEAK (1971) Australian Regular Army
I was at FSB Garth and was part of a convoy of APCs sent out to RV and pick up some infantry personnel
and deliver them to another RV point. We met the infantry at the RV point which was in a rubber plantation,
which was as black as, in the middle of the day. We picked up the infantry guys and headed out of the rubber
to the other RV point, which was between the rubber plantation on a track approaching crossroads. We were
in a convoy of 3 APCs when the lead APC hit a landmine. The communication between the troops and the
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RAAF Dust-off chopper was excellent in the way that they got the injured out quickly. It was something I will
never forget.
On a lighter note –Corporals in the unit had to act as barmen in the Officers Mess, on a roster basis.
We used to have what we called a ‘Grog Happening’. Grog from the Officers Mess just happened to get into
a 5 gallon bucket which was taken back to the lines for the guys to enjoy.

Noel PEUT (1967) National Service
A few memories come to mind from my time at Nui Dat. One in particular was when we first arrived
at Nui Dat, late in the afternoon. We were taken to the old OFP site and were shown the tent that had been
mortared in late 1966. If they tried to scare us they succeed. We were then taken to our new site where we
had to do picket duty the first night. I don’t know how, it was so dark that when you put your hands in front
of you, you couldn’t see them. Thank God no one walked up the road in front of us.
I remember the few trips we had to Vung Tau on a Sunday for a bit of R & R at the Yank run
Beachcomber bar on the Back Beach. The trip home was exciting also. I got my truck licence by driving around
the base and over SAS Hill. I think the testing officer was a WO1 from SAS. They must have been desperate to
give out licences in those days

Edward (Eddy) PLACE (1968-69 & 1971) Australian Regular Army
TFMA, Vietnam, although some forgettable moments, I will treasure, good and not so good. The
experience I gained I used in counselling people in the early days of The VVAA (before we finally achieved a
so-called Counselling Service). I learnt about “True Comradeship” in the OFP. Every day, until we had reunions, I pondered where and how everyone was. With more experience, I would have liked to have served
everyone better. We were a Great Team, in a Great Unit.

Gregory QUINLAN (1967 – 68) National Service
PROFILE
Greg worked at Ansett Airlines when he was called up for National Service in July 1966. He did his
recruit training at Puckapunyal, corps training at Bandiana and was posted to 1BOD in Brisbane. In March 1967,
Greg was posted to 1 OFP (Det) and arrived in country via Qantas B707 to Manila, US Air Force C130 to Saigon
and Australian Caribou to Nui Dat.
He recalls arriving on a Sunday and being introduced to his new colleagues who, in their day off, were
complaining about their Budweiser beer being hot. Cpl. John Fraser decided he had enough of the banter and
asked for somebody to go with him in the Land Rover to Baria to buy ice. Greg relates he was soon enjoying
the countryside’s rice-paddy scenery when John began quizzing him as to whether he had brought full
magazines for his SLR. Since the trip was solely for buying bags of ice, Greg was understandably perplexed.
Anyway, upon their return with the ice, he was made most welcome and had a cold beer with his newfound
mates.
For his beginning months, Greg worked in the old rubber plantation feeding sand, stone and cement
into mixers, filling sand bags at the sand pits near Hoa Long and laying them around the tent lines in
preparation for the arrival of 6 OFP. He said it sometimes takes a while for a person to be accepted into a unit.
The bags of ice as depicted above helped with 1 OFP and his tent-mates Bob Nash and Graeme Alexander, to
be joined by Ian Tasker, soon made me welcome when I OFP departed and I joined 6 OFP. They have aptly
portrayed living and working in and around Nui Dat in this book. One trip he vividly remembers was the
relocation of families from a troubled village to a one under construction. Greg has mixed memories; fondly
holding a baby with mother in front of her home and of concern that there was no apparent source of any
income.
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Greg departed Nui Dat in January, 1968, a day or so before the beginning of the TET offensive. He was
posted to Southern Command and soon after completed his two years and rejoined Ansett Airlines. As of
August, 2015, Greg is still the CEO of Ansett Aircraft Spares & Services and living in Los Angeles.
MEMORIES
In December, 1981 I moved to the United States to head an Ansett company in Los Angeles. Many
Vietnamese who managed to leave, often by dangerous means, after the collapse of the South’s government
made their homes in Los Angeles. In 1984, Ansett employed a young lady, Peggy, who when a pre-teen, her
father had her lay down in a small boat on the shore of Vung Tau. Avoiding a search light, the boat was rowed
to a larger vessel. Sailing south, she eventually became a refugee in Singapore. Some three years later, Peggy
was flown to the United States. Here in Los Angles, she boarded in a small home and, and at her initiative,
went to school via a two hour bus trip each way for a high school diploma. Peggy then joined Ansett in the
accounting department. In her early 20’s, Peggy married a young man. With their small savings, Peggy, a
wonderful person, left Ansett and together began selling inexpensive jewelry sourced from Asia from a stand.
A fraudster embezzled their savings and a small business loan. From a tiny base, they started over and today
are parents with a very successful business.
Peggy is one person among many who have successfully made their homes in Australia and the United
States. Sadly thousands suffered greatly and many lost their lives. It is sad to read Ordnance at the Sharp End
and know that some didn’t return and many of the men have since passed on early due to their service in
Vietnam.
Bob Nash located me just too late to attend the Perth reunion. I has since attended the following
reunions and I’m thrilled to have renewed friendships with terrific people after so many years.
NOTE: Greg was not found until after our first book, “Ordnance at the Sharp End”, was published. So we have
included his PROFILE as well as his MEMORIES in this book.

Trevor RACKLEY (1968 – 69) Australian Regular Army
Things that I can remember are diving into the bunker on several occasions (thanks to the VC), chicken
man, etherized eggs and milk, Sid Brent’s Tea Shop, the cash and carry store run by Dave Radcliffe (I think),
mud, rain, being sprayed by low frying aircraft and in the last few months of my tour, running the Boozer.
Who remembers the big pile of cans out the back of the boozer that were used as the foundations for a cement
slab?

Albert (Dave) RADCLIFFE (1968 – 69) Australian Regular Army
Strange as it may seem, although it has been thirty five years or more since I left Vietnam, it still seems
like yesterday.
I remember bodies of VC killed by our troops in an ambush outside Hoa Long and being brought into
the village for identification, the shooting at our own troops while on wire duty at 161 Battery. Fortunately no
one was killed or injured.
I remember the ammunition dump located at the bottom of SAS Hill exploding, the etherised eggs we
used to have for breakfast, but most importantly I remember the fellows I served with and try and keep in
touch at Christmas.

John REDMAN (1968 – 69) National Service
Because of my batman duties I was able to do ironing for the fellows going on leave. Shirts were 50c
and trousers a $1.00. The iron was a birthday gift from my mother-in-law.
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In April 1968 I was assigned as a gunner on an ammo truck heading points north. I was scared stiff. I
remember writing a letter to my wife and asking my tent mates, Michael Curtis and Graeme Patzel, to mail
the letter if I did not return.
In October 1968 I returned to Australia on R & R leave for five days to see my first son Anthony, who
was born on 1st October.

Ross RINDFLEISH (1967 – 68) National Service
I don’t really have a memory that stands out above any other. In hindsight, I guess I was fortunate in
having spent most of my time at the OFP itself. Although the almost twelve months I was there seemed like a
long time at the time, I think it is thanks to the people I was there with that the memories I do have are not
unpleasant.

James (Jim) ROBINSON (1967 – 68) National Service
I remember one night we were on picket duty on the perimeter wire where the American mobile
howitzers were stationed. Next door was an Australian Artillery Battery. We could see out in the distance
towards the hills the light of a lantern being carried along. I could hear them calling out the grid reference
details to the artillery for a fire mission. Anyway, they fired a few rounds but I don’t think they landed
anywhere near the bloke with the lantern.
On another occasion we were ordered to stand to, and I was with Sgt Arthur (Di) Dionysius. We
manned a gun pit on our perimeter which was just across the road from the RAASC fuel dump with all its
bladders full of fuel. It must have been during the monsoon season as the pit was full of water. Di reckons
that we weren’t going to get in there and get ourselves all wet, so we parked ourselves on top of the pit.
Shortly after an officer came along and wanted to know why we weren’t in the pit. Di told him that it was full
of water and if the enemy did attack all we had to shoot at was bladders full of fuel so there wasn’t much point
in getting wet, just for that. Di was an old Korea Veteran and he wasn’t about to be too troubled by a young
officer. The officer just looked at us, shrugged his shoulders and walked away.

Ron ROGERS (1966-67 & 1969-70) Australian Regular Army
On my first posting to South Vietnam I left Sydney with only a vague idea of where the OFP was actually
located. All I was told from the staff at ECPD is “its somewhere in South Vietnam”. They weren’t exactly sure
where. On arrival at Saigon airport, not knowing what else to do, I jumped on a plane with 101 Field Battery,
which was being transferred to Vietnam at the same time. On arrival at the transit camp at Vung Tau I was
told, because I was Ordnance, that I was to report across the road to the AOD. When I presented myself at
the Orderly room I was told “you’re in transit, go across to the transit camp”, which I did. I was told again to
go back to Ordnance! So I sat on the side of the road with all my gear until a Land Rover pulled up and an
Officer asked me what I was doing sitting on the side of the road. After hearing my tale of woe, he told me to
jump in the back and he would take me to the OFP. I think the Officer was Captain Bland. The second tour
was easy, I knew where to go!! There was even somebody there to meet me at Luscombe.

Russell (Rusty) ROWLANDS (1969-70 & 1971-72) Australian Regular Army
My main memories are stepping off the RAAF Hercules at Saigon and wanting to go straight home!
On to a Wallaby to Nui Dat and 1 OFP. Loved the tents. – Got pinged by the OC on my first Sunday there for
allowing drinking in the lines (severe reprimand) – Many patrols followed, including a TFMA Company three
day patrol under a RAASC Captain, but all the others were with me and my section. There were many forays
out bush with the shower unit. The only good memories I have of SVN are of the good mates I made (which
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is why I love the reunions we’ve had) and coming home. A lot of alcohol was consumed in country by myself
and others, but I don’t think it helped anyone or anything.

David SANDERSON (1969 – 70) National Service
My memories of Vietnam include the Sunday trips to Vung Tau, the negotiations the Americans were
willing to enter into to exchange Aust Army clothing and footwear, the antics of the Maori soldiers from NZ
Army whose tents adjoined ours at Nui Dat, and the fact that we actually paid Laurie Manna to cut our hair.
No wonder he worked in the Tax Office.

Edward (Ted) SELLENS (1966 – 67) Australian Regular Army (Deceased 2005)
The bad memories never go away and these you don’t share with anyone. The good memories are
the friends I made in both units I served in; some I have since run into and had a beer and a chat.
One particular occasion I do remember is the water fight with a certain 2nd Lieutenant from 1 ARU. I
can not remember who won but I know I was covered in foam from a fire extinguisher and looked like the
ABOMINABLE SNOWMAN.
Christmas and Corps week was duly celebrated and I will always remember the first delivery of XXXX
– did it taste good.

Darryl SHAW (1966 – 67) Australian Regular Army
My best memories were of the crew we had in Nui Dat, particularly the Nashos, the finest bunch of
people I have ever known. Also to be invited to Eddie (Ted) Finn’s wedding after we came back was a
wonderful experience. Lt Norm Clarke setting himself on fire in July ’66 still worries me a bit. It was an
unsettling experience going through his gear to send back to Australia. Worst experience in Nui Dat was
burning out the ‘shitters’ (toilets made out of 44 gallon drums with a hole cut in the top and three quarters
buried – sitting out in the open); every morning with range fuel and diesel. What a stink!!

Neville SHAW (1969 – 70) National Service
I remember a particular incident when we were at Duc Tan building the District Office. Duc Tan was
under Yank control with local soldiers and their family living there. One of the locals was sent to brush the
perimeter but decided to send the old red bull through instead. The fire got out of control in no time, setting
fire to their dongers and sending live ammo and flares flying about everywhere. He and the others rushed
about putting out the fire not realizing the danger they put themselves in until after it was over.

Peter SHEA (1971 – 72) Australian Regular Army
After twenty years in Ordnance I have met and worked with so many fine blokes whose names I can’t
remember. The overall time spent in Vietnam was an experience never to be forgotten. This has left me more
educated and a lot more furious, as we hear of the damage that the time in country has left them ruined.

Phil SHEPHERD (1968 – 69) Australian Regular Army
The passage of time has dimmed my memory of my time in Vietnam. I do however remember the
people I served with; some are still my friends to this day.
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Barry SIDDONS (1966 – 67) National Service
I remember the good times I had on R & R leave in Hong Kong and the weekend leave in Vung Tau.

Anthony (Tony) SLANN (1971 – 72) Australian Regular Army
There was a small incident in regards to a large reptile which had been given an injection of morphine
the day before. Lt. Garry Downs still blames me for tying it to his office desk. As you can imagine, over night,
the morphine wore off and the reptile was not very happy, and there was one very scared Lt. Downs. I believe
he did a stint of extra duties for some sort of accident with his 9mm pistol. I think they called them ADs.
Jim Marshall and I used to walk from 1 Armoured Regiment (we’d been moved over there to look after
the Centurion tanks) to work along the tank track at the rear of the dam, until one day we were stopped in
our tracks by this huge snake. I mean it was huge, the thing had a head on it like a pig dog. We asked for a
vehicle or transport, as we were not walking any more. No one believed us at the regiment until one day we
were on our way in the back of a MK3, when the driver suddenly came to a screaming halt. The monster was
heading for either the dam for a drink or a swim or it was looking for Jim and I, or possibly both.

Richard SMITH (1968 – 69) National Service
My best memories are of having so many good mates that will last a life time. My bad memories are
too many to list. One bad memory was when we took out the bath unit to one of the units in the field. On our
way in we were stopped as there was a contact up ahead. When it was safe, we were led in to shower the
troops. On our return we came to a sudden stop and I asked the driver what the heck was wrong. He did not
know so he jumped out of the truck. In the mean time we did have an escort vehicle but it kept going leaving
us in the bush all alone. We found the problem; it was a heap of wire wrapped around the back wheel. We
only had a pair of pliers to cut it away. It seemed to take hours to get going again. Knowing that there was a
contact on the way in, it was not a very good feeling being left all alone in the bush.

Elwyn SPENCER (1968 – 69) Australian Regular Army
I remember one Sunday we were on the ‘dry’ and there was going to be a concert party on at the
bowl. Someone decided that we should take a run down to Vung Tau to get some grog. As we were going
through Cat Lo we managed to hit a local kid who ran out onto the road. We pulled up and the next thing I
know a White Mice (local policeman) had pulled a 45 pistol and was holding it against my temple. However,
due to the quick thinking of the two Corporals with me, and an M60 as a bargaining tool, we soon had the
White Mice and the injured child in the back of the Landrover. We dropped them both off at the Military
Hospital in Vung Tau.
The road between Nui Dat and Vung Tau seemed to be jinxed. On another occasion we were coming
back from Vung Tau in two trucks. All of a sudden the lead truck stopped dead and the second truck crashed
into the rear of it. Guys were thrown about everywhere and Paul McNamara managed to save one guy from
flying over the side of the truck. I got injured in the head and neck and was partly paralysed. I was medivaced
to the US 36 Evacuation Hospital at Long Bin for treatment. Whilst I was there an officer came around and
handed out Purple Heart medals to all the wounded who were in the ward with me. He wasn’t aware that I
was an Aussie and I scored a medal as well. It was agreed that I should keep my mouth shut and to this day I
am the proud owner of an American Purple Heart.
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Graham SPENCER (1970 – 71) National Service
My worst experience was while I was at a Fire Support Base, which Australia had taken over from the
yanks. I think it was FSB Anne. A couple of Field Engineers, some Grunts and myself were sent out to blow up
a BIG heap of left over US shells, ammo and explosives. After setting these trailer loads up for destruction,
one of the Field Engineer's took a flare and popped it off, skipping along the ground (safely) into the bush.
One of the Grunts thought he would do the same. Trouble was the flare hit the ground about two
feet in front of the demolition job. From there it shot over the pile, clearing it by about one foot. Talk about
slow motion movement.
When we finally blew it up there was a huge crater about 10 feet deep by 10 yards diameter.

Stanislaw (Stan) STEFANOWICZ (1967 – 68) National Service
A few things I remember from my time in Vietnam were:
 The TET Offensive of 1968, particularly ‘Puff the Magic Dragon’ which used to fly around at night shooting
up anything that moved.
 My first concert party a Luscombe Bowl, around Christmas 1967, when we were entertained by Lorrae
Desmond, Bev Harrell, Lucky Starr and Lucky Grills.
 The five days I spent in Bangkok on R & R leave.
 The time when I was at FSB Coral and we were attacked in the middle of the night. A mortar round landed
right beside my dugout and I was about a foot from being wiped out. This frightening experience lives
with me to this day and has caused me many a restless night’s sleep.

Harold (Harry) STEPHENS (1967-68 & 1969) Australian Regular Army
My main memories are the friendships made over many years of service life, not only Regular Army
mates, but also National Servicemen who showed such determination and professionalism. I have no end of
respect for each and every one I met and made friends.

George (Ron) (a.k.a. Bluey) STOKER (1967 – 68) Australian Regular Army
I turned twenty-one during my time in Vietnam and the boys put on a surprise seafood party for me
which I really appreciated. A few other things that I can remember were taking part in a raiding party on the
ASCO Canteen bulk supplies one night and snatching a carton of Fourex for the boys. I was also in Vungers
doing a two week course which included some SAS blokes. We weren’t allowed out at night but managed to
escape a few times and get on the grog at the Beachcomber Bar. I had a great time whilst I was over there;
met some great guys and would do it all over again if I had to.

Des SURTEES (1967 – 68) Australian Regular Army (Deceased2014)
Things I remember about Vietnam are:
Driving out of the Task Force area on my first day, on our way to the sand pits, with my shotgun and
myself going through Hoa Long and seeing all the children running out and collecting lollies. I was also
reminded by an APC and other trucks that I was on the wrong side of the road. I had to get out of the habit of
driving on the left hand side of the road if I wanted to survive this war. Witnessing the monsoon rains coming
down the airstrip, and seeing the area engulfed in a sheet of rain. Sitting at the water point near 7 RAR waiting
for the jerry cans to be filled, I looked across to the Long Hais Mountains and observed two American fighter
bombers. As they ascended up the mountain they released a series of bombs/canisters and I watched in awe
as the whole mountain side exploded in a Napalm attack on the enemy positions. Our first trip to Vung Tau,
after three months in theatre, going to the American Beachcomber Bar on the back beach for the day. A great
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day was had by all with me driving down and someone else driving back to Nui Dat. Half way back we took an
interesting turn as numerous bursts of machine gun fire went over the top of us as we were heading for a
bridge that had been previously blown up. The actual relocation of villages into the newly created village of
Ap Suoi Nghe was distressing for them as well as the troops involved.

John (Plates) SYMONS (1969 – 70) National Service
Some of the memories I have are:
 Doing patrols at Long Son Island and around Nui Dat. These were operations that tested us physically and
mentally. Another ambush patrol was in the rubber outside Nui Dat when we mistakenly brought down a deer
after being ‘probed’ all night by what turned out to be noisy wild pigs.
 The pill parade every morning in front of the MT & Tech storehouse.
 The ‘strict’ discipline – we were caught once with a weapon inspection by Sgt Brian Davidson. When he
reached me he looked down the barrel then at me with a frown. Quickly he placed his mouth over the barrel
and with a quick blow said –‘Now that’s better’ – and quickly moved on. A lighter moment!
 The great mates I had over there.

Ian TASKER (1967) National Service
Being my first time overseas, I was bewildered by the sights, sounds and smells of places like Manila
and Clark Airfield in the Philippines and Saigon in Vietnam. I think they called the transit base in Saigon, Camp
Alpha. I enjoyed R&R in Hong Kong with my mate Bob Gray (now deceased) and R&C in Saigon with Errol
Marron. I loved the Texan T Bone BBQs on the Back Beach at Vung Tau. I recall one trip returning from Vung
Tau, after a pleasant Sunday drinking session, when the truck inexplicably veered into a ditch just outside Baria
during a tropical downpour. We were bogged with about half the unit in the back of the truck. Luckily for us,
an APC came along and pulled us out of the bog and saved us from what could have been a long night in tiger
country. I, like my co-tenants, Graham Alexander, Bob Nash and Greg Quinlan, didn’t enjoy sharing our tent
with a fallen rubber tree.

Trevor TRAEGER (1969 – 70) National Service
There are two memories I would like to share:1. The good fun had by all who were involved in the volley ball team that travelled around to the local schools
playing the kids in volley ball.
2. When working the bath / shower unit, it was great being able to ‘smuggle’ iced cold beer to the grunts in
the field. We used to fill the tool box with ice and beer. The boys appreciated it.

Gregory TYLER (1966-67 & 1971) Australian Regular Army
I remember the stop over, on the way over to Vietnam, at Clark Air Base in the Philippines very well.
We were to be there for about eight hours, and all the bars on the base were opened twenty-four hours a day.
Having acquired a thirst from the trip over, a few of us decided to do something about it. The only money we
had was Aussie dollars, so the bloke behind the bar agreed to change some of it to US currency for us. This
was OK until we went to another bar and tried to use some of this US money. We were informed that it was
counterfeit and they wanted to know where we got it from. The Military Police were called and to cut a long
story short, we were required to identify the culprit from a line up arranged by the MPs. This we did without
too much bother, but the poor bloke was packing it when the MPs got hold of him. We were asked to leave
by the MPs – I don’t think they wanted and witnesses. I remember batons being produced in the direction of
our money changer.
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Roland (Roly) TYRRELL (1970 – 71) National Service
I have good memories of the good mates I made in Vietnam; going to the movies; the occasional show;
volleyball and drinking.
There were no bad memories, only having to be away from Australia for so long.

William (Bill) TYRRELL (1969 – 70) Australian Regular Army (Deceased 2013)
One Sunday morning, my church parade at the Sergeant’s Mess was interrupted by a call out to
destroy a 250lb bomb lying on the beach near the French villas at the base of the Long Hai hills, near Phuoc
Hai. With Bob Bavington riding shotgun with an M60, we were helicoptered directly onto the beach. Waiting
for us was a Yank FAC Officer with a jeep bristling with aerials. We set the charges in double quick time and
called the chopper back in to pick us up. The chopper rose about 200 feet and stopped. The pilot had his
camera out to take a photo of the explosion!! We quick smartly moved him out to sea about 600 yards. The
pilot’s eyes nearly popped out when he saw the bomb fragments hitting the water under the chopper. It was
then back to the Mess for a well earned beer. Another quiet Sunday!!

Petrus (Peter) VAN DER WEL (1970 – 71) Australian Regular Army
One bad memory I have is of being treated for gastro which then turned out to be a ruptured appendix.
I was flown by chopper from Nui Dat to Vung Tau where they removed my appendix. Two days later I was
discharged, and after borrowing some clothing and slippers, I had to find my own way back to camp in the
back of a Landrover. Two days after I got back I was back in hospital again being treated for an infection in my
appendix wound.
My worst memory was the shooting up of the Sergeant’s Mess on Christmas Day 1970.
One better memory was the meeting up with a childhood mate, Brian Milner. We had lost contact
and neither of us knew that the other had joined the Army. Brian and I have now renewed our friendship
along with our wives.
I will always remember my 21st and 22nd birthdays as they were both spent in Vietnam.

Ronald VERNIEUX (1967) National Service
Overall, my time in Vietnam was basically boring, but it did mature me faster that if I had not gone. I
appreciated the mateship and how everyone stuck together. It was generally a quiet period on the Vietnam
War as I left just before the 1968 TET Offensive.
I remember one occasion, when the battalions were on a joint operation; we were ‘browned out’ by
Lt Hussell and were rostered to do picket duty with the Yank’s artillery section. The first night of the ‘brown
out’ (no booze) about six of us were in my tent drinking in the dark (I had the keys to the boozer) when Lt
Hussell shone a hunting torch on us and asked what we were drinking. I think it was a certain Bob Nash who
said “Lemonade Sir!”. Our punishment was to do every night on picket duty, where the Yanks kept their bar
open twenty-four hours a day.

Anthony (Tony) WAIDE (1970 - 71) National Service
I remember lots of great mates, especially those I shared a tent with for twelve months – Graham
‘Graz’ Spencer, Richard ‘Dick” Feverbach and Brian ‘Tom’ Collins.
I remember one convoy, where I was shotgun on a truck carrying high explosives (we were resupplying
a number of fire support bases and dropping off members of the bath unit). After collecting a seasoned Mr
‘Pedro’ Conway, who had spent weeks at a particular fire support base, the convoy was attacked and several
shots were fired. The driver and I abandoned the truck immediately and found the nearest trench; however,
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“Pedro’ remained on the back of the truck basking in the sun amongst the high explosives listening to his radio.
Obviously a minor incident in the life of Mr Conway.

Lindsay WESTON (1971 – 72) Australian Regular Army
I remember we would go swimming at the Australian beach at Vung Tau then later we would walk
along the beach and see dead sea snakes washed up on the beach
Once, when I was in town, I was surrounded by boys who tried to rob me. I yelled out ‘MP’ and
Australian or US MPs came to my rescue.
I think it rained at around 4.00pm daily.
Once I went to the US Base of Long Bin where they actually had traffic jams in the base.
At Christmas we received a parcel from the US Red Cross in America. In mine was a Christmas card
with the name of the girl who made up the parcel. She was 12 years old. I wrote back to her and kept in touch
with her until the early 1980s.

Alan WHITAKER (1967 – 68) Australian Regular Army
I have so many memories of Vietnam that I could go on and on. I was at FSB Coral and at about 2.00am
I was in a gun pit with Tim Moroney watching the fire-flies darting about. Tim was the radio man. All of a
sudden there was a crump sound and red hot metal was flying in all directions. Time slowed down and
everything was in slow motion. Then more exploded and a piece hit a sand bag near us. Our pit was half full
of water. I said to Tim to get down. Tim reported incoming over the radio and they requested that Tim look
out and see which direction the rounds were coming from. I said to tell them to stick their own f@#*en heads
out if they wanted to know where they were coming from.
I still remember, as if it were yesterday, most of the guys who were there with me.

Colin WHITELAW (1970 – 71) National Service
The good memories I have are of the friendships I formed with mates who I spent so much time with
both at work and relaxing. I enjoyed all opportunities to get out of camp and to see how the Vietnamese
communities worked and lived. I also enjoyed the concert parties by the Aussie entertainers and the time I
went on R & R leave.
The bad memories were of being away from my wife and family and spending Christmas night 1970
at the cinema.

Leslie (Wilco) WILKINSON (1968) National Service
The following are the good memories I have of my time in SVN:
When we first arrived at Nui Dat we were told that we were going to the Hoa Long dance and to get
into our polyesters ready for inspection. The truck came and picked us up, drove us around the block and
dumped us back at the unit. (Good joke fellas!!!)

When we first got there we were required to go to a nearby battalion for our meals. This meant
hopping on the truck to get there. One day I decided to drive. All was well until I had to stop. I knew nothing
about air brakes and nearly lost the whole unit over the side. It was soon discovered that I didn't have a
licence. This was rectified with a few pointers from Cpl Spencer and the granting of a licence. Later we were
able to eat in our own mess with our own cook (who happened to be Eddie Place).

I enjoyed the volley ball games we had and the BBQs after, as well as some of the good concerts at
“The Bowl”.

Our dug out, outside our tent, was used for the storage of our emergency rations of VB for when we
were put on the dry. Also came in handy as a little extra for our card nights.
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Unfortunately there were some bad memories which I can’t forget: I was at Fire Support Base Coral when mortars hit our supply tent and we lost most of our stores. Like all
the guys who were at Coral during the attacks, the experiences and memories of our time there are still with
us to this day and will remain with us forever.

Victor (Vic) ZABENKO (1966 – 67) Australian Regular Army
My one lasting memory that I re-live constantly was the unfortunate accidental death of my good
friend Titch Arnold (2 COD Vung Tau). I was with Titch when he passed on. I still grieve for him today and his
memory will never die.
I can remember the good times spent on a Sunday (day off). Sitting in a chair in the Rec Tent, drinking
piss and eating fresh prawns till you couldn’t drink anymore, then falling of your chair absolutely paralytic. I
also remember the times when someone may have received bad news from home. We’d all rally and give
support – just like a real family. We were a REAL family. The good, the bad and the ugly – were all loved
equally.

Lorrae Desmond - 1967
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Kathy Ault (20/11/45 – 9/11/08) & Tony Flanagan

Thanks for the Memories
Through all of life's thoroughfares, we meet with people unawares.
People who give so generously, we remember them admiringly.
Inspired words and liberal praise, for Kath and Tony's unselfish ways.
An accolade for attractive graces, that’s given us our ' Re-Union' places.
Thanks for the Memories.
It started with Wodonga, which we all agreed was good
Followed by the Gold Coast, just because you thought we should.
Your next success was Alice, and a wonderful time was had.
So good in fact that Cowra, was an absolute must have.
Of course we all loved Hobart, and without any further ado
We thank you Kath and Tony and give you the credit your due
Perth we know was special no matter what they say
Something we'll all remember forever and a day
Thanks for the Memories
Now here we are in Adelaide, the icing on the cake
God bless you Kath and Tony, our heartfelt thanks we make.
Accept our applause and gratitude, you really are the best.
We’re so lucky to have had you, we are most surely blessed.
Thanks for the Memories.
--ooOoo—
Lawrie O’Neill -2009
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OUR REUNIONS
The Welcome Home Parade in Sydney in 1987 was the catalyst for a small group of OFP veterans to
gather for the first time in many years and renew friendships formulated in Vietnam.
In 1998 an OFP Reunion was organized in Melbourne, at the Rising Sun Hotel, South Melbourne, for
a few of the originals from 1 OFP February 1968. This was the trigger to expanding the notion that
there should be a reunion of ALL the guys who had served with the OFP in Vietnam. Some wanted
to make it a reunion to include anyone who served with the OFP in Australia as well. That was the
last thing we wanted as we are a very unique group in the Royal Australian Army Ordnance Corps,
small in number but big on pride and proud of our accomplishments in Vietnam.
Come August 1998, Tony Flanagan and his partner, Kathy Ault, realized that all the beer talk on ANZAC
Day at the Rising Sun Hotel about a unit reunion was just that, beer talk. So they set about the task
of locating all those who had served in the OFP in South Vietnam. Using the book, “Vietnam
Remembered”, which listed the names of all those who served as their guide they visited the local
Commonwealth Electoral Office. Here they used microfiche, and Tony's memory from his army days
of where guys had enlisted from, to try and locate as many guys as they could.
This was a very difficult task but was successful in locating approximately 180 former OFP members.
Tony, assisted by Kathy, volunteered to take on the role of Reunion Coordinator for this next reunion
which was held in Wodonga in 1999. Initially this reunion was considered to be a ‘one-off’. However,
84 former OFP members attended the reunion with apologies received from another 86. The success
of this reunion caused a rethink and it was proposed to’ do it again’ in 2000 on the Gold Coast.
Once again Tony and Kathy took on the role of Coordinators for the Gold Coast reunion. This reunion
was also considered a success. So much so that again Tony volunteered to coordinate further
reunions which were to be held in each State and Territory of Australia.
As a result further reunions were held as follows:
2003 Alice Springs NT, 2004 Cowra NSW, 2006 Hobart TAS, 2008 Perth WA, 2009 Adelaide SA, 2011
Canberra ACT and 2013 Darwin NT. A 50th Anniversary Reunion is being held, in 2016 in Albury /
Wodonga which will represent the fiftieth anniversary of the OFP’s deployment to Vietnam.
Sadly, Kathy Ault passed away not long after our Perth WA reunion. Before her death she had already
done much of the planning for our next reunion in Adelaide SA. Following Kathy’s passing Bob Nash
volunteered to take on Kathy’s role to assist Tony with our reunion planning.
Members who served with the OFP in Vietnam are located in every State and Territory in Australia.
As a result of these reunions our members have had the opportunity to gather (on each occasion
around ANZAC Day) to march as a unit on ANZAC Day and to rekindle friendships made whilst serving
in Vietnam. Our reunions have included the wives/partners of OFP members and have created a
special ‘family’ for our members.
As they say, “The rest is history!!” What follows are the reports presented after each reunion.
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1999 - Wodonga
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1999 - WODONGA VIC
WHAT A WEEKEND!!
Our first reunion was held in Wodonga, Victoria, on the weekend of the 24th and 25th April 1999. It was a
great reunion of 84 guys and 37 wives, in an atmosphere of friendship and memories. Apologies were received
from 86 people who couldn’t attend for one reason or another.
All functions, the dinner on Saturday evening, and the BBQ on Sunday afternoon, and the Anzac Day March
and services all went off without a hitch, and a fantastic time was had by all.
With great pride we marched, for the first time, under our own banner, and were led by Mike Clark (OC 1 OFP
– 1968). Banner bearers were John Faram and Phil Douglas, and the wreath laying after the march was carried
out by Doug Blatch and Frank Hazelager’s widow, Jill.
Each state was represented and people came by all modes of transport – car, bus, train, plane and motor bike.
The ladies who attended melded in so well, one would think they had served with us. We had a good cross
section of National Servicemen (37) and Regulars. The Officer corps was well represented with both OCs and
2ICs.
Although, at the beginning, this reunion was perceived as a “one off”; the success of the gathering caused a
rethink and it was proposed to “do it again” in the Year 2000. It was agreed that the next reunion would be on
the Gold Coast, Queensland, over the Easter/Anzac weekend 2000.
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2000 - Gold Coast
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2000 - GOLD COAST QLD
IT JUST GETS BETTER AND BETTER!!
The 2000 reunion on the Gold Coast was just as successful and just as special. It provided new opportunities
to renew acquaintances for those who served together and had lost touch over the last thirty odd years. Some
who attended Wodonga couldn’t make it this year, but many who couldn’t attend in ’99 managed to make it
to the Gold Coast. So the special bond between mates was reinforced once more.
A total of 97 guys and wives, including members from the original detachment, to members who closed the
unit down, attended the reunion activities, some for five days, some for two days, and a few who lived locally
attended the Reunion Dinner and Anzac Day services. The reunion itself was spread over five days,
commencing on Good Friday, 21st April and concluding on the night of Anzac Day, 25th April 2000.
For those on the five day package; Friday the 21st was an arrival / meet and greet day around the pool at the
Harbourside Resort, Southport, with a visit to the fish markets in the evening, for a “Good Friday Fish & Chips”
on the beach.
On Saturday morning everyone boarded the coaches to Surfers Paradise to spend the morning cruising the
waterways and canals of the rich and famous. Saturday afternoon a group of the ladies (and a couple of the
guys) wandered off to ‘Harbour Town’ for some heavy shopping, while the remainder spent another pleasant
afternoon around the pool, imbibing in the amber fluid. Saturday evening was spent at the Southport RSL Club
where a couple of the group managed to lighten the RSL’s coffers of a couple of hundred dollars.
Sunday morning saw everyone board the resort coaches and set off to Brisbane to the Riverside Markets,
where guys and their wives headed off in various directions to browse and shop. Around lunch time everyone
met at the Treasury Casino for a couple of hours before heading back home to the Gold Coast, with a stop at
the Beenleigh Rum Distillery on the way.
Monday was a ‘free day’ and the theme parks and shopping centers got a beating. Monday evening saw a very
important part of the proceedings with the Reunion Dinner at Horizons at Sanctuary Cove. About a dozen guys,
who live locally and weren’t taking advantage of the packages, joined us all at Horizons.
Tuesday – Anzac Day, saw about a dozen hardy souls attend the Dawn Service at 4.30am. All the guys lined
up at 8.15am for the Parade at 8.45am, while the ladies walked a couple of blocks to Anzac Park to line the
march route. To say we were the highlight of the Parade would not be boasting. Our Banner, carried by John
Faram and Bill Dobson, made a commanding sight as we approached Anzac Park marching proudly in wellformed ranks led once more by Mike Clark the OC of 1 OFP (1968). During the Service a wreath was laid on
behalf of the Ordnance Field Park by Graham Alexander and Michael Grosse.
Following the ceremonies, we all returned to the resort to change and then left by coach to Mt Tambourine
for a picnic lunch. On the way back, following the picnic, a stop off was made at the Canungra Hotel for an
hour and a drive through Kadoka Barracks, greatly changed though still sporting a ‘confidence course’ and
tower on the river, which most had some ‘fond’ memories of.
Back at the resort everyone settled in for a final night together. Wednesday dawned and farewells began with
a promise to meet again. The friendships forged cannot and will not be forgotten.
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2003 - Alice Springs
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2003 - ALICE SPRINGS NT
WODONGA ’99 – GREAT! GOLD COAST 2000 – TERRIFIC!!
ALICE SPRINGS 2003 - FAN-BLOODY-TASTIC!!!
Our numbers may have been down (37 Vets plus their wives and partners making 73 in all), but we are sure
all of those who attended will testify to the fact that the Alice Reunion ran like clockwork and everyone had
an absolutely great time.
The reunion activities officially started at the Red Centre Resort on Friday 25th April and concluded on Sunday
night 27th April 2003. Many people started arriving during the week before the reunion commenced to take
advantage of tours to Ayres Rock (Uluru) and other places of interest.
Thursday 24th ushered in the arrival of the rest of the group at various times throughout the morning and
into the afternoon. Thursday evening saw us all, new and old, poolside, gathered around the bar where we
settled in enjoying a meal and drink and rekindling friendships, some for the first time in 35 years.
Friday 25th (Anzac Day) finally arrived. Around thirty brave souls who survived the night before, rose early for
Dawn Service at 6.15am. At 9.15am the coach arrived at the Red Centre to transport the guys to the march
marshalling area, then returned to pick up the ladies to be dropped off at Anzac Hill where the march would
conclude. As the only unit marching it was a great honour to head the parade, an honour that we probably
won’t receive again. We were without an officer at the reunion this year, so our parade was ably lead by Peter
Finch (1968-69) and Tim Moroney (1967-68). Our banner bearers were Garrick Evans (1968-69) and Harry Ind
(1969-70). During the service a wreath was laid on our behalf by Ron Rogers (1966-67 & 1969-70) and Jan
Stonehouse, widow of Claude Stonehouse (1969-70) who sadly passed away in late 2001. Following the service
we all gathered at the RSL where meals were available and a couple of hour’s free beer was put on. That
evening we gathered back at the resort for a BBQ and some more free beer provided by the Red Centre Resort.
Everyone had a fantastic day and the festivities continued till nearly midnight.
Saturday 26th we headed out for a tour of Alice Springs. We visited the School of the Air, Royal Flying Doctor
Service, Old Telegraph Station, the Reptile Centre and Anzac Hill once more for some photos. We arrived back
at 1730hrs in time to prepare ourselves for the main event, the dinner/dance. The function room looked
fantastic, crisp white cloths, silver sashed chairs and tables bedecked with candelabra and flickering silver
candles. Corps colours splashed across the tables and our banner hung proudly on the wall above the dance
floor. As the night went on the dance floor was rarely vacant with the rockers and movers gyrating away to
the music of the 60s and 70s, our youth revisited. The evening eventually wound up with a moving bracket
including Vera Lynn’s “We’ll meet again”. A fantastic night, thoroughly enjoyed by all !!
Sunday 27th saw everyone up and ready to go by 0830hrs for a morning tour of Simpson’s Gap and the Alice
Springs Desert Park, then back to the Resort for a lunchtime BBQ by the pool. The afternoon drifted into the
late evening with old friendships being cemented, and new ones nurtured. The stories and laughter flowed
and the resolve of everyone was to meet again and not let these special reunions fade away.
Monday morning saw people preparing to leave, groups gathered at various spots around the resort and
farewells were said. Some leaving to go home, others preparing to continue their tours around Australia.
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2004 - Cowra
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2004 - COWRA NSW
WODONGA ’99 ** GOLD COAST 2000 ** ALICE SPRINGS 2003
CAN WE KEEP UP THE STANDARD? YOU BET WE CAN!!!
**COWRA 2004**
When we first chose Cowra NSW for our 2004 Reunion, most people’s reaction was “Why Cowra, what’s out
there?”, but everyone who attended the reunion agreed what a great little town it is, we all had a wonderful
Anzac Weekend. Our numbers were really pleasing, with 51 Vets attending, including waves/partners etc. our
numbers were 102 in all.
The Reunion commenced on Thursday 22nd April and concluded on the evening of Sunday 25th April 2004.
Our main accommodation and function centre was the Town House Hotel, Cowra.
Thursday 22nd saw a steady stream of arrivals with a meet and greet filling up the Town House Hotel bar area
by late afternoon.
Friday 23rd was the first official day of our reunion and everyone gathered outside the Town House a 0915hrs
to board our coaches for a tour to The Dish at Parkes. The whole facility was very interesting and we enjoyed
watching The Dish on the move while we had lunch at The Dish Café. We arrived back in Cowra at 1530hrs
with enough time to get ready for the main event – the dinner dance- while some of the guys went to the RSL
to meet the local committee and help fill their coffers. The reunion dinner was held upstairs at the Town House
in their function room. The staff did a wonderful job of decorating the room for us. We all settled in to enjoy
a delicious three course dinner with plenty of beer and wine. Our DJ, Laurie, then fired up and everyone
enjoyed an evening of dancing and singing. A great night was had by all.
Saturday 24th saw everyone up, bright eyed and bushy tailed, outside the Town House at 0915hrs, to board
the coaches for our tour of Cowra. We started with a lovely morning tea at the Cowra Visitors Centre and Rose
Garden before heading off to the Australian Japanese War Cemeteries and the POW Campsite. We enjoyed a
picnic lunch in the Japanese Gardens and Cultural Centre – absolutely beautiful place. Following this we visited
Australia’s World Peace Bell and the Cowra/Italy Friendship Monument. To round off the day we spent a
fantastic hour and a half at the Cowra Fun Museum. We arrived back at the Town House around 1530hrs for
a quick rest up before re-grouping at 1800hrs for a BBQ.
Sunday 25th – Anzac Day – and around 50 of us rose to attend the Dawn Service at the Cenotaph outside the
RSL. At 1000hrs we gathered all our troops and made our way up to the RSL for the Wreath Laying Ceremony
prior to the Anzac Day March. This year our wreath was laid by Ken Hussell (OC Det 6 OFP and a local resident)
assisted by his son Ben and daughter Rachel. The Anzac Day March was a little different this year in that all
the banners were carried by cadets at the front of the parade, and not in front of each group. Our banner was
still the biggest and the best and our guys still marched with great pride. Following the service at River Park,
we all returned to the Services Club for a lovely roast lunch put on by the Ladies Auxiliary. The rest of the
afternoon was spent at the Services Club and downstairs at the RSL Club room. By around 1800hrs we had all
returned to the Town House and sat down for our final evening together as a group. A presentation of an
engraved bottle of port was made to the Manager of the Town House, and his hard working staff, for all their
assistance over the weekend. The laughter and good times continued. A fitting end to a super weekend.
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2006 - Hobart

David Jamison, Bob Nash & Eva Ruziicka
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2006 - HOBART TAS
“SIMPLY THE BEST”
That says it all. We hoped that our 40th Anniversary Reunion would be extra special and it certainly was. It
commenced on the evening of Friday 21st April and concluded on the evening of Wednesday 26th April 2006,
and was held at the Wrest Point Casino. Hobart. It was well attended with 55 guys and 49 ladies, and with
invited guests, a total of 110 for our Reunion Dinner – outstanding.
Friday 21st April The opening event of the Reunion was of course the Welcome Reception and the launch of
“Our Book”. The formal part of the evening commenced with Tony Flanagan introducing the Deputy Lord
Mayor of Hobart, Alderman Eva Ruziicka, to welcome everyone to Hobart. Following this, Honorary Colonel
RAAOC for Victoria & Tasmania, David Jamison (OC Det 1 OFP 1967/68), made a speech on behalf of the Corps.
Bob Nash then proceeded to launch our much awaited book. A truly fantastic publication and a credit to its
author. The room suddenly filled with Robin Williams famous “Good Morning Vietnam” and the sound of
helicopters overhead – the room went silent for a moment as the ‘slide show’ lit up the hugh screen.
Saturday 22nd – We boarder our coaches at 0915hrs for a run to the top of Mt Wellington. Brrr! Absolutely
freezing, but the view was spectacular. We then headed back down the mountain to Salamanca Markets,
where most of us headed straight for a hot coffee before soaking up the atmosphere of Hobart’s famous
markets. The afternoon was free to browse and head back to Wrest Point at our leisure. Saturday evening saw
everyone gather in the Derwent Room at 1900hrs for our Reunion Dinner Dance. All in all the night was a
great success.
Sunday 23rd – 0945hrs – What a hardy crew!! Despite the previous night’s activities everyone was on time to
board our coaches to go to Tahune Air Walk near Geeveston, about an hour and half trip. A BBQ lunch was
provided whilst we were there.
Monday 24th – 0815hrs – Everyone on time again! A full day lay ahead of us starting with the coach trip to
the historic Richmond, with an hour to explore the town. We then headed off to the Fox & Hound, a beautiful
Tudor style pub just before Port Arthur, for a delicious buffet lunch. After lunch we headed on to Port Arthur
for a look around for a couple of hours. Included was a twenty minute harbour cruise. We arrived back home
about 1730hrs.
Tuesday 25th – Anzac Day – Our coaches picked us up at 0930hrs to take us to our marshalling area in town.
The ladies were taken to Cenotaph where the march was to end. Our unit was ably led by Alan Davis (2IC – 1
OFP 1969). Our banner bearers were John Faram and Bill Dobson, and John Galpin and Terry Buchannan
carried our wreath. Following the services at the Cenotaph, our coaches were waiting to take us to the Queens
Head Hotel, North Hobart, for drinks and lunch. Everyone was back at Wrest Point by 1700hrs for our BBQ
which started at 1800hrs. A nice end to a great day.
Wednesday 26th – 0900hrs – Our cruise boat picked us up from Wrest Point jetty and we made our way up
the harbour, having coffee/tea and scones on the way. Coaches were waiting at Morilla Estate Winery to take
us all to Cadbury’s for our tour. Some two hours later we boarded our coaches and headed back to Morilla to
catch the cruise boat back to Wrest Point. Around 1900hrs we all gathered in the Sports Bar at Wrest Point.
As 2200hrs rolled by farewells began, hugs and handshakes again the order of the day with a promise to keep
the reunions alive and the friendships formed between both the guys and girls cemented forever.
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2008 - PERTH WA
WHAT CAN WE SAY EXCEPT "PERFECT PERTH"
Another resounding success, enjoyed by one and all. Perth weather was kind to us for the entire five days and
everything went off without a hitch. Special thanks must go to Graham Spencer who went to great expense to
set up a caravan park at his property in Chidlow to allow the caravan crew from the East to park their vans and
join us all at the Hotel for the duration of the Reunion - thanks Spence.
The Reunion started off with a bang. The Thursday night Meet & Greet went off as expected, A 112 happy
people sharing their lives again as if the two years since the last reunion were only yesterday. We welcomed
two first timers to our Reunion, Tony Anthony and his wife Pauline from Victoria and Phil Cunnington from
W.A. Although at each Reunion we have had new attendees, our Officer presence has diminished to zero,
disappointingly. We were greatly honoured to have the Rt. Hon. The Lord Mayor of Perth, Lisa Scaffidi give a
welcome speech to get the Reunion officially underway. She was delightful and her presence was greatly
appreciated by all, and a special plaque from the Unit was presented to her. The function at the Kings Hotel
was supposed to run from 6-8pm, but the bar staff agreed to stay on and the evening continued with most
staying till about 11.30.
Friday 25th Anzac Day saw the day begin with the Dawn Service at Kings Park attended by a number of our
group who survived the night before. A crowd of 40,000 attended the service, and a wreath was laid on behalf
of the Ordnance Field Park by Ron Dhu, one of our Perth guys. At 9.30am our Unit formed up in St. George's
Tee in front of the R.S.L. for the main Anzac Parade. What a smart Unit we were, nearly all in jackets and
wearing our Unit tie. All agreed that it was a fantastic parade - a very moving and rewarding experience - goose
bump material. Garrick Evans led our group in the march alongside Geoff Conway and his wonderful guide dog
Uka. Our banner bearers this year were Bill Dobson and John Faram. Pam Stapleton and Kathy Ault joined the
guys in the march wearing their grandfathers and fathers medals, and we heartily encourage any other ladies
to join with them at future marches. The crowd lining the streets was massive and so supportive. There were
"Thank you" signs everywhere, people shouting out "We're proud of you" and "well done boys". The Lord
Mayor clapped and waved madly when she saw us passing the saluting dais. Following the main Service on the
Esplanade we all wandered back to the Kings Hotel for our lunch function which went very well. Things got
underway with Bob Nash reading the Ode and proposing a toast to absent friends, the drinks flowing late into
the afternoon amongst laughter and none stop chattering. We were even treated to a very tuneful rendition
of the Maori Farewell from David Peak. A fantastic day! For those who wanted to continue on into the evening
the pub around the corner became the place to gather.
Saturday 26th was a free day and everyone took the opportunity to explore Perth at their leisure before
preparing for our dinner/dance in the evening. Graham Spencer even arranged for a group of 17 to go to
Rottnest Island for the day. Unfortunately a couple of our group had to head home early, Neville Shaw's wife
Gloria became ill back in QLD - hope she's feeling better Nev, and Brian and Peggy Rutledge had to head back
to NSW following the death of Peggy's mum. Our deepest condolences to both of you and your family.
At 7pm pre-dinner drinks were held in the Waterfall Lobby of the Kings Hotel before the doors opened into
the William Ballroom for the main event. The room looked wonderful with tables decorated in the Corps
colours ready for the 120 guests to be seated. Tony Flanagan got things underway with a welcoming speech.
A toast to the Corps was made by Peter Finch, followed by a toast to the ladies by Tony. During dinner, music
was provided by Dennis Flanagan, Tony's brother from Tasmania. Following dinner a special presentation of a
plaque was then made to Bob Nash in appreciation of his services to the Ordnance Field Park as the Unit
historian and his continuing work to have the Unit recognized for its service in Vietnam. The dance band fired
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up and the floor filled to the great music of Kelly Green, Brenton Fosdike and Dennis Bird. Kelly was a special
treat as she did two tours of Vietnam with the Western Australian concert party in 1967 and 1972. Brenton
was a member of the "Mixtures" in the 60's, and Dennis was musical director for the late Ricky May. The band
numbers swelled to five during the night with Dennis Flanagan joining in as well as Bob Keatch (an army muso)
on bongos. We even had a couple of impromptu singing performances from Lou Fatone (with the microphone
turned off) and Tony Flanagan who was called up by the band, which went down really well. We might all be
getting a little older but boy can some of us move around the dance floor. It was a credit to the medical
profession that all those hip replacements and reconstructed knees held out! The night was fantastic the floor
was hardly empty all night, everyone mingled like one big family and laughter abounded. About 2am the last
hardy few headed for their rooms.
Sunday 27th saw everyone board our coaches for a trip to Fremantle for the day. Our group had 3hrs to
wander around the port cities many attractions at their leisure before meeting back at the Esplanade Hotel
for a delicious buffet lunch. We all departed in our coaches at 2.30pm to visit beautiful Kings Park for a closer
look at the War Memorial, and panoramic views of Perth. Then on to the Vietnam Veterans Memorial before
heading back to our Hotel. The pub around the corner once again became the place to gather for an evening
meal and a few ales.
Monday 28th the throng gathered outside the Kings Hotel for a short stroll down to Barrack Street Jetty to
board the MV River Lady for a 10am departure for our all-day wine cruise up the Swan River. Following a
delicious lunch at the Water’s Edge Restaurant, we moved up to Sandalford Estate for wine tasting at the Cellar
Door (as if we hadn't already had enough on the boat). The cruise back downstream to Perth was very relaxing;
with of course more wine, the river was like glass - truly beautiful. Our boat crew were great, and the musical
entertainment provided by the lovely Victoria was excellent - a young lady with a lot of talent and a good voice
too! Tony Flanagan joined her in a duet (can't get him away from the microphone) and at one stage a conga
line formed led by Penny Gul to "rock the boat". Invariably when we docked back at Barrack Street Jetty a
couple of our group who shall remain nameless found their "sea legs" or should I say "wine legs" were a little
on the wobbly side. They did however manage the walk back to the Kings Hotel, be it ever so slowly - don't
think you can get picked up for "drink walking" in Perth. Great day, good food, good company what more could
you want
Tuesday 29th - our last day. We boarded our coaches once more to travel to Canning Vale for a morning tour
of The Swan Brewery. A very interesting morning with well-informed tour guides, ample beer sampling and
hot finger food for everyone. Then it was back to our Hotel where everyone went their own way for lunch.
THE TIME HAD ARRIVED - 3pm AT THE RSL FOR OUR "FAREWELL". The staff locked the doors and we had the
RSL to ourselves for 4hrs. Money over the bar for drinks and stacks of food. Our sincere thanks go to the Bar
Manager and his offsider, and particularly the lovely lady in the kitchen who worked very hard keeping the
hundreds of us fed all by herself. The room was abuzz with talk of the great time everyone had had over the
six days of the reunion and the expectation of how could it possibly be bettered in Adelaide 2009. Handshakes,
kisses, cuddles - one big family - fantastic!!!
Wednesday 30th the Hotel lobby gradually filled with suitcases as people waited for their transport to the
airport or were leaving to pick up their caravans to head home and some to continue their tour of W.A.
Final Farewells and the pledge to meet again - where?
ADELAIDE 2009
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THE FOLLOWING ATTENDED THE PERTH REUNION
Graham & Sandra ALEXANDER
Tony & Pauline ANTHONY
Denis & Jenny BLAKEY
Doug BLATCH & Pam STAPLETON
Colin & Margaret BURROWES
John BUTTIFANT
Ron & Annette CAREY
Ray & Robyn JESSEN
Geoff & Cheryl CONWAY
Phil CUNNINGTON
Mike & Jane CURTIS
Bill & Margaret DOBSON
John & Val FARAM
Lou & Rhonda FATONE
Tony FLANAGAN & Kathy AULT
George & Rhonda FOSTER
Adam & Penny GUL
Rick & Sharon STINGEMORE (Guests)
Jim & Val LING
Laurie & Ann MANNA
Jim & Val McINTOSH
Ian & Elaine McLEAN
Bob & Christine NASH
Roger & Joan NETTLE
Lawrie & Val O’NEILL
John & Pam PADOVAN
Lloyd & Janice PARSLOW
David & Mairi PEAK
Noel & Colleen PEUT
Eddy PLACE & Winky LOWRY
Rusty & Sue ROWLANDS
Darryl & Lizzie SHAW

Peter FINCH & Patricia DOWLING
Harry & Kerry STEPHENS
Shane & Ann MONTAGUE (Guests)
John & Christine SYMONS
Peter McFARLANE
Graham & Janice ROSS
(Guests - 1 Fld Sqn Wkshps)
Ron & Maryanne ROGERS
Laurie BURT
Vic & Cheryl ZABENKO
Harry & Fran IND
Michael & Sue GROSSE
John & Colleen REDMAN
Ron & Joan DHU
Garrick & Janise EVANS
Richard PAXTON & Kaye WYNN
Frank & Lyn SCOGLIO
Norma SHERRETT (Guest)
Ian & Libby TASKER
Kevin & Sue EVORALL
Colin & Rosanne CROSS
David CHALKER & Sigrid RICHES
Alan & Cindy DAVIS
Neville SHAW
Peter & Wendy VANDERWEL
Ray & Katrina MULLIGAN (Guests)
Bob NICHOLSON
Brian & Peggy RUTLEDGE
Robbie & Jenny DUNCAN
( 5 Coy RAASC)
Ron & Dot MEPPOM
Denis GERAGHTY (Guest 2AOD)
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2009 - ADELAIDE SA
ADELAIDE - OUR SPECIAL REUNION
Although it was only twelve months since we met in Perth, we all gathered again for our special Adelaide
reunion to remember all the good times we've had at our previous reunions, and to remember the person
who made it all possible, Kathy Ault.
As with all our other reunions, Adelaide was a great success, and you could just feel that Kathy had it all under
control. Let's not forget the other half of this very successful reunion team, Tony Flanagan. Kathy has trained
Tony well and he is to be congratulated for ensuring everything went according to plan.
The weather bureau had predicted a cold, wet and windy time for our reunion weekend and for once the
bureau got it right........Bugger !!! However we were able to dodge most of the showers and did not let the
weather daunt us. Adelaide badly needed the rain so we were able to forgive them this time around.
Thursday 23rd - Meet & Greet
As usual the Meet & Greet proves to be a great start to our reunions. Adelaide was no exception. We welcomed
two first timers who served with 6 OFP (Det) in 1967, Greg Quinlan and Harry Couper. Greg has been living in
the USA for many years and Harry lives in Adelaide. Both are now confirmed ‘next reunion' attendees.
Local boys, John (Yogi) Heinze, Dave Chalker, Roger Nettle and his wife Joan, together with Queenslander
George Crowe attended some of the reunion events.
It was pleasing to see two of our ‘senior' members, Ron Lewis and his wife Betty and Lawrie O'Neill and his
wife Val, still attending our reunions. We must also acknowledge two special ladies who made it to AdelaideAmy Chambers and Jan Stonehouse, wives of our deceased members Jack Chambers and Claude Stonehouse.
Lou Fatone managed to contact Dave Sanderson who lives in Adelaide. Dave has been one of our ‘reluctants'
but showed up for the meet and greet. Word is that Dave was surprised at the number of guys who
remembered him and that he will certainly give Canberra a lot of consideration. With Lou on his tail you can
just about make it a ‘strong possibility'.
Dave Peak got off to a good start by making a substantial contribution to the local traffic management branch.
Seems like they don't have such things as ‘parking regulations' in Tamworth, so how was Dave to know you
couldn't park wherever there was a spare spot.
Needless to say, our Meet & Greet went past the official closing time of 8.00pm, but then we weren't about
to spoil a great tradition that has been established over many reunions. The bar staff were great and look after
us until toward the midnight hour.
Friday 24th - Adelaide Coach Tour
The first day of our reunion was a coach tour of the beautiful Barossa Valley commencing at 9.00am. Two tour
buses duly arrived outside our hotel and everyone started to board for the days outing.
About five minutes before departure it was noticed that we were missing a very important person (who shall
remain nameless to protect his important status). A quick phone call soon brought this person into the correct
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time zone. Suffice to say, Tony's military training had him shaved, showered, dressed and on the bus in ten
minutes flat.
Our buses took off in opposite directions so that we would not overload the sites we had planned to visit. Our
day trip was around the Barossa Valley. Beside the wonderful country side and driving past wineries whose
names we recognized, included a wine tasting at Langmeil Winery, a visit to Angas Park Fruits and a stop at
Handorf German settlement to have a stroll around and a bite to eat.
Our day was cool and showery but we managed to dodge most of the showers and arrived home late in the
afternoon in time to get ready for our evening dinner.
At 6.30pm we all gathered for dinner in the Hotel to continue on our conversations from the night before.
Saturday 25th - Anzac Day
Dawn Service at the South Australian National War Memorial commenced at 6.15am. We had a good
attendance despite the previous night's activities. A wreath was laid on behalf of our unit by Greg Quinlan.
The showers held off right until the last moment, when we all headed off back to our hotel for brekkie and a
tidy up ready for the big march.
9.00am soon arrived and we all gathered outside our hotel in preparation for the march. Surprise ! Surprise !
who should show up but none other than John Faram. Seems he was suffering from a deep guilt at not being
at the reunion.
Despite informing the local RSL that we wished to participate in the march, and getting their permission to do
so, we found ourselves without a line-up place in the march.
We soon worked out where we could fit in, in the line-up (in front of RAASC - we outnumbered them). As with
all Anzac Day marches it's ‘hurry up and wait', which we did until it was our turn to go. This year we had a few
of our ladies form up with us for the march. It was indeed good to see them, as our partners are definitely part
of the OFP family.
The weather was cool and windy, with showers threatening, as we took of on what was to become one of our
longest Anzac Day marches so far. This year we were again led by the only officer who consistently shows up
to our reunions, Alan Davis.
Not long after we started marching our gallant banner bearers, Denis Blakey and Graham Ross, were struggling
to keep our banner up in the windy conditions. The rain held off until just near the end on our march when a
sharp shower blew over, just to remind us how lucky we had been in all our other reunion marches.
After the march we all wandered back to our hotel for lunch and some more reminiscing.
Sunday 26th - Free Day
Sunday was a free day to do what we wanted and, where necessary, recover from the events so far. The tram
trip to Glenelg proved to be a popular outing. Others checked out the local Casino, just across the road, whilst
small groups could be found floating around the city.
After a relaxing day it was time to gather, for one last time, in the Glenroy Room at our hotel for a combined
farewell and dinner dance, which we dedicated to the memory of our late reunion coordinator and dear friend,
Kathy Ault.
Dinner music was once again provided by Dennis Flanagan, Tony's brother. As has become the custom, Tony
and Dennis sang a duet. We then danced the night away to one of Adelaide's top bands "Brickworks".
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During the evening Bob Nash made a presentation to Tony, on behalf of a grateful Ordnance Field Park
Vietnam Community, in memory of our dear friend Kathy. The framed presentation included a poem, 'Thanks
for the Memories', written by Lawrie O'Neill.
Lou Fatone then presented Tony with an envelope which was a collection taken up during the reunion. Our
hope was that this would help defray a lot of the unrecorded costs associated with organising our reunions
over the years with perhaps a little left over for something special.
This was a very special reunion. We know that Kathy was keeping an eye on us and we're sure that she would
be the first one to say, "You've done well Tony".
Just after midnight we all had to say farewell again, until our next reunion.
Word is that it will be CANBERRA 2011.

THE FOLLOWING ATTENDED THE ADELAIDE REUNION
Denis & Jenny Blakey
Dough Blatch & Pam Stapleton
Ron & Annette Carey
Amy Chambers
Harry & Kath Couper
Ron & Joan Dhu
Garrick & Janise Evans
Tony Flanagan
George & Rhonda Foster
Mike & Susanne Grosse
Harry Ind
Ron & Betty Lewis
Laurie & Ann Manna
Ian & Elaine McLean
Bob & Christine Nash
Lawrie & Val O’Neill
David & Mairi Peak
Greg Quinlan
Brian & Peggy Rutledge
Darryl & Lizzie Shaw
Phil & Lyn Shepherd
Jan Stonehouse
Ian & Libby Tasker

Colin & Margaret Burrowes
John Buttifant
David Chalker
Geoff & Cheryl Conway
Alan & Cindy Davis
Bill & Margaret Dobson
Lou & Rhonda Fatone
Vic & Cheryl Zabenko
John & Jaye Galpin
Adam & Penny Gul
Ray & Robyn Jessen
Jim & Val Ling
Jim & Val McIntosh
Ron & Dot Meppom
Roger & Joan Nettle
Lloyd & Janice Parslow
Noel & Colleen Peut
John & Colleen Redman
Frank & Lyn Scoglio
Neville & Gloria Shaw
Stan & Veronica Stefanowicz
John & Christine Symons
Peter & Wendy Vanderwel

GUESTS
Suzie Baines
Paul Ling
Graham & Janice Ross

Mick Sporn
Emily Stefanowicz
Ray & Katrina Mulligan
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2011 - CANBERRA ACT
Our reunion was a roaring success but marred by the change of venues within the hotel. Fortunately us old
soldiers and partners didn't let that put us off enjoying ourselves. Thankfully the Canberra weather was kind
to us so we had no complaints in that regard.
Friday's Meet and Greet was attended by 100, including our only officer Gary Downs, and the final group
leaving for bed approximately 3.30am Saturday. No names, no pack drill !!
Saturday's Dinner Dance commenced at 6.00pm and saw 105 guys and girls roll up in all their finery. The
highlight for the ladies was being presented, on arrival, with a box of Cadburys Roses chocolates and a corsage
by young Kylie Flanagan, Tony's niece from Eden NSW. Not to be out done the guys were presented with a
reunion cap and stubby cooler.
Unfortunately, Tony's brother Dennis has been ill and wasn't well enough to play our Dinner Music at this
reunion as he has done in the past. The music for the evening was provided by a Wagga Wagga band, "ILL
COMMUNICATION", and all but one song had the dance floor occupied. The band, by request, had learnt "I
was only 19" and "We gotta get out of this place" and Alexandra Tatt, the female vocalist, did excellent covers
of Stevie Nicks, from Fleetwood Mac. The only complaint being ‘A little loud at times’, but the majority loved
it.
Tony presented to Bob Nash, on behalf of Les Wilkinson, a framed certificate of thanks for all Les's work in
organizing the Battle of Coral/Balmoral reunion for the OFP members that were at the Battle, as well his part
in the Unit Plaque at the Australian War Memorial and the Army Combat Badge, which a lot of our members
have now received.
The other highlight was our first timers, Jim and Ros Golding, attendance and of course our little mate from
the USA, Greg Quinlan, managed to get back to Australia to be with us once again.
The Sunday tour of Canberra started at 9.00am and included Old Parliament House, Parliament House, where
we had lunch, then onto the National Gallery for a spot of culture, before winding our way home via a short
tour of the Overseas Embassy buildings, onto Anzac Parade, to view all the War Memorials (with a group photo
at the Vietnam Memorial) then onto Mount Ainslie for a panorama view of Canberra and then home. At
7.00pm we all met for dinner and most were in bed by 11.00pm ready for our big day (ANZAC DAY).
A bus load of reunion attendees attended the Dawn Service then back to the hotel for breakfast kindly put on
free for the Vets. At 9.00am we again mounted the buses for the Australian War Memorial and the ANZAC
DAY march. With our banner held aloft by Peter McFarlane and Laurie Burt, original members of the unit in
1966, we were proudly led by Lawrie O'Neill, our senior member, who led 52 very proud and smart looking
vets all wearing the reunion caps. We marched onto the parade ground in front of the War Memorial with our
very excited ladies (we had our own cheer squad) encouraging us on from the front row seats in the
grandstands, provided by the Australian War Memorial for this event in Canberra. Seating for our ladies has
never been provided at past reunions. After the parade it was back to the hotel for lunch and a few deserved
drinks.
Tuesday we mounted the buses again for the Australian War Memorial for our Unit Plaque Ceremony which
was very moving. Our widow, Amy Chambers, was asked to place a poppy on the plaque and did so willingly
with a tear in her eye. Amy has been a regular attendee since her husband Jack passed away. In a short address
Bob Nash advised that this special ceremony marks the conclusion of our Unit Plaque's journey to its final, and
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permanent, place of honour in the grounds of the Australian War Memorial. He went on to say that this Unit
Plaque represents an acknowledgement of the fine service our Unit and Members rendered during the
Vietnam conflict and that we should all stand tall and be proud of this service.
It was rather an emotional moment for Mike Grosse when he discovered that the Unit Plaque next to ours was
the unit his father had served with in World War Two. How do you explain that one? After the service we had
a short tour of the Memorial, and for those who didn't notice, the OFP is represented by a photo of Graeme
Patzel in a machinegun pit at Fire Support Base Coral at the Coral/Balmoral display.
Back to the hotel for farewell nibbles and drinks where to everyone's surprise VEGAS FEVER supplied us with
fantastic dance music for two hours. Afterwards they sold their CDs to those who were interested and there
were many who were.
In a nutshell the Reunion, as those in the past, was a success and to still be getting new attendees twelve years
after we started is amazing. For those of you who haven't been to one and are thinking about it, the next OFP
Reunion is in DARWIN 2013.

ATTENDEES
Denis & Jenny BLAKEY - Doug & Pam BLATCH - Laurie BURT - John & Astrid BUTTIFANT - Col & Margaret
BURROWES - Ron & Annette CAREY - Amy CHAMBERS & Suzie BAINES (Guest) - Geoff & Cheryl CONWAY Harry & Kath COUPER - Michael & Jane CURTIS -- Bill & Margaret DOBSON - Garry DOWNS & Corrine PHILLIPS
-Robbie & Jenny DUNCAN - Garrick & Janise EVANS - Kevin & Suzie EVORALL - John FARAM - Lou & Rhonda
FATONE - Tony FLANAGAN - George & Rhonda FOSTER - Jim & Ros GOLDING - Mike & Susanne GROSSE - Arthur
& Carmen HARTWIG - John & Marisa HEINZE - Harry & Fran IND - Ray & Robyn JESSEN - Jim & Valerie LING Laurie & Ann MANNA - Jim & Val McINTOSH -Ian & Elaine McLEAN - Peter McFARLANE - Ron & Dot MEPPOM
- Bob & Christine NASH -- Lawrie & Val O'NEILL - John & Pam PADOVAN - Lloyd & Janice PARSLOW -- Rick
PAXTON - David & Mairi PEAK - Noel & Colleen PEUT - Greg QUINLAN - John & Colleen REDMAN - Ron & MaryAnne ROGERS - Rusty & Sue ROWLANDS - Brian & Peg RUTLEDGE - Frank & Lynette SCOGLIO -- Neville & Gloria
SHAW - Phil & Lyn SHEPHERD - Richard & Sue SMITH - Des SURTEES - John & Christine SYMONS - Ian & Libby
TASKER - Peter & Wendy VAN DER WEL - Vic & Cheryl ZABENKO - Graham & Janice ROSS (Guests) - Ray &
Katrina MULLIGAN (Guests) - Mick SPORN (Guest)
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2013 - Darwin

CAPT Carolyn Wood - A/OC Supply Coy 1CSSB
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2013 - DARWIN NT
As usual, members started arriving a few days early to prepare for the unknown.
On Tuesday evening the 23rd the Acting Officer Commanding of 1 Supply Company, 1 CSSB Darwin, Capt
Carolyn Wood welcomed us to Darwin and invited us to a tour of the Supply Company the next day at
Robertson Barracks, to be followed by a BBQ.
Wednesday the 24th we were taken to Robertson Barracks by bus where we met by the CSM and A/OC Capt
Woods and the tour began. A presentation of memorabilia for the unit HQ walls, in the now famous Bob Nash
Corridor, was made by Tony Flanagan (FSB Coral commemoration items provided by Les Wilkinson) and Bob
Nash (a framed replica of our new unit banner) at the BBQ, after we had all been treated to a fine display of
the modern army equipment.
The thing that stood out was that the displays were managed by either Privates or Lance Corporals. Back in
the days of the Vietnam War these would all have been done by Sergeants or Warrant Officers. The soldiers
not only knew their stuff but were very well spoken and polite. At 2.30pm (1430hrs Army time) we were
driven back to our hotel and most headed for a watering hole.
Faces to reappear from the past were Steven Benfield and Trevor Rackley, last seen in Wodonga. Our usual
non-drinkers and excellent attendees Laurie and Ann Manna were there. Our blind mate Geoff Conway minus
guide dog, but with his loving wife Cheryl, was also in attendance. Our little mate Greg Quinlan, all the way
from the US of A, made his third attendance since being found by Bob Nash in 2008. He thoroughly enjoyed
himself, but who wouldn’t with mad mates like Ian and Libby Tasker and Harry and Kath Couper and Mick
Sporn and Annette Saberton firing of jokes every thirty seconds.
George and Rhonda Foster checked out the city and surrounds by foot - they love a good walk. Age shall not
weary them and Lawrie and Val O'Neill keep proving that. Lawrie, as well as Val, are 79 this year. They must
be on something!!. Amy Chambers, widow of Jack and well into her eighties, was able to make it again, along
with Suzy Baines. Our new attendee, and we have always had one at each of the nine reunions, was the lovely
Dawn Nicholson from WA with her hubby Bob- he’s not a first timer. We were also joined by a small group
from AOD who are organizing next year’s ORDNANCE IN VIETNAM next March in Sydney .
ANZAC Day a number of the group went to the Dawn Service which was huge. Bob and Tony laid a wreath on
behalf of the unit. Then back to the hotel for breakfast.
At 8.45am we all proceeded to the form up place and didn’t we look smart. A very smart OFP in coats ties
reunion caps and medals gleaming in the sun. We were led by our only officer (a Nasho gone bad) LTCOL
(retired) Alan Davis. It’s a pity there weren’t more like him. We were pleased to have current serving member
WO2 Mick O’Neill (ex-Supply Company) joined us for the march.
With our new Banner flying, flanked by both the Corps and National flags, we were the ants pants. The only
ones to equal our dress standards were the serving members of the armed forces, Navy, Air Force and the
Army. We stood out and didn’t the ABC love us. A proud group of Vietnam Veterans marching in step all the
way down the parade route looking a class act regardless of the heat. The coats caps and ties stood us out
above the non-military marchers. Even our girls got in the act. Those with relative’s medals marched at the
back of the group. After the march some went back to the hotel others to the RSL waiting for our lunch package.
12.30pm it all started and the staff were very much on the ball with the drinks and the dinner was excellent.
At 4.30pm we rolled out to various venues to either have a nap or continue drinking.
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Friday 26th we caught our bus tour of the Darwin War Museum and cruise around the harbour.
That night a group attended the Normie Rowe concert at the RSL. A fantastic show put on by Normie and we
had pics taken after the show with him. The concert was well attended by the RAE Tunnel Rat Association the
OFP and some Navy and other ex-military personnel. A couple of our own looked after Normie when he was
in Vietnam and a had a good talk about the past with him. Michael Grosse was one, guess who the other was?
Saturday the 27th saw us head off to watch the jumping crocodiles and there were plenty of them you
wouldn’t last long in those waters with the mob we saw. On the way back to the hotel we stopped off at the
Humpty Doo Hotel for lunch, which was a late call to them by the bus company. 112 people walk in off the
street for a meal at the same time. I can imagine the chef’s reaction. All went rather well even though the
service wasn’t the fastest and some missed out on a meal.
At 6.00pm Ros Golding and Annette Carey were pinning flowers on the ladies dresses and everyone was sorting
out where they would sit. We had current serving member SGT Shannon Shores join us for our dinner dance.
The menus were absolutely beautiful. Bob Nash does an excellent job since taking over from Kathy. At this
stage our excellent Banquets Manager, Mike Shaw, had his team in full swing.
The surprise package of the night was THE
AUSTRALIAN ARMY BAND DARWIN lead by Capt
Darren Cole and Warrant Officer Class Two Rod
Fry. The music was a cavalcade from Benny
Goodman to Meatloaf. It’s not every day you can
get an 18 piece band to play your dinner music
and dance music for free. They were good enough
to have the dance floor with someone on it all
times and the first there were Neville and Gloria
Shaw. The jockey came first again. Go Nev!!

Funny moments:
 The return of the Cowra Dance by John Faram and Penny Gul.
 Harry Couper falling over with a tray full of
Australian Army Band Darwin
drink that lead to eight of us being barred
any further alcoholic drinks on ANZAC night as Harry said "that’s un Australian"
 Jim McIntosh caught in a lift for 50 minutes without a beer and a young blond, with no one seeming
to worry about his state of mental anguish. He survived !!!
Worrying, but also funny moment
 Christine Nash two falls in 2 minutes
Water Babies
 Ian Tasker every morning at 6.00am doing laps of the pool. Greg Quinlan also got into the act.
 Adam Gul doing 60 laps a day and Penny Gul giggling as she paddled around the pool- it sure is
different.
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DARWIN REUNION ATTENDEES
CHRIS & LYNNE (GUEST) BEDWELL
STEVEN & ROCHELLE BENFIELD
DENIS & JENNY BLAKEY
DOUG & PAM BLATCH
COLIN & MARGARET BURROWES
BOB & JUDY (GUEST) BYRNES
RON & ANNETTE CAREY
DAVID CHALKER
AMY CHAMBERS & SUZY BAINES
GEOFF & CHERYL CONWAY
HARRY & KATH COUPER
ROBERT (GUEST) CURTIN
ALAN & CINDY DAVIS
RON & JOAN DHU
BILL & MARGARET DOBSON
ROBBIE & JENNY DUNCAN
GARRICK & JANISE EVANS
KEVIN & SUZIE EVORALL
JOHN & VAL FARAM
LOU & RHONDA FATONE
BILL & JUDY (GUEST) FITZGERALD
TONY FLANAGAN
GEORGE & RHONDA FOSTER
RUSSELL (GUEST) FOZZARD
JIM & ROS GOLDING
MIKE & SUSANNE GROSSE
ADAM & PENNY GUL
RICK & ANNA HALLIN
ROD & JAN (GUEST) HINGSTON
RAY & ROBYN JESSEN
JIM & VAL LING

BILL MacDOUGALL
LAURIE & ANN MANNA
JIM & VAL McINTOSH
IAN & ELAINE McLEAN
RON & DOT MEPPOM
BOB & CHRISTINE NASH
BOB & DAWN NICHOLSON
LAWRIE & VAL O'NEILL
LLOYD & JANICE PARSLOW
DAVID & MAIRI PEAK
NOEL & COLLEEN PEUT
GREG QUINLAN
TREVOR RACKLEY
JOHN & COLLEEN REDMAN
RICK (GUEST) REILLY
RON & MARY-ANNE ROGERS
GRAHAM & JANICE (GUESTS) ROSS
RUSTY & SUE ROWLANDS
BRIAN & PEG RUTLEDGE
FRANK & LYNETTE SCOGLIO
NEVILLE & GLORIA SHAW
PHIL & LYN SHEPHERD
GRAHAM SPENCER
MICK (GUEST) & ANNETTE [SABERTON] SPORN
STAN & VERONICA STEFANOWICZ
HARRY STEPHENS
JOHN & CHRISTINE SYMONS
IAN & LIBBY TASKER
PETER & WENDY VAN DER WEL
DENIS (GUEST) WILKINSON
VIC & CHERYL ZABENKO
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2016 - ALBURY/WODONGA
(50 T H ANNIVERSARY)
SATURDAY 23 APRIL 2016 to WEDNESDAY 27 APRIL 2016 (INCLUSIVE)

REUNION HQ - ATURA HOTEL, 648 Dean St, Albury NSW

REUNION ITINERARY
SATURDAY 23 April
Meet and Greet at the ATURA HOTEL

SUNDAY 24 April
Day Tour - HISTORIC TOWNS OF BEECHWORTH, MYRTLEFORD AND BRIGHT

MONDAY 25 April [ANZAC DAY]
Dawn Service – Albury
Anzac Day March – Albury (followed by)
Anzac Day March/Service - Wodonga
Lunch at the COMMERCIAL CLUB, 618 Dean St.

TUESDAY 26 April
Day Tour - VIETNAM VETERANS’ COMMEMORATIVE WALK, Seymour

WEDNESDAY 27 April
Half Day Tour of Albury / Wodonga
Reunion Dinner & Farewell at the COMMERCIAL CLUB, 618 Dean St.
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2008-40TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE BATTLE FOR
FSB CORAL/BALMORAL

Kevin Rudd, Gail & Les Wilkinson

Lorrae Desmond & Allan Whitaker

Stan Hall & Colin Cross

Graeme Patzel, Stan Stefanowicz & John Redman
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COMMEMORATIVE REUNIONS
2008 - 40TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE BATTLE FOR
FSB CORAL/BALMORAL
The following Veterans of the battles for FSB Coral, together with their wives/partners, gathered in Canberra
ACT to attend anniversary commemorations arranged on 12th and 13th May 2008.
Those attending were:Monty Brown, Colin & Roseanne Cross, Tony Flanagan, Stan & Ruth Hall, Ron & Dot Meppom, Graham Patzel,
Eddy Place & Winky Lowry, John & Colleen Redman, Stan & Veronica Stefanowicz, Alan Whitaker, Les & Gail
Wilkinson.
The following members of other units at FSB Coral also joined us:Brian & Lorraine Spurway (176 Air Dispatch- RAASC), Bill & Lyn Starrenburg (1 Div Supply T'port WkshopRAEME)), Max & Helen Ball (Det 8 Petroleum Platoon).
Guests of the Coral Veterans were:Lorrae Desmond (Entertainer) Dinah Lee (Entertainer) Sylvia Raye (Entertainer), Jim & Allison Bourke
(Operation Aussie Home), Rodney Whitaker (Alan's son), Emily Stefanowicz (Stan & Veronica's granddaughter), Kim Kirk (Les & Gail's niece who acted as our photographer for the commemoration) and Bob &
Christine Nash (OFP 67/68).
The commemorations started with a meet and greet at our Head Quarters for the reunion, the Queensgate
Motel, Queanbeyan, on the afternoon of Sunday 11 May 2008. This was a chance to catch up with everyone
again, some after forty years.
The first official activity was on Monday evening 12 May 2008 which was a reception by the Prime Minister
(Kevin Rudd) at the Great Hall, Parliament House, Canberra from 5.00pm until approx. 8.00pm. Approx. 2200
attended this reception. Speeches were made by the Prime Minister, Dr Brendan Nelson (Leader of the
opposition) and others. Dr Nelson's address was very moving and well received by those attending.
On Tuesday morning, 12 May, a Remembrance Service was held at the Vietnam Memorial at 10.00am. This
was attended by the Prime Minister, the Governor General and other VIPs. Again, speeches were made by the
VIPs attending. The ceremonies included a Royal Salute and Inspection of the Guard and Band by the Governor
General, laying of wreaths and reading of the Honour Roll before a March Past of Unit Banners of those units
involved in Coral/ Balmoral. Our Unit Banner was proudly carried by Graham Patzel and John Redman and
accompanied by Monty Brown (2LT at Coral).
The final planned activity was a dinner held at the Ainslie Football & Sports Club, on Tuesday night, for all the
"Other Corps" who were at Coral. A good time was had by all and it was a fitting conclusion to the
commemoration activities.
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2008 - UNIT PLAQUE DEDICATION CEREMONY
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2008 - UNIT PLAQUE DEDICATION CEREMONY
On Tuesday 14 October 2008, over one hundred and fifty members, family and friends gathered in the Western
Courtyard of the Australian War Memorial, Canberra, to witness the dedication of a Commemorative Plaque
to recognize the sacrifice and service of the members of the Ordnance Field Park who served with the unit at
Nui Dat, Vietnam between 1966 and 1972.
The ceremony commenced at 10.00 am with a welcome address by MAJGEN Steve Gower, Director of the
Australian War Memorial. This was followed by prayers by Chaplin Jim Cosgrove, Senior Chaplin - Australian
Army Headquarters, and the hymn, "O God, Our Help in Ages Past".
The Commemorative Address was then delivered by Colonel David Jamison (Ret'd), Honorary Colonel RAAOC
- Victoria and Tasmania. David was also the Officer Commanding - 1 Ordnance Park (Det) 1966-67. He spoke
about the unit during its tour of Vietnam; the high caliber of the men who served and the special bond that
still exists; and the after effects of the war on those who served.
A very special moment of David's address was the conveying of a message of loyal greetings from Her Royal
Highness, Queen Elizabeth 11, our Colonel-in-Chief.
The unveiling of the Commemorative Plaque was then performed by Les Wilkinson, President - Ordnance Field
Park Vietnam Association, and Bob Nash, Association Secretary and Unit Historian. Chaplin Jim Cosgrove then
dedicated the Commemorative Plaque.
Our special and honoured guest, Brigadier Bob Carson (Ret'd), Honorary Colonel RAAOC - Queensland Region
and Representative Honorary Colonel RAAOC, read out the ‘The Ode' which was followed by the playing of the
‘Last Post' and one minute's silence.
Everyone then joined in the singing of ‘The National Anthem' which was followed by Chaplin Jim Cosgrove
reciting the Royal Australian Army Ordnance Corps Prayer as the closing prayer of the ceremony.
The final part of our ceremony was the ‘Thanks and Farewell' by our Reunion Co-ordinator Tony Flanagan.
We would like to acknowledge the following for the part they played in our ceremony:
• Steve Gower (Director, Australian War Memorial)
• War Memorial's Events & Ceremonies staff
• Chaplin Jim Cosgrove
• Australian Rugby Choir
• Band of the Royal Military College of Australia
• Brigadier Bob Carson (Ret'd)
• Colonel David Jamison (Ret'd)
• Department of Veterans Affairs
• Les Wilkinson - who first came up with the idea that we should have a Unit Plaque
• All the members, their families and friends who attended our ceremony.
Our Unit Plaque will be a permanent reminder to all Australians of the service and sacrifices made by
members of the Ordnance Field Park during its tour of duty in South Vietnam.
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Our Book
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OUR BOOK
“ORDNA NCE AT THE SHA RP END”
There are three people who are indirectly responsible for this book seeing the light of day. The first two are
Tony Flanagan and Kathy Ault. Tony and Kathy were the driving force behind our first reunion in Wodonga in
1999 and subsequent reunions on the Gold Coast (2000), Alice Springs (2003), Cowra (2004) and Hobart (2006).
The third person is my old 6 OFP (Det) mate Ian (Neddy) McLean. If Ian hadn’t badgered me and even
threatened me into going to the first reunion at Wodonga, then I probably wouldn’t have gone. The only
reason I went was to keep an eye on him and to make sure he got back home safely to his wife Elaine. Well –
that’s my story! Since then I have attended every reunion. My wife Christine has accompanied me at the last
three reunions.
It became apparent to me that whilst the reunions were a great idea in bringing us back together again to fight
the war once more over a few beers, there were also other people who had become part of the Ordnance
Field Park community; our wives and our children. I also realized that nearly every one of us had a very low
sense of worth as to our role in the Vietnam conflict. I feel that this came about by the way Vietnam Vets were
treated by the Government and the community in the years after Vietnam. To be welcomed back home some
twenty odd years after we returned speaks for itself.
At the reunions I often heard guys talking about the fact that most people out there in the community had
never heard of the Ordnance Field Park being in Vietnam. This would also apply to the general Vietnam Veteran
community. We weren’t a large unit but we had our part to play in the support of Australia’s effort in Vietnam.
I had a feeling we needed to get the message out that; “We were there, We did our job, We needed to be
recognized”, not only for ourselves, but also for our families. The time was right, I had retired as a DVA
sponsored “burnt-out digger”, and if this book was ever going to be compiled then I had better get started
before there was no one left to provide me with feedback.
When I first started this project my only knowledge of the OFP in Vietnam was during my period there from
March 1967 until February 1968. Being a National Serviceman, I also had a very limited knowledge of the Army
as an organisation. This history project has been a journey of discovery for me and I can now say that I have a
much better appreciation of both the OFP in Vietnam and the Army as an organisation. I hope that this book
will do the same for all the guys who served with the OFP whether they were Regs or Nashos.
I am particularly grateful to the 135 Veterans of the Ordnance Field Park in Vietnam who provided me with
feedback to compile their Profiles and Memories, as well as assisting me with the Unit history chapters. Also,
thanks to those who supplied me with photos and slides for this book. I should also thank the many wives and
partners who were instrumental in getting their man to put pen to paper, or getting him to phone me and
provide me with the information I required. Without their support and encouragement I’m sure this book
would have been that much more difficult to compile. Thank you ladies!
Murphy’s Law says that, in a publication of this size, there will be some mistakes. My only wish is that they are
few in number and do not offend anyone. In conclusion, there is a message I have for all of those guys who
served with the Ordnance Field Park in Vietnam. This book was compiled for you, it is your book. I have
attempted to compile a ‘History’ of the unit that, in some way, presents an overview of what the Ordnance
Field Park was about and also present some profiles of the guys who made up the unit. No book will ever tell
the story perfectly. However, if I have in a small way, raised the awareness of the Ordnance Field Park in
Vietnam, then I’m satisfied it was worth the effort..
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OUR WEB SITE
www.ofpvietnam.asn.au
ABOUT OUR WEB SITE
Following the publication of “Ordnance at the Sharp End” Bob Nash decided that it was time to learn a new
skill. So he set about learning how to create a website where he could put all the information he had gathered
onto the World Wide Web for everyone to see.
This web site was primarily established to provide information about the Ordnance Field Park during its
deployment with the Australian Army in Vietnam between 1966 and 1972. Our site is dedicated to the Families
of all the guys who served with the unit in Vietnam for they too have had to live with the aftermath of this
conflict.
From humble beginnings in 2006 it has slowly involved into a centre of information for all our OFP members
and their families. As well as the historical information on the unit’s service in Vietnam, it now includes
information on all our reunions to date.
Our web site included the following pages:
HOME: Our front page which contains links to eMAIL NEWS & CONTACT US
ABOUT US: Historical information on the OFP during its tour of Vietnam
REUNIONS: Reports on all our reunions
NOTICE BOARD: News items of interest to members
PHOTO GALLERY: Slideshows of Vietnam and our Reunions
WEB LINKS: Links to other web sites of interest.

OUR SITE HAS BEEN ARCHIVED

We are proud of the fact that our web site has been electronically archived by the
Australian National Library's PANDORA (Preserving and Accessing Networked
Documentary Resources in Australia) project as "an online publication of national
significance.
OUR SITE IS PROUDLY HOSTED BY:

PLEASE CHECK OUT OUR WEB SITE FROM TIME TO TIME
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OUR BATTLE FOR THE BADGE
(ARMY COMBAT BADGE)
This is a brief overview of a two year campaign waged by Les Wilkinson and Bob Nash to gain Unit recognition
for members to wear the Army Combat Badge.
At the very beginning Les and Bob had no idea of what they were about to undertake, or indeed any idea of
just how formidable the “Army bureaucracy” could be. There was a very steep learning curve ahead of them.
Fortunately they both have different skills and strengths which we used during this campaign. It is sufficient
to acknowledge that Les is “technically challenged‟ (hates computers) and Bob is somewhat “telephonically
challenged‟ (hates phoning difficult people).
During this campaign they both used up their reserves of “patience‟ and built up a large reserve of
“frustration‟ in its place. There were many occasions when they questioned the wisdom of the campaign, but
fortunately they found strength from each other to carry on.
At one stage Les was starting to develop a complex – every time he phoned a Public Servant in Canberra he
was told that they were either on leave /on sick leave/been transferred or overseas. Les was starting to
become concerned about the effect he was having on the Public Service community in Canberra.
Our “Battle for the Badge‟ was waged over two years, from uncertain beginnings to a conclusion which, whilst
not the desired outcome they had wanted, still produced the results they had hoped for, for most of our
members.
Unfortunately they were not able to have the Ordnance Field Park approved as a unit for qualifying service.
However, they did reach an understanding on how members of the Ordnance Field Park Vietnam could apply,
as individuals, for this recognition.
To date over sixty OFP Members have successfully applied for the Army Combat Badge
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ABSENT MATES
Rest in Peace
We remember the following mates, who shared our experiences
in Vietnam, and who sadly are no longer with us.
SURNAME

CHRISTIAN NAMES

SERV. NO

BORN

DIED

AGE

ALEXANDER
BARKE
BARKER

GRAHAM FRANK
PETER LAWRENCE
JOHN WILLIAM

1731472
37959
54001

1945
1945
1927

2008
2002

63
57

BASTIN
BEATTIE
BOX
BRAWN
BRENT

FRANK LEONARD
JAMES DUNCAN
JOHN WILLIAM
WALTER WILLEM
SIDNEY HENRY

36372
15837
175191
4718530
29841

1924
1928
1946
1946
1928

1998
2014
2010

70
68
63

CASSIDY
CHAMBERS
CHENERY
CLOUDSLEY
COONEY

CHRISTOPHER JOHN
JOHN FREDERICK
WILLIAM ERIC
ROBERT CHARLES
WILLIAM JAMES

311042
29321
15056
5411681
44164

1928
1927
1933
1947
1932

2004
1986
2003

77
53
56

COUGHLIN
DIONYSIUS
DOUGLAS
EAGLESHAM
FRANCE
GIBSON
GRAHAM
GRAY
HALL
HALLEWELL
HANNAH
HARTWIG
HAZELAGER
HOLTEN
HOUSTON

NOEL THOMAS
ARTHUR
PHILIP THOMAS
WILLIAM FREDERICK
ALAN JAMES
MALCOLM LESLEY
DOUGLAS JOHN
ROBERT DARCY
STANLEY RICHARD
TREVOR JOHN
THOMAS IAN
ARTHUR FREDERICK
FRANK GERARD
RONALD JAMES
FRANK RICHARD

53364
1745
1202088
22813
216341
53781
44580
3787787
15185
1733597
2785304
15330
3791362
215925
17979

1933
1928
1947
1922
1938
1937
1950
1945
1933
1947
1946
1941
1946
1935
1939

1998
2002
2009
1986
2007
2010

70
55
87
48
70
60

2008
2007
1977
2014

75
60
31
72

2006

71

HUSH

ALBERT WALLACE

26450

1926

HUSSELL

KENNETH BRIAN

243111

1941

2015

74

JONES

KEITH

215539

1932

KOCH
LEWIS
LOCKYER

JOHN FREDERICK
JOHN EDWARD
GREGORY WALTER

15223
51141
114493

1942
1929
1948

2015
2013
2012

73
84
63
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SURNAME
MARAZES
McCALLUM
McDONALD
McKENDRICK
McLURE
OLNEY
PHILIP
REID
RICE

CHRISTIAN NAMES
MICK
JOHN WILLIAM
ROBERT LESLIE
PAUL ROBERTSON
PETER
GEOFFREY
STEPHEN JAMES
KEVIN STUART
CHARLES KENNETH

SERV. NO
53670
12170
1201001
218531
3796267
37570
1737158
33517
311422

BORN
1932
1925
1932
1951
1948
1938
1950
1927
1935

ROBINSON
SELLENS
SMITH
SPRUDD
STANLEY
STOLBERG
STONEHOUSE
SURTEES
TURNER
TUTTLE
TYRRELL
WARNE

DONALD PATRICK
EDWARD GEORGE
MAX DOUGLAS
WILLIAM JOHN
MERVIN KEITH
KEITH WILLIAM
VINCENT CLAUDE
DESMOND JAMES
JEFFERY FREDERICK
JAMES EDWARD
WILLIAM ERNEST
PHILIP MICHAEL

217838
12906
14186
2781415
22688
1733879
54052
216118
5411515
33905
27589
36357

1949
1933
1936
1945
1929
1945
1936
1944
1947
1928
1935
1930
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DIED
2010

AGE
78

2011

79

2009
2007
2002
1988

61
69
52
61

2005
2002

72
66

1997
1974
2001
2014
1991
1990
2013
1992

68
29
65
69
44
62
78
62
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Absent Mates
We often speak about
the fun we used to have
whenever we retrace our memories,
remembering our absent mates.
We remember our Army years,
the smiles on our faces
and the funny things we did
with our absent mates.
As the years roll on their way
and age creeps up on us
we sometimes like to reflect
on our long gone absent mates.
The flower of youth has withered,
but the flower never died.
It is still locked in our memory
when we remember our absent mates.
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They gave their service
on
Active Service
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NOMINAL ROLL
THOSE WHO SERVED
This Nominal Roll includes the Names of all members of the Australian Defence Force
who served with the Ordnance Field Park in Vietnam between 1966 and 1972.
Information used in compiling this Nominal Roll has been obtained from the
publication, “The Nominal Roll of Vietnam Veterans” produced by the Department of
Veterans’ Affairs, Canberra and published in August 1997.
Every effort has been made to make the roll as complete and accurate as possible. Any
errors or omissions are regretted.
In all, some 256 Australian Regular Army personnel and National Servicemen served in
the Ordnance Field Park during this period. Of this total, 98 (38%) were National
Servicemen and 158 (62%) were Australian Regular Army soldiers.

Les Matthews, Ron (Bluey) Stoker, Ian (Neddy) McLean & Ian Tasker
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SURNAME

FIRST NAMES

SERV NO

FROM

TO

21-03-67

06-02-68

2235353

UNIT/S
1 OFP (Det) - 6 OFP (Det) 1 OFP
1 OFP

ALEXANDER

GRAHAM FRANK

1731472

ALONZO

TREVOR

22-10-70

08-06-71

ANDERSON

JOHN LINDSAY

2786146

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

18-12-67

07-10-68

ANDERSON

JOHN THOMAS

38369

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

05-12-67

28-02-68

ANDERSON

ROBERT CLIVE

1200514

6 OFP (Det)

29-08-67

21-11-67

ANDERSON

TERENCE GEORGE

3793118

1 OFP

30-11-68

03-12-69

ANTHONY

ERROL JOHN

2782474

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

05-05-67

06-02-68

APPLETON

RAYMOND EDWARD

1202415

1 OFP

13-01-71

18-11-71

ASKIN

ROBERT JOHN

1735628

1 OFP

03-06-70

02-06-71

ATKINSON

RAYMOND WILLIAM

3791615

1 OFP

04-01-69

18-06-69

AYLEN

FRANK

3787256

1 OFP(Det)

04-05-66

08-03-67

BALZAN

JOSEPH

3796566

1 OFP

03-06-70

02-06-71

BARKE

PETER LAWRENCE

37959

1 OFP

02-12-68

19-11-69

BARKER

JOHN WILLIAM

54001

1 OFP

27-01-70

14-01-71

BASTIN

FRANCIS LEONARD

36372

1 OFP

22-11-68

05-11-69

BATES

JOHN PHILLIP

28517

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

26-09-67

10-04-68

BEATTIE

JAMES DUNCAN

15837

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

11-12-67

10-11-68

BENFIELD

STEVEN JAMES

44444

1 OFP

13-01-71

23-12-71

BENNALLACK

DARRYL WAYNE

3791715

1 OFP

23-07-68

11-06-69

BLAKEY

DENIS ALFRED

1736091

1 OFP

26-08-70

26-08-71

BLATCH

DOUGLAS BRUCE

2787227

1 OFP

07-05-68

14-01-69

BOLDISTON

STANLEY WILLIAM

35563

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

05-12-67

10-12-68

BOTCHER

HANK JOHN

44083

1 OFP

25-05-71

12-02-72

BOX

JOHN WILLIAM

175191

1 OFP

13-11-71

05-02-72

BRANDIE

DAVID JOHN

220499

1 OFP

10-11-71

12-02-72

BRAUT

LEE

3799726

1 OFP

04-09-71

12-02-72

BRAWN

WALTER WILLEM

4718530

1 OFP

29-04-68

18-02-69

BRENT

SIDNEY HENRY

29841

1 OFP

24-06-68

04-05-69

BROWN

JOHN LAMONT

217011

1 OFP

14-03-68

21-02-69

BUCHANAN

TERANCE JOHN

6708917

1 OFP

08-07-68

11-06-69

BURDETT

HUGH

56039

1 OFP

13-11-71

05-02-72

BURKHILL

ALAN RICHARD

38147

1 OFP

04-11-69

29-10-70

BURROWES

COLIN FRANK

217819

1 OFP

20-01-70

14-01-71

BURT

LAWRENCE FRANCIS

2781476

1 OFP (Det)

04-05-66

08-05-67

BUTTIFANT

JOHN STANLEY

2412532

1 OFP

20-05-68

28-05-69

CAREY

RONALD MICHAEL

1734629

1 OFP

14-10-70

26-08-71

CARSON

DAVID LAWRENCE

217304

1 OFP

24-12-68

03-12-69

CASSIDY

CHRISTOPHER JOHN

311042

1 OFP

20-06-69

09-07-70

CATLEY

BRIAN PATRICK

13967

1 OFP

08-07-70

15-03-71

CAVANAGH

ROBERT ALAN

3410383

1 OFP

22-07-70

22-07-71

CHALKER

DAVID MICHAEL

43545

1 OFP

01-07-70

30-06-71

CHAMBERS

JOHN FREDERICK

29321

1 OFP

21-10-69

22-10-70

CHAPMAN

BRUCE CHARLES

2791654

1 OFP

02-12-69

03-12-70

CHENERY

WILLIAM ERIC

15056

1 OFP

17-06-69

11-06-70

CLARK

MICHAEL CECIL

311498

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

11-12-67

05-11-68

CLARKE

NORMAN

38581

1 OFP (Det)

04-05-66

05-09-66
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CLOUDSLEY

ROBERT CHARLES

5411681

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

17-01-68

05-08-68

CLOUGH

GRAEME HAROLD

39107

1 OFP

17-09-68

17-09-69

COLLINS

BRIAN GILBERT

55736

1 OFP

20-02-70

04-03-71

CONWAY

GEOFFREY DAVID

2793238

1 OFP

13-05-70

19-05-71

COONEY

WILLIAM JAMES

44164

1 OFP

10-06-69

07-01-71

COOPER

NICHOLAS HAYWARD

3799465

1 OFP

04-08-71

05-02-72

COUGHLIN

NOEL THOMAS

53364

1 OFP

16-05-68

14-01-69

COUPER

HENRY JAMES

4718112

1 OFP (Det) - 6 OFP (Det)

13-12-66

19-12-67

CROSS

COLIN DOUGLAS

5714842

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

17-01-68

26-11-68

CROSS

RICHARD ANDREW

3795204

1 OFP

26-08-69

20-08-70

CROWE

GEORGE WALTER

3796690

1 OFP

01-07-70

02-06-71

CUNNINGTUN

PHILIP JOHN

5716023

1 OFP

08-04-69

18-08-69

CURTIS

MICHAEL KENT

2786243

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

05-12-67

03-12-68

DANBY

JOHN

44348

1 OFP

20-05-70

01-05-71

DAVIDSON

BRIAN WILLIAM

3411864

1 OFP

22-04-69

13-04-70

DAVIDSON

LEE

3411933

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

26-09-67

03-09-68

DAVIS

ALAN ROLAND

5715076

1 OFP

10-02-69

12-05-69

DHU

RONALD ARTHUR

5713732

1 OFP

20-01-70

14-01-71

DIONYSIUS

ARTHUR

1745

1 OFP (Det) - 6 OFP (Det)

13-12-66

25-10-67

DISHON

NORMAN WILLIAM

313682

1 OFP

02-10-71

27-02-72

DOBSON

WILLIAM JOHN

3793661

1 OFP

11-01-69

28-01-70

DOUGLAS

PHILIP THOMAS

1202088

1 OFP

03-06-69

28-05-70

DOWNS

GARRY JOHN

17156

1 OFP

07-01-71

04-02-72

DRIVER

IVAN WILLIAM

52532

1 OFP

21-02-69

21-02-70

DWYER

KEVIN RAYMOND

2789208

1 OFP

07-01-69

13-12-69

DYSON

JOHN BARRY

213810

1 OFP (Det)

05-05-66

30-09-66

EAGLESHAM

WILLIAM FREDERICK

22813

1 OFP (Det)

22-04-66

28-04-67

EDGELOW

STEPHEN LESLIE

39304

1 OFP

31-10-69

11-06-70

EDWARDS

WILLIAM HARVARD

3411652

1 OFP

10-09-69

17-09-70

EVANS

GARRICK THOMAS

217058

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

17-01-68

14-01-69

EVORALL

KEVIN JOHN

6709341

1 OFP

25-11-69

05-11-70

FARAM

JOHN WILLIAM

3792507

1 OFP

26-08-68

27-08-69

FARMER

ROBERT GORDON

61731

6 OFP (Det)

29-08-67

20-11-67

FATONE

LUIGI JOSEPH

3795355

1 OFP

27-11-69

05-11-70

FELL

ALBERT

4721164

1 OFP

15-09-71

12-02-72

FENNIS

NEVILLE CARL

218209

1 OFP

25-08-71

05-02-72

FEVERBACH

RICHARD MANFRED

218604

1 OFP

24-02-70

18-02-71

FINCH

PETER

61573

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

17-01-68

14-01-69

FINN

EDWARD OWEN

2781353

1 OFP (Det)

22-04-66

08-05-67

FLANAGAN

ANTHONY MICHAEL

61659

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

11-08-67

06-08-68

FOSTER

GEORGE FREDERICK

36650

1 OFP

16-12-68

05-11-69

FRANCE

ALAN JAMES

216341

1 OFP

13-01-70

14-01-71

FRASER

JOHN CLIFFORD

213623

1 OFP (Det)

04-05-66

08-05-67

FULCHER

RAYMOND GORDON

29630

1 OFP

16-11-68

29-10-69

FULLER

BERNARD WILLIAM

2782051

1 OFP (Det) - 6 OFP (Det)

09-03-67

26-08-67

GALPIN

JOHN KENNETH

61946

1 OFP

19-08-69

10-09-70

GALT

MAURICE WILLIAM

215342

1 OFP

28-10-68

12-11-69

GARLIN

DANIEL JAMES

12518

1 OFP

28-10-69

08-01-70
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GIBSON

MALCOLM LESLEY

53781

6 OFP (Det)

05-05-67

30-01-68

GOLDING

JAMES JOHN

1735679

1 OFP

06-09-70

05-08-71

GORE

GREGORY JOHN

44876

1 OFP

11-02-71

12-02-72

GOTT

GARY THOMAS

1200504

6 OFP (Det)

26-05-67

14-06-67

GRAHAM

DOUGLAS JOHN

44580

1 OFP

19-08-70

12-08-71

GRAY

ROBERT DARCY

3787787

6 OFP (Det)

06-05-67

02-11-67

GRIFFITHS

COLIN LESLIE

18461

1 OFP (Det)

19-02-67

08-05-67

GROSSE

MICHAEL ARTHUR

2789526

1 OFP

01-04-69

04-03-70

GUL

ADAM MARIAN

62065

1 OFP

10-11-70

12-11-71

HADLEY

ROBERT VINCENT

219576

1 OFP

09-08-71

05-02-72

HALL

STANLEY RICHARD

15185

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

17-01-68

14-01-69

HALLEWELL

TREVOR JOHN

1733597

1 OFP

23-09-68

03-09-69

HALLIN

RICHARD MICHAEL

216781

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

11-12-67

02-04-68

HANKINSON

ALLAN JOHN

2793504

1 OFP

07-10-70

15-03-71

HANNAH

THOMAS IAN

2785304

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

26-01-68

05-06-68

HARTWIG

ARTHUR FREDERICK

15330

1 OFP (Det)

04-05-66

08-05-67

HAZELAGER

FRANK GERARD

3791362

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

18-12-67

31-10-68

HEINZE

JURGEN JOHN

1201527

1 OFP

04-02-70

18-06-70

HERRICK

JOHN RAYMOND

39365

1 OFP

10-06-69

11-06-70

HEYER

HENRY CHARLES

39203

1 OFP

09-12-68

28-11-69

HOLTEN

RONALD JAMES

215925

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

08-01-68

15-05-68

HOUSTON

FRANK RICHARD

17979

1 OFP (Det)

04-05-66

12-09-66

HURREN

FRANCIS GEORGE

1201477

1 OFP

03-06-69

28-05-70

HUSH

ALBERT WALLACE

26450

27-11-67

26-11-68

HUSSELL

KENNETH BRIAN

243111

15-04-67

06-02-68

IND

HENRY WILLIAM

3791716

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP
1 OFP (Det) - 6 OFP (Det) - 1
OFP
1 OFP

26-03-69

23-02-70

ISON

PAUL

218787

1 OFP

02-09-70

02-09-71

JACKSON

ARCHIBALD WILLIAM

313206

1 OFP

13-11-71

24-02-72

JAMIESON

PETER MAXWELL

313274

1 OFP

09-11-70

11-11-71

JAMISON

DAVID KEITH

16898

1 OFP (Det)

11-08-66

19-04-67

JESSEN

RAYMOND PETER

1734017

1 OFP

07-01-69

13-12-69

JONES

JOHN OWEN

53171

1 OFP

07-01-69

19-06-69

JONES

KEITH

215539

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

08-01-68

16-07-69

KANE

JOHN ELLIOTT

3797965

1 OFP

09-11-70

07-10-71

KAYE

STUART PETER

2782630

1 OFP (Det)

11-11-66

12-05-67

KELLY

RONALD JAMES

218366

1 OFP

13-11-71

05-02-72

KENNEDY

RICHARD EDWARD

2787156

1 OFP

12-12-68

13-03-69

KNIGHT

JAMES RALPH

16860

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

17-01-68

14-01-69

KOCH

JOHN FREDERICK

15223

1 OFP

17-06-68

18-06-69

LACEY

ALLEN JOHN

2787447

1 OFP

01-07-68

11-06-69

LEWIS

JOHN EDWARD

51141

1 OFP

07-07-71

27-02-72

LEWIS

RONALD GEORGE

15267

1 OFP

29-06-71

09-12-71

LING

JAMES ALLAN

61510

1 OFP

15-04-70

16-05-70

LOCKYER

GREGORY WALTER

114493

1 OFP

09-11-70

11-11-71

LOW

RONALD JAMES

2412416

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

11-12-67

10-12-68

LOWE

MARTIN STEPHEN

39371

1 OFP

14-02-70

11-04-70

MACK

HERMANNE CUTHBERT

3791564

1 OFP

14-03-68

30-10-68
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MACNAMARA

PAUL STANCA

1411124

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

11-12-67

02-07-68

MALHERBE

PAUL FRANCIS

38243

1 OFP

14-10-70

14-10-71

MALLETT

ERIC JOHN

1730843

1 OFP (Det)

04-05-66

08-05-67

MANDER

MICHAEL JAMES

4721223

1 OFP

12-08-70

12-08-71

MANNA

LAURIE CONSTANTE

4720593

1 OFP

11-11-69

10-11-70

MARAZES

MICK

53670

1 OFP

02-12-68

03-09-69

MARRON

ERROL FRANCIS

5411568

1 OFP (Det) - 6 OFP (Det)

05-04-67

29-06-67

MARSHALL

JAMES BROWN

5717430

1 OFP

27-01-71

11-11-71

MATTHEWS

LESLIE DAVID

1731821

6 OFP (Det)

05-05-67

19-12-67

McCALLUM

JOHN WILLIAM

12170

1 OFP (Det) - 6 OFP (Det)

21-03-67

19-12-67

McDONALD

ROBERT LESLIE

1201001

1 OFP

22-07-69

16-07-70

McFARLANE

PETER ROBERT

15154

1 OFP (Det)

04-05-66

08-05-67

McINTOSH

JAMES JOSEPH

2782870

6 OFP (Det)

05-05-67

23-08-67

McKENDRICK

PAUL ROBERTSON

218531

1 OFP

25-08-71

02-02-72

McLEAN

IAN COLIN

3788679

1 OFP (Det) - 6 OFP (Det)

11-04-67

30-01-68

McLEOD

DESMOND JOHN

3792992

1 OFP

19-08-69

13-12-69

McLURE

PETER

3796267

1 OFP

24-03-70

18-03-71

MELLOR

JOHN ROBERT

1202072

1 OFP

04-05-70

05-11-70

MEPPOM

RONALD SPENCER

2786399

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

20-11-67

19-11-68

MORONEY

TIMOTHY JOHN

217055

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

19-11-67

19-11-68

MORRISON

JAMES THOMPSON

217185

1 OFP

10-08-70

15-07-71

MOSELEY

PAUL MAYNARD

45321

1 OFP

04-09-71

24-02-72

MUIR

ROBERT MICHAEL

3798065

1 OFP

10-02-71

14-10-71

MURRAY

WILLIAM JOHN

36390

16-12-69

15-07-70

NASH

ROBERT JOHN

1731890

21-03-67

06-02-68

NETTLE

ROGER NEIL

4719536

1 OFP
1 OFP (Det) - 6 OFP (Det) - 1
OFP
1 OFP

17-02-69

03-09-69

NICHOLSON

ROBERT KEITH

44043

1 OFP

08-07-68

16-07-69

NORRIE

HENRY ERNEST

15511

1 OFP

11-11-69

11-06-70

O'DONNELL

MICHAEL PATRICK

37875

1 OFP

13-10-71

27-02-72

O'NEILL

LAWRENCE DOBS

15328

6 OFP (Det)

05-05-67

30-01-68

O'NEILL

TERENCE JAMES

1732193

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

05-05-67

12-03-68

OWENS

PATRICK

25014

1 OFP

17-05-70

15-10-70

PADOVAN

DAVID JOHN

36988

1 OFP

07-09-70

19-08-71

PAGE

ANTHONY JOHN

1202031

1 OFP

21-05-69

21-05-70

PAILLAS

ALAN JOHN

2791842

1 OFP

27-11-69

05-11-70

PARSLOW

LLOYD JAMES

217880

1 OFP

20-05-70

19-05-71

PATZEL

GRAHAM BERNARD

4719148

1 OFP

18-02-68

18-02-69

PAXTON

RICHARD JOHN

2793593

1 OFP

02-12-70

02-06-71

PEAK

DAVID JOHN

217590

1 OFP

13-01-71

02-06-71

PEUT

NOEL JOHN

1731835

6 OFP (Det)

05-05-67

24-08-67

PHILIP

STEPHEN JAMES

1737158

1 OFP

03-12-71

12-02-72

PLACE

EDWARD LEONARD

61715

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

17-01-68

21-01-69

POOLE

RICHARD JOHN

44606

1 OFP

07-10-69

15-10-70

POPE

DENNIS KINGSBURY

3799485

1 OFP

25-08-71

05-01-72

QUINLAN

GREGORY ROBERT

3789453

1 OFP (Det) - 6 OFP (Det)

23-03-67

30-01-68

RACKLEY

TREVOR EDWIN

15445

1 OFP

17-06-68

25-06-69

RADCLIFFE

ALBERT DAVID

1200848

1 OFP

18-02-68

21-02-69
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RAYFIELD

TREVOR FRANCIS

1201917

1 OFP

20-01-70

30-06-70

REDMAN

JOHN WILLIAM

2786975

1 OFP

03-03-68

04-03-69

REID

KEVIN STUART

33517

1 OFP

07-01-69

19-12-69

RENWICK

PETER JOHN

1200996

1 OFP

20-01-70

14-01-71

RICE

CHARLES KENNETH

311422

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

20-11-67

02-07-69

RINDFLEISH

ROSS ALFRED

2783780

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

30-06-67

05-06-68

ROBINSON

DONALD PATRICK

217838

1 OFP

03-06-69

11-06-70

ROBINSON

JAMES BERTRAM

2783802

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

05-05-67

06-02-68

ROGERS

RONALD CHARLES

54905

1 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

19-09-66

18-02-67

ROHRSHEIM

PAUL JOHN

4721701

1 OFP

17-03-71

01-10-71

ROOTS (A.K.A. TILLEY)

MELVIN LESLIE

216291

1 OFP

07-01-69

28-01-70

ROWLANDS

RUSSELL HORACE

61496

1 OFP

07-01-69

28-01-70

RUTLEDGE

BRIAN JOHN

217247

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

05-12-67

03-12-68

SANDERSON

4720425

1 OFP

02-09-69

03-09-70

1201594

1 OFP

13-01-71

09-12-71

SCICLUNA

DAVID HAROLD
CHRISTOPHER
MICHAEL
JOSEPH

3792519

1 OFP

30-11-68

03-09-69

SCOGLIO

FRANK PETER

3792244

1 OFP

18-12-68

03-09-69

SCOTT

JOHN TREVOR

3796503

1 OFP

13-01-71

02-06-71

SCOTT

ROBERT JAMES

3790221

1 OFP

03-06-68

27-08-68

SEAGER

ROBERT DENIS

2791283

1 OFP

26-08-69

27-08-70

SELLENS

EDWARD GEORGE

12906

1 OFP (Det)

30-08-66

07-05-67

SHAW

DARRYL WILLIAM

16803

1 OFP (Det)

22-04-66

07-05-67

SHAW

NEVILLE WALTER

1734972

1 OFP

26-08-69

27-08-70

SHEA

PETER ROBERT

1200022

1 OFP

11-08-71

12-02-71

SHEPHERD

PHILIP FREDERICK

39002

1 OFP

22-04-68

07-05-69

SIDDONS

BARRY

5713948

1 OFP (Det)

22-09-66

12-05-67

SLANN

ANTHONY

547241

1 OFP

19-05-71

16-02-72

SMITH

GARY WILLIAM

38148

1 OFP

21-10-70

29-04-71

SMITH

MAX DOUGLAS

14186

1 OFP (Det)

04-05-66

07-07-66

SMITH

RICHARD CLEAVE

2787744

1 OFP

15-04-68

02-04-69

SPENCER

ELWYN RONALD

29643

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

08-01-68

14-01-69

SPENCER

GRAHAM RONALD

5717014

1 OFP

01-07-70

02-06-71

SPRUDD

WILLIAM JOHN

2781415

1 OFP (Det)

04-05-66

08-05-67

STANLEY

MERVIN KEITH

22688

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

05-12-67

03-12-68

STEFANOWICZ

STANISLAW

4718670

20-11-67

02-07-68

STEPHENS

HAROLD ALFRED

212777

21-03-67

06-12-67

STOKER

GEORGE RONALD

1200217

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP
1 OFP (Det) - 6 OFP (Det) - 1
OFP
6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

05-05-67

12-03-68

STOLBERG

KEITH WILLIAM

1733879

1 OFP

21-02-69

13-12-69

STONEHOUSE

VINCENT CLAUDE

54052

1 OFP

27-11-69

29-10-70

SURTEES

DESMOND JAMES

216118

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

05-05-67

09-04-68

SUTTON

KEVIN JAMES

1201330

1 OFP

14-07-71

27-02-72

SYMONS

JOHN WILLIAM

3795825

1 OFP

02-12-69

26-11-70

TASKER

IAN RALPH

4718059

1 OFP (Det) - 6 OFP (Det)

15-03-67

21-11-67

TRAEGER

TREVOR JOHN

4720433

1 OFP

08-07-69

09-07-70

TREMBATH

PETER JOHN

4718679

6 OFP (Det)

12-09-67

25-01-68

TURNER

JEFFREY FREDERICK

5411515

1 OFP

08-01-69

28-01-70

TUTTLE

JAMES EDWARD

33905

1 OFP

03-06-70

16-06-71

SCANLON
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TYLER

GREGORY CHARLES

216548

1 OFP (Det) - 6 OFP (Det)

13-12-66

26-08-67

TYRRELL

ROLAND ALEXANDER

2793653

1 OFP

07-10-70

01-03-71

TYRRELL

WILLIAM ERNEST

27589

1 OFP

22-02-70

07-05-70

VANDERWEL

PETRUS ALOYSUIS

313072

1 OFP

10-06-70

23-06-71

VERNIEUX

RONALD ASHWORTH

2783015

6 OFP (Det)

15-04-67

19-12-67

WADE

DAVID GORDON

4720436

1 OFP

02-12-69

10-09-70

WAIDE

ANTHONY THOMAS

2793222

1 OFP

03-06-70

02-06-71

WALSH

ANTHONY PATRICK

2794622

1 OFP

02-12-70

14-10-71

WALTER

DAVID CLIVE

335185

1 OFP

06-01-70

07-01-71

WARNE

PHILIP MICHAEL

36357

1 OFP

15-07-68

30-07-69

WATTS

RODNEY ALAN

3797663

1 OFP

19-08-70

02-06-71

WELDON

JOHN

1201026

1 OFP

13-11-71

05-02-72

WESTON

LINDSAY

1202128

1 OFP

15-09-71

16-02-72

WESTPHAL

MALCOLM RICHARD

216848

1 OFP

09-01-69

28-01-70

WHITAKER

ALAN CLIVE

1200715

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

11-12-67

10-12-68

WHITELAW

COLIN WILLIAM

3797653

1 OFP

07-10-70

05-08-71

WILKINSON

LESLIE WILLIAM

2786128

6 OFP (Det) -1 OFP

17-01-68

10-12-68

WISKAR

LEWIS ALAN

16679

6 OFP (Det) - 1 OFP

05-05-67

09-04-68

ZABENKO

VICTOR

38493

1 OFP (Det)

13-09-68

07-05-67

ZILM

JOHN

43644

1 OFP

10-06-69

30-10-69
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INDEX OF NAMES
ALEXANDER

GRAHAM FRANK

29,33,34,36,54,73,77,82
91,101,127,132

CHAMBERS

JOHN FREDERICK

103,105,107,108,111,113
127,132

ALONZO

TREVOR

132

CHAPMAN

BRUCE CHARLES

44,45,58,132

ANDERSON

JOHN LINDSAY

132

CHENERY

WILLIAM ERIC

127,132

ANDERSON

JOHN THOMAS

132

CLARK

MICHAEL CECIL

36,39,42,55,58,68,89,91
132

ANDERSON

ROBERT CLIVE

132

CLARKE

NORMAN

10,21-25,58,64,79,132

ANDERSON

TERENCE GEORGE

66,132

CLOUDSLEY

ROBERT CHARLES

127,133

ANTHONY

ERROL JOHN

29,36,54,71,99,101,132

CLOUGH

GRAEME HAROLD

59,66,133

APPLETON

RAYMOND EDWARD

132

COLLINS

BRIAN GILBERT

59,84,133

ASKIN

ROBERT JOHN

132

CONWAY

GEOFFREY DAVID

ATKINSON

RAYMOND WILLIAM

54,68,132

59,84,99,101,105,108,111
113,133

AYLEN

FRANK

19,21,64,132

COONEY

WILLIAM JAMES

62,65,127,133

BALZAN

JOSEPH

54,59,132

COOPER

NICHOLAS HAYWARD

133

BARKE

PETER LAWRENCE

127,132

COUGHLIN

NOEL THOMAS

41,127,133

BARKER

JOHN WILLIAM

45,46,127,132

COUPER

HENRY JAMES

BASTIN

FRANCIS LEONARD

127,132

CROSS

COLIN DOUGLAS

BATES

JOHN PHILLIP

132

CROSS

RICHARD ANDREW

133

BEATTIE

JAMES DUNCAN

41,127,132

CROWE

GEORGE WALTER

103,133

BENFIELD

STEVEN JAMES

111,113,132

CUNNINGTON

PHILIP JOHN

60,99,101,133

BENNALLACK

DARRYL WAYNE

54,132

CURTIS

MICHAEL KENT

60,63,78,101,108,133

55,101,104,105,108,113,
132
41,55,63,89,101,105,108,
113,132

DANBY

JOHN

60,133

DAVIDSON

BRIAN WILLIAM

82,133

DAVIDSON

LEE

35,37,60,133

DAVIS

ALAN ROLAND

12,16,42-44,61,97,101
104,105,111,113,133

DHU

RONALD ARTHUR

59,62,99,101,105,113,133

DIONYSIUS

ARTHUR

29,37,78,127,133

DISHON

NORMAN WILLIAM

133

BLAKEY

DENIS ALFRED

29,37,59,103,105,108,111
-113,133
39,41,59,66,101,116,117
133

BLATCH

DOUGLAS BRUCE

BOLDISTON

STANLEY WILLIAM

41,55,68,132

BOTCHER

HANK JOHN

50,56,132

BOX

JOHN WILLIAM

127,132

BRANDIE

DAVID JOHN

132

BRAUT

LEE

132

BRAWN

WALTER WILLEM

56,127,132

DOBSON

WILLIAM JOHN

4,44,62,67,73,74,91,97,99
101,105,108,113,133

BRENT

SIDNEY HENRY

16,42,61,62,77,127,132

DOUGLAS

PHILIP THOMAS

57,89,127,133

BROWN

JOHN LAMONT

39,41,42,55,56,117,132

DOWNS

GARRY JOHN

13,48-51,62,80,107,108
133

BUCHANAN

TERANCE JOHN

56,132

DRIVER

IVAN WILLIAM

62,133

BURDETT

HUGH

132

DWYER

KEVIN RAYMOND

15,44,63,65,133

BURKHILL

ALAN RICHARD

44,46,47,57,132

DYSON

JOHN BARRY

21,133

BURROWES

COLIN FRANK

57,101,105,108,113,132

EAGLESHAM

WILLIAM FREDERICK

21,23,25,63,64,127,133

BURT

LAWRENCE FRANCIS

19,21,57,101,107,108
132

EDGELOW

STEPHEN LESLIE

133

BUTTIFANT

JOHN STANLEY

58,101,105,108,132

EDWARDS

WILLIAM HARVARD

133

CAREY

RONALD MICHAEL

58,59,65,66,101,105,108,
113,132

EVANS

GARRICK THOMAS

59,63,93,99,101,105,108
113,133

CARSON

DAVID LAWRENCE

132

EVORALL

KEVIN JOHN

63,101,108,113,133

CASSIDY

CHRISTOPHER JOHN

127,132

FARAM

JOHN WILLIAM

56,60,63,73,89,91,97,99,
101,104,108,112,113,133

CATLEY

BRIAN PATRICK

132

FARMER

ROBERT GORDON

133

CAVANAGH

ROBERT ALAN

132

CHALKER

DAVID MICHAEL

58,101,103,105,113,132

FATONE

LUIGI JOSEPH

14,17,46,57,63,72,100,
101,103,105,108,113,133
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FELL

ALBERT

133

JESSEN

RAYMOND PETER

67,68,73,101,105,108,
113,134

FENNIS

NEVILLE CARL

133

JONES

JOHN OWEN

134

FEVERBACH

RICHARD MANFRED

84,133

JONES

KEITH

127,134

FINCH

PETER

55,56,60,64,66,68,93,99
101,133

KANE

JOHN ELLIOTT

134

FINN

EDWARD OWEN

19,21,24,64,79,133

KAYE

STUART PETER

134

35,41,64,66,86,87,97,
99-101,103,105,108,111
113,117,119-121,133
64,101,105,108,111,113
133

KELLY

RONALD JAMES

134

KENNEDY

RICHARD EDWARD

63,68,134

KNIGHT

JAMES RALPH

68,75,134

FLANAGAN

ANTHONY MICHAEL

FOSTER

GEORGE FREDERICK

FRANCE

ALAN JAMES

127,133

KOCH

JOHN FREDERICK

68,75,127,134

FRASER

JOHN CLIFFORD

19,21,23,25,64,77,133

LACEY

ALLEN JOHN

69,134

FULCHER

RAYMOND GORDON

133

LEWIS

JOHN EDWARD

127,134

FULLER

BERNARD WILLIAM

29,33,35,133

LEWIS

RONALD GEORGE

69,103,105,134

GALPIN

JOHN KENNETH

65,71,97,105,133

LING

JAMES ALLAN

69,101,105,108,113,134

GREGORY WALTER

69,127,134

GALT

MAURICE WILLIAM

42,44,56,133

LOCKYER

GARLIN

DANIEL JAMES

65,133

LOW

RONALD JAMES

134

GIBSON

MALCOLM LESLEY

29,127,134

LOWE

MARTIN STEPHEN

134

GOLDING

JAMES JOHN

48,65,107,108,113,134

MACK

HERMANNE CUTHBERT

134

GORE

GREGORY JOHN

134

MACNAMARA

PAUL STANCA

81,135

GOTT

GARY THOMAS

134

MALHERBE

PAUL FRANCIS

69,135

GRAHAM

DOUGLAS JOHN

127,134

MALLETT

ERIC JOHN

19,22,24,135

GRAY

ROBERT DARCY

29,37,74,82,127,134

MANDER

MICHAEL JAMES

70,135

GRIFFITHS

COLIN LESLIE

19,134

MANNA

LAURIE CONSTANTE

GROSSE

MICHAEL ARTHUR

4,65,91,101,105,108,112
113,134

45,70,79,101,105,108,111
113,135

MARAZES

MICK

70,128,135

GUL

ADAM MARIAN

66,101,105,112,113,134

MARRON

ERROL FRANCIS

29,70,82,135

HADLEY

ROBERT VINCENT

134

MARSHALL

JAMES BROWN

49,71,80,135

HALL

STANLEY RICHARD

41,55,66,116,117,127,
134

MATTHEWS

LESLIE DAVID

29,31,37,71,131,135

HALLEWELL

TREVOR JOHN

66,127,134

McCALLUM

JOHN WILLIAM

29,37,70,128,135

HALLIN

RICHARD MICHAEL

66,113,134

McDONALD

ROBERT LESLIE

71,128,135

HANKINSON

ALLAN JOHN

134

McFARLANE

PETER ROBERT

HANNAH

THOMAS IAN

127,134

McINTOSH

JAMES JOSEPH

HARTWIG

ARTHUR FREDERICK

19,21,22,26,66,108,127
134

McKENDRICK

PAUL ROBERTSON

128,135

HAZELAGER

FRANK GERARD

72,89,127,134

McLEAN

IAN COLIN

29,32,36,37,72,101,105,
108,113,121,131,135

HEINZE

JURGEN JOHN

103,108,134

McLEOD

DESMOND JOHN

135

HERRICK

JOHN RAYMOND

134

McLURE

PETER

128,135

HEYER

HENRY CHARLES

67,73,134

MELLOR

JOHN ROBERT

72,135

HOLTEN

RONALD JAMES

67,127,134

MEPPOM

RONALD SPENCER

HOUSTON

FRANK RICHARD

21,22,127,134

41,72,101,105,108,113,
117,135

MORONEY

TIMOTHY JOHN

41,72,84,93,135

HURREN

FRANCIS GEORGE

67,134

HUSH

ALBERT WALLACE

55,68,127,134

MORRISON

JAMES THOMPSON

135

PAUL MAYNARD

72,135

KENNETH BRIAN

29-31,36,37,67,84,95,
127,134

MOSELEY

HUSSELL

MUIR

ROBERT MICHAEL

135

IND

HENRY WILLIAM

67,101,105,108,134

MURRAY

WILLIAM JOHN

57,135

ISON

PAUL

134

JACKSON

ARCHIBALD WILLIAM

134

NASH

ROBERT JOHN

JAMIESON

PETER MAXWELL

134

29,33,34,36,37,54,73,77,
82,84,87,96,97,99,101,
105,107,108,111-113,117
119,123,125,135

NETTLE

ROGER NEIL

62,67,73,101,103,105,135

DAVID KEITH

19,23,24,68,96,97,119,
134

NICHOLSON

ROBERT KEITH

JAMISON
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19,21,24-26,71,101,107
108,135
29,33,35,71,101,105,108
112,113,135

43,59,67,73,101,113,135
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NORRIE

HENRY ERNEST

57,135

SHEA

PETER ROBERT

49,51,79,136

O'DONNELL

MICHAEL PATRICK

135

SHEPHERD

PHILIP FREDERICK

66,79,105,108,113,136

O'NEILL

LAWRENCE DOBS

4,34,35,73,86,101,103,
105,108,111,113,135

SIDDONS

BARRY

21,24,80,136

O'NEILL

TERENCE JAMES

31,34,36,74,135

SLANN

ANTHONY

49,71,80,136

OWENS

PATRICK

135

SMITH

GARY WILLIAM

47-49,136

PADOVAN

DAVID JOHN

74,101,108,135

SMITH

MAX DOUGLAS

21,128,136

RICHARD CLEAVE

80,108,136

PAGE

ANTHONY JOHN

4,44,74,135

SMITH

PAILLAS

ALAN JOHN

135

SPENCER

ELWYN RONALD

36,60,64,80,85,136

PARSLOW

LLOYD JAMES

75,101,105,108,113,135

SPENCER

GRAHAM RONALD

81,84,99,113,136

PATZEL

GRAHAM BERNARD

41,56,60,75,78,108,116
117,135

SPRUDD

WILLIAM JOHN

19,21,128,136

PAXTON

RICHARD JOHN

76,101,108,135

STANLEY

MERVIN KEITH

128,136

PEAK

DAVID JOHN

STEFANOWICZ

STANISLAW

PEUT

NOEL JOHN

STEPHENS

HAROLD ALFRED

PHILIP

STEPHEN JAMES

128,135

STOKER

GEORGE RONALD

PLACE

EDWARD LEONARD

39,41,76,85,101,117,135

STOLBERG

KEITH WILLIAM

67,68,128,136

POOLE

RICHARD JOHN

135

STONEHOUSE

VINCENT CLAUDE

93,103,128,136

POPE

DENNIS KINGSBURY

135

SURTEES

DESMOND JAMES

29,32,36,37,81,108,128,
136

QUINLAN

GREGORY ROBERT

29,34,36,37,54,73,76,82
103-105,107,108,
111-113,135

SUTTON

KEVIN JAMES

136

SYMONS

JOHN WILLIAM

RACKLEY

TREVOR EDWIN

77,111,113,135

RADCLIFFE

ALBERT DAVID

77,78,135

TASKER

IAN RALPH

RAYFIELD

TREVOR FRANCIS

136

TRAEGER

TREVOR JOHN

82,136

REDMAN

JOHN WILLIAM

41,60,77,101,105,108,
113,116,117,136

TREMBATH

PETER JOHN

37,136

REID

KEVIN STUART

128,136

TURNER

JEFFREY FREDERICK

67,128,136

RENWICK

PETER JOHN

45,136

TUTTLE

JAMES EDWARD

128,136

RICE

CHARLES KENNETH

35,60,128,136

TYLER

GREGORY CHARLES

82,137

RINDFLEISH

ROSS ALFRED

37,78,136

TYRRELL

ROLAND ALEXANDER

83,137

ROBINSON

DONALD PATRICK

128,136

TYRRELL

WILLIAM ERNEST

83,128,137

ROBINSON

JAMES BERTRAM

29,33,36,37,78,136

VANDERWEL

PETRUS ALOYSUIS

83,101,105,108,113,137

ROGERS

RONALD CHARLES

63,78,93,101,108,113
136

VERNIEUX

RONALD ASHWORTH

29,37,83,137

ROHRSHEIM

PAUL JOHN

136

WADE

DAVID GORDON

45,137

ROOTS
(a.k.a.. TILLEY)

MELVIN LESLIE

136

WAIDE

ANTHONY THOMAS

83,137

WALSH

ANTHONY PATRICK

137

ROWLANDS

RUSSELL HORACE

63,78,101,108,113,136

WALTER

DAVID CLIVE

44,48,137

RUTLEDGE

BRIAN JOHN

72,99,101,105,108,113
136

WARNE

PHILIP MICHAEL

49-51,128,137

SANDERSON

DAVID HAROLD

79,103,136

WATTS

RODNEY ALAN

137

SCANLON

CHRISTOPHER
MICHAEL

136

WELDON

JOHN

137

SCICLUNA

JOSEPH

66,136

WESTON

LINDSAY

84,137

SCOGLIO

FRANK PETER

101,105,108,113,136

WESTPHAL

MALCOLM RICHARD

137

SCOTT

JOHN TREVOR

136

WHITAKER

ALAN CLIVE

41,84,116,117,137

SCOTT

ROBERT JAMES

136

WHITELAW

COLIN WILLIAM

84,137

SEAGER

ROBERT DENIS

136

WILKINSON

LESLIE WILLIAM

39,41,59,84,116,117,119,
125,137

SELLENS

EDWARD GEORGE

19,26,79,128,136

WISKAR

LEWIS ALAN

29,37,64,137

ZABENKO

VICTOR

19,21,85,101,105,108,113
137

ZILM

JOHN

137

SHAW

DARRYL WILLIAM

SHAW

NEVILLE WALTER

69,75,76,99,101,103,105,
108,113,135
29,30,33,76,101,105,
108,113,135

19,21,23-26,64,79,101
105,136
4,74,79,101,105,108,112
113,136
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41,81,105,113,116,117,
136
29,37,57,61,81,101,113,
136
29,35-37,54,60,64,67,81,
131,136

4,45,82,101,105,108,113,
136
29,33,34,37,54,70,73,74,
77,82,101,105,108,111113,131,136
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